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To Developmental Engineering' Corp.

VLF ANTENNA NOTEBOOK - GENERAL

This is the first of a series of reports for collecting in-

formation relating to the design of VLF antennas, especially a high-

power antenna for 15 Kc.Each report will be cumulative and will be

assigned a block of numbers so that any page in this series will be

identified by its page number.The report numbers are being assigned

from the block of 301 to 309.The last digit of the report number


will be the first digit of the 3-digit page number.
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h=height (meters)




1= length (meters).




NB 77, p. 105-6.
NB 77, p. 105-6.
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S bols and Units.

MKS rationalized units.


*Note: These quantities are RN'S values unless otherwise noted.


f = freauency (cycles/second)


= 2yf = radianfrequency (radians/second)


-X = wavelength (meters)


radianlength (meters)


o
= magnetivity (permeability) of free space


(1.257 x 10-6 henries/Meter)

eo = electrivity (permittivity) of free space


(8.85 x 10-12 farads/meter)


k = e/e = electric ratio (dielectric constant) of medium (ground)

Rc = -147t- = wave resistance of square area in free space (377 ohms)

o
o 0 


= conductivity (mhos/Meter)


6 = 1/-1/71-f40a = skin depth in conductor (meters)


Rs = -1/Trfp.o/a = skin resistance of square area on surface of


conductor (ohms)

H = magnetic intensity or current density (amperes/meter)


E = electric intensity or potential gradient (volts/meter)4

I = current (amperes)1/4

V = potential (volts)\_

P = power (watts)

C = capacitance (farads)

L = inductance (henries)

R = resistance (ohms)

X = reactance (ohms)

p = R/x = power factor ( << 1 )


a,b,c = .dimensions (meters)

A = area (meters2)


n = number

9W
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Information for 15 Kc.

f = 15 Kc

= 94.3 K

= 20 Km = 12.4 mile 1 mi = 1.61 Km

7\/271-= 3.18 Km = 1.98 mile 1 ft = 0.305 m

w40 = Rc(27/5.) = 0.118 ohm/m

weo = (l/Rc) (2v/7) = 0.853 4.mho/m or m.mho/Km

Skin effect:

Copper 6 = 0.54 mm = .021 in,. Rs = .0320 milohm
Aluminum 0.70 mm .027 in, .041 milohm

Sea water (cr = 4) 2.0 6.7 ft, 0.122 ohm

Average ground (0 = .002) 92 m 300 ft, 5.5 ohms

HAW, "Universal skin-effect chart for conducting materials",

Electronics, vol. 25, no. 11, P. 152-4, Nov. 1952. (Skin depth in

metalS, solutions, ground.)

HAW, "Formulas for the skin effect", Proc. IRE, vol. 30,

p.412-24, Sept.1942.(Theory, rules,inductors.)

NB 77,p.38,80.

Example of VLF antenna properties:

Frequencyf=15 Kc

WavelengthT=20 Km

Radiated powerP=1 Mw

Radiation resistanceR=0.1 ohm

Radiation power factor p = .001=1 mil

Reactance X = 100 ohms

Current I = 3.16 Ka

Voltage. V = 316 Kv

Capacitance C = 0.106 4f
Effective height h = 159 m=520 ft

Effective area A = 1.90 Km2=0.73 mi2

Inductance (to tune) L = 1.06 mh

NB 80, P. 95

ew
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References.
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(Theory compared with tests at Cutler, Me.)

J. 0. Weldon, "A 600 kilowatt high frequency amplifier", IRE
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P. W. Hannan, "Graded wire spacing for VLF antenna - results

of calculations", Wheeler Labs. Report 782, Aug. 19, 1957. (Spacing

of 8 or 12 wires for eaual charges and gradients.)
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Definition and Test of Radiated Power.

One performance rating of the system is the amount of power

radiated, as distinguished from dissipation in the antenna. Thef.e is

no exact definition of this quantity, since there is no definite

boundary between the antenna system and the surrounding space in which

the radiated wave is propagated. For purposes of rating, we may de-

fine a boundary on some reasonable basis, and then charge to the an-

tenna all losses within this boundary.

In the case of a very small dipole antenna (much smaller

than the radiansphere) there is a definite field pattern at any dis-

tance beyond one radianlen7th. This pattern includes several terms,

of which one is designated the radiation field and the others are

designated the near field. We are interested in an antenna which is

small" (within half-radian hemisphere) at the lowest frequency of

operation, and marginal in size at the highest frequency. The objec-

tives are most difficult at the lowest frequency, so the radiation

criterion becomes most important. Therefore the small-antenna

principles will be applied.

We have a vertical electric dipole over a conductive ground

plane. Its magnetic field has two terms in time quadrature, which are

equal at all points on the radian hemisphere. Therefore this boundary

divides the regions in which the near field and the far field respec-

tively predominate. The near field represents the stored energy of

the antenna condenser, so it is naturally associated with the antenna

properties that affect the terminal impedance.

Substantially all of the losses that are reflected as resist-

ance in the antenna impedance, occur within the radian hemisphere,

mainly on the ground. Losses outside this hemisphere, since they are

nearly imperceptible at the antenna, are naturally charged to the wave

propagation that predominates in the outer region.

Therefore it is reasonable to define the radiated power as

that which passes out of the radian hemisphere. This power can be

tested in any region where the ground conditions approximate the ideal

closely enough to assure the normal field pattern of a spherical wave.

The sea water is so good a conductor that its disturbance
of the wave pattern is negligible over distances of several radian-
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lengths. Therefore a valid test can be made at such distances in

directions far removed from land areas. The Maine location is on a

peninsula surrounded by water on three of its four sides, the land

beinz within the radiancircle on the three sides.

It is proposed to measure the magnetic field along a radial

in the southeast direction at 450 from the line of centers of the two

halves of the antenna. This angle is chosen to minimize the very

slight directive effect of the two-element array. Tests should be

made from'l to 3 radianlengths over the sea. There is a very small

island between 1 and 2 radians, which might provide a location suit--
able for a monitor statioh.

The magnetic field along such a radial is easily analyzed

for self-consistency and from its magnitude the radiated power is

easily computed. It is subject to the least error caused by wave

attenuation outside the radian hemisphere.
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H. K. Farr, W. R. Wilson, "Some engineering applications of the

electrolytic field analyzer", AIEE Trans., vol. 70, P. 1301 - 9,

1951. (Various analogs, references, discussion.)

N. H. Langton,  N.  Davy, "The two-dimensional magnetic or

electric field abo,e and below an infinite corrugated sheet", Brit.

Jour. Applied Physics, vol. 4, p. 134-7, May 1953. (Ratio of excess


gradient on stranded wire of many strands is 1.59.)

A. von Hippel, "Dielectric Materials and Applications", Wiley,

1954. (Ice and snow, 1 Kc - 10 KMc, P. 501.)

L. Thourel, "Les Antennes", Dunod, Paris, 1956. (For long


waves, P. 48-54. Brief table of 5 stations.)

J. R. Wait, "Introduction to the VLF papers", Proc. IRE, vol.

45, p. 739-40, June 1957. (Followed by 15 papers from symposium at

Boulder, Colo., Jan. 1957. Mainly propagation and noise.)

J. A. Chalmers, "Atmospheric Electricity", Pergamon,1957.

H. E. Fregel, W. A. Keen, "Factors Influencing the sparkover.

voltage of asymmetrically connected sphere gaps", AIEE Communication

and Electronics, no. 31, p. 307-16, July 1957. (Many references,


discussion.)

J. G. Anderson, J. S. Kresge, "An electronic electrometer as a

versatile corona detector", Communication and Electronics, No. 52,

p. 449-54, Sept. 1957. (Impulse and 60-cycle corona. References.)

J. R. Wait, "The effective electrical constants of soil at

low frequencies", Proc. IRE, vol. 45, p. 1411-2, Oct. 1957.

H. G. Wolff, "High-speed frequency-shift keying of LF and VLF

radio circuits", IRE Trans.,vol. CS-5, p. 29-42, Dec. 1957.
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H. L. Knudsen, "The earth currents near a top-loaded monopole

antenna", NBS Rep. 5555, Dec. 15, 1957.

R. S. Lapp, "VLF antenna insulation report", Lapp Insulator Co.,

Deco 13-4, Dec. 1957.

H. A. Wheeler, "Fundamental relations in the design of a VLF

transmitting antenna", IRE.Trans., vol. AP-6, p. 120-2, Jan. 1958.

(WL Report 311.)

H. A. Wheeler, "Fundamental limitations of a small VLF antenna

for submarines", IRE Trans., vol. AP-6, p. 123-5, Jan. 1958. (WL


Report 312.)

F. A. Grant, "Use of complex conductivity in the representation

of dielectric phenomena", Jour. Appl. Phys., vol. 29, p. 76-80, Jan.

1958. (Mixed capacitance and conductance.)

G. D. Monteath, "The effect of ground constants, and of an

earth system, on the performance of a vertical medium-wave aerial",

Proc. IEE, vol. 105, part C, no. 7, p. 292-306, Mar. 1958. (Many


references.)

J. R. Wait, "On the calculations of transverse current loss in

buried wire ground systems", Appl. Sci. Res., Sec. D, vol. 7, b.

81-6, 1958 (?).
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To Developmental Engineering.Corp.

VLF ANTENNA NOTEBOOK 7 PRINCIPLES

This is the second of a series of reports for collecting in-

formation relating to the design of VLF antennas, especially a high-

power antenna for 15 Kc. Each report will be cumulative and will be

:assigned a block of numbers so that any page in this series will be

identified by its page number. The report numbers are being assigned

from the block of 301 to 309: The last digit of the report number

will be the first digit of the 5-digit number.

Contents. Page 


Requirements and Limitations of a Transmitter. 202
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Reauirements and Limitations of a Transmitter.

Radiated ower is the end product of a transmitting antenna.

It may be rated as the amount of power radiated beyond the radian-

sphere, in which case it is discounted by the principal power losses

in the near field.

Modulation ca ability is an essential attribute of the
. radiated power. It involves many alternatives that are difficult to

compare in utility.

Fre uenc bandwidth is one measure of the modulation

capability. It permits proportionate speed of transmission. Alterna-

tively, for the same speed of transmission, it provides excess band-

width for more sophisticated types of modulation that increase the

reliability or quality of reception.

Power limitation im osed b the antenna. The power that can

be radiated from a VLF antenna is usually limited by the voltage that

can be applied to it without excessive corona loss or actual arcing. .

The safe power rating should be made under the condition of rainfall,

since such a condition must be tolerated frequently and it reduces

the power capability by a factor of about 1/4. Infrequent extreme

conditions, such as heavy icing or high winds, may be permitted to

reduce the power capability below'the rating.

Radiation ower factor is the measure of the bandwidth 


that can be radiated efficiently by an antenna. Uniform response over

a wider band can be obtained by increaSing the resistance (heat)

losses and providing proportionately greater power from the trans-

mitter Circuit. Or sideband pre-emphasis may be used ahead of the

final power amplifier, in which case greater reactive power (volt--
amperes) must be provided to drive the antenna over a wider band. In

either case, the bandwidth can be increased indefinitely at the cost

of increasing the available power.

Dissi ation ower factor is the measure of the heat losses

in an antenna, its environment and associated circuits. The principal

causes of such losses are (approximately in order of decreasing amount

in practice):
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ground resistance

tuning inductors (and capacitors if used)

dielectric losses (insulators, corona)

wire resistance

In its effect on the antenna properties, each of these may be rated

in terms of the power factor it contributes to the reactance of the

antenna capacitance. At the cost of their power loss, such losses in-

crease the useful bandwidth; they can be overcome by increasing the

available power.

Efficiency of the entire antenna. circuit is a measure of its

ability to radiate power with less demand on the power amplifier;

efficiency is not, in itself, an objective. Efficient radiation over

a wider band requires increasing the radiation power factor by in-

creasing the size of the antenna. This is a major consideration if

the available power is only slightly greater than the required radia-

tion.

Size of the antenna is the principal factor determining the

radiation power factor. It is measured by the volume of the effective

height times the effective area. The radiation power factor.is pro-

portional to this volume.

(29) HAW, "Fundamental limitations of a small antenna", Proc. IRE,

vol. 35, p. 1479-84, Dec. 1947.

Effective hei ht is the principal factor determining the

radiation resistance. For a specified radiated power, the current

is inversely proportional to the effective height—

Effective area is the theoretical area of a pair of condenser

plates, separated by the effective height, that would provide the

actual capacitance, assuming only a unifom field between the plates.

For a specified radiated power, the voltage is inversely proportional

to the'effective area.

Conductor area is the principal factor determining the

current that can be handled without corona. It is the total area of

conductor in the aerial structure. It is best utilized by designing

for uniform distribution of the charge. The permissible current is

directly proportional to the conductor area.
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To Developmental Engineering Corp.

VLF ANTENNA NOTEBOOK - AERIAL SYSTEM

This is the third of .a series of reports for collecting in-

formation relating to the design of VLF antennas, especially a high-

power antenna for 15 Kc. Each report will be cumulative and will be

assigned a block of numbers so that any page in this series will be

identified by its page number. The report numbers are being assigned

from the block of 301 to 309. The last digit of the report number

will be the first digit of the 3-digit bage number.

Contents Pacxe

Computed Designs for Certain Requirements. 302
Effective Height and Antenna Current. 304

Effective Area and Antenna Voltage. 305

Effective Volume and Radiation Power Factor. 306

Corona Gradient on Round Wire. 307

Conductor Area and Surface Gradient. 309

Computation of Some Dimensions. 310
Triatic Ring 512
Hexagon (6-leaf Cross). 315

Influence of towers on Effective Heiht. 319
Design for Specified Voltage and Gradient. 325

Radial Triatic Patterns. 327
Shape of Aerial for Least Cost. 331
Relations of Performance, Size and Cost. 341

Wire in Shield for Corona Test. 345

Effects of Leakage in Insulator String. 349
Ice on Wires. 351
Water Drops and Precipitation. 353

Excees Gradient on Stranded Wire. 356
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Computed Desi ns for Certain Re uirements.

b (n wires)

A/2
//

h = ef.ht.

There have been derived a set of formulas which uniquely determine the

principal dimensions of.an antenna to meet certain requirements.

Several cases have been computed.and are reported here. (The formulas

will be presented subsequently.) The common requirements are given

first, leaving the height as the one independent variable in this

series of examples.

Common requirements:

Frequency f = 15 Kc

Wavelength = 20 Km

Radiated power P = 1 Mw

Radiation power factor p = .002 = 2 mils

Gradient on wires Ea = 0.67 Kv/mm (RMS)

Radius of wires a = 12.7 mm (dia = 1 in)

Total length of 2 sections 1 = 7.5 Km = 2 x 2.3 mi

Note: Ea is 1/4 the gradient for dry corona or 1/2 the gradient for

wet corona; it is adjusted for the wire surface curvature, to 1.3 x

2.9 Kv/mm (crest).
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Note: • 1 is chosen so 1/4 (1/2 length Of 1 section) is 1/8 wavelength

at 20 Kc (enabling each section to be tuned up to this frequency by a

central downlead).-

Note: The form of the antenna is two long sections, each made of

several parallel aerial wires and one or more downleads. The sections

are parallel and are spaced several times their height; their inter-

action is ignored in these computations. Each section is tapered at

the ends to maintain uniform gradient on the wires; this inherently

removes thEir "end correction .

Effective height 600 750 900 ft

	

183 230 275

Wire area Aa 4900 4000 3300 m2

Wire length 1a 62 53 41 Km

No. of wires in grid n 8.2 6.8 5.5

Ef. area of grid A 3.3 2.6 2.2 Km2
Ef. width of grid b' 440 350 290 m

Width of grid b 260 67 11.5 m

Capacitance C .160 .102 .071 p-f
Voltage V 182 230 270 Kv

Note: The formula for the width b is.based on unifolm pitch and

uniform charge, which is not realized. The pitch is graduated to ob-

tain uniform charge and gradient, which decreases the required width

of the grid. The average pitch is approximately b/n .

Note: The minimum requirements are exceeded and the performance im-

proved if any of the computed dimensions are increased.

NB 80, p. 90-92.
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Effective Heicfht and Antenna Current.

Assuming that the aerial wires over the ground act like a

condenser free of inductance, the effective height is determined by

the electric flux pattern between the aerial conductors and the ground

conductors. Taking the terminals of electric flux lines, and noting

the difference of height at the ends of these lines, their average

difference of height is the effective height of the charge on the an-

tenna. It is the principal factor determining the radiation resist-

ance which relates the radiated power with the antenna current. It

is assumed that the aerial system occupies a space much smaller than

the radian hemisphere.

in which

R = radiation resistance (ohms)

h = effective height (meters)

(See p. 103 for standard symbols.)

P = RI2 ; I = 1/P/R

in which

P = radiated power (watts)

I = antenna current (RMS amperes)

Expressing the current in terms of power and size,

'N I 


27Th 1/3TrP/Rc= 47Th 7/P/10 (3)

1R
c

2vhI)2 2 (hI12
3


. 160v — (4)
7r )

R=
37r c A

a ( 2711)2 =
40 27h 2= 1607T2 h 2 


/ 

hI = 2 1/37P/R = 47r

-1/P/10c 
 meter-amperes (5)

This last product is a familiar rating of the power radiating ability

of a transmitter.

For 1 Mw at 15 Kc: hI = 503,000 meter -amperes.
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570208, Revised

Effective Area and Antenna Volta7e..

In terms of the effective height and the capacitance of an

antenna, the effective area of the aerial is the theoretical area of

a pair of parallel plates separated by the effective height, that

would have the same capacitance if the field were uniform and free

from edge effects.

C = e0 A/h (1)

A = hC/e0 (2)

in which

= antenna capacitance (farads)

A = effective area (meter2)

h = effective height (meters)

The effective area is increased by edge effects but is decreased.by

the spacing between wires of an aerial wire grid.'

The radiated power requires- a voltage on the antenna capaci-
tance, which is found to be inversely proportional to the effective

area and independent of the height. The relation between current and

voltage is:

VAeoW V 27rAI = VCw - _
Rc 2\h

in which

V = antenna voltage (RMS volts)

Equating this to formula (3) on p. 304,

„2 1/
1/10 P

PR
V' X2

-/- 2 —7137-1 =37 c r____
4y A 27-A 12y 27A 


v2 (4.7212

3-yRe

1 (27TAVy
_7\2 90 2

, )2 ,2
AV = -/37PRc = 115 meter2-volts (6)

This last product is a new rating of the power radiating capacity of

an antenna subject to voltage limitations.

For 1 Mw at 15 Kc: AV = 604 Km`jcv

(5 )




NB 81, p. 23-4.
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Effective Area and Antenna Voltac.e.

In terms of the effective height and the capacitance of an

antenna, the effective area of the aerial is the theoretical area of

a pair of parallel plates separated by the effective height, that

would have the same capacitance if the field were uniform and free

from edge effects.

C = eo A/h (1)

A = hC/eo (2)


in which

o = antenna capacitance (farads)

A = effective area (meter2)

h = effective height (meters)

The effective area is increased by edge effects but is decreased by

the spacing between wires of an aerial wire grid.

The radiated power requires a voltage on the antenna capaci-

tance, which is found to be inversely proportional to the effective

area and independent of the height. The relation between current and

voltage is:

VAeow V 27AI = VCw — —h Rc
in which -

V = antenna voltage (RMS volts)

Equating this to formula (3) on p. 304,

X2 3N2PRc 3X2

47
2A 1/371-PRc = 21-A 127 = 27A 1/3714-5-17

37R 2

.v2 (4v2A)2

c X 90
X2

1 ( 27AV) 2

( 2,2

t27) -1/377-PR 3?\2
c 2v V10 p

This last product is a new rating of the power radiating capacity of

an antenna subject to voltage limitations.

For 1 Mw at 15 Kc: AV = 604 Km2Kv

AV =

V

meter2-volts

(3 )

NB 81, p. 23-4.
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Effective Volume and Radiation Power Factor.

The product of effective height times the effective area is

the effective volume, which determines the radiation power factor.

p = RCw1 	 Ah 
 87r2Ah 


57 (X/27r)53A5
(1)

in which

p =. radiation power factor

R = radiation resistance (ohms)

A = effective area (meters2)

h = effective height (meters)

Note:. Compared with reference 1 below, this formula gives a value

twice as great, because of the location adjacent to the ground plane.

3DA3 (2)

313?\3
(3)A

87.2h

meter3


meter2

Ah =
2

871-

For 15 Kc: Ah = 304 p Km3

If either A or h is given, the other is determined by the perform-

ance specifications.

.(1) HAW, "Fundamental limitations of a small antenna", Proc. IRE,

vol. 35, p. 1479-84, Dec. 1947.

NB 80, p. 84.
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Corona Gradient on Round Wire.

The length and size of wire in the top of the antenna must

be sufficient to handle the amount of charge associated with the

capacitive current between the wire and ground. The charge density

causes a proportionate electric gradient which must be held within the

limit at which a corona discharge would occur and would cause ex-

cessive waste of power.

To make best use of the conductor area, the wire is disposed

in a configuration that distributes the charge uniformly and makes the

gradient nearly constant. There may be minor areas-6T low gradient

but there must not be any areas of excessive gradient.

In a uniform field in air at a pressure of one atmosphere,

a spark starts at a gradient of 2.9 Kv/Mm or greater, depending on the
frequency and the distance between electrodes (ref. 1). It is there-

fore safe to assume a threshold crest value of this amount or an RMS

value of 2.05 Kv/Mm.

On a round wire, a higher gradient on the surface is per-

mitted before corona, because the gradient decreases with increasing

radial distance (ref. 2). An empirical formula gives the experimental

value of this effect at 60 cycles; it is believed that the same regime

.prevails at 15 Kc (ref. 1).

Ea = Eb (1 + 1/a1/) (1)

in which

Ea = corona gradient on round wire (RMS Kv/Mm)

Eb = 2.05 Kv/mm = breakdown in uniform field (RMS.Kv,/mm)

a1 = 0.90 mm = wire radius (mm) on which Ea = 2 Eb

a = wire radius (mm)

This effect obscures the increase of gradient on the fluted surface of
stranded cable, if the outer strands have a radius less than al .

For comparison of wires differing in radius, it is convenient

to formulate the effective radius and effective area of conductor that

would be subject to corona starting at the standard gradient Eb .
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a = a (1 + -1/a1/a) = a + l/aa1

in which

a' = effective radius of wire

, The actual and effective conductor areas are:

2nat ; A' =a  a  a a
in which

Aa . conductor area (for corona at Ea)

Aa' = effective conductor area (for corona at Eb)

= length of wire

Example: a = 12.7 mm (dia = 1 in)

a'/a = Aal/Aa = Ea/Eb = 1.27

For corona: Ea = 1.27 Eb = 2.60 Kv/Mm

The most severe condition that is common is wet weather.

Water drops from the wire distort the surface and greatly facilitate

corona. Some experience indicates that about 1/2 the gradient will

cause corona. (Annapolis VLF antenna at 18 Kc, on wires of diameter

1 inch about 500 feet above ground, reported by W. W. Brown.)

In order to assure freedom from corona in a practical de-

sign, the following factors may be applied to the gradient:

1.27 for wires of dia 1 in

1/2 for water drops

1/2 for departure from constant gradient and any unknown

factors such as surface contamination

Eb = 0.51 Kv/mm ; Ea = 0.65 Kv/Mm

HAW, "Nomogram for some limitations on high-frequency voltage

breakdown in air", Wheeler Monographs No. 17, May 1953.

H. Pender, W. A. DelMar, "Electrical Engineers Handbook - Electric - \
(-Y2-)

Power", McGraw-Hill, 4 ed., p. 14-31, 1949. (Corona gradient on

round wire.)

NB 80, p. 16, 86, 100.
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Conductor Area and Surface Gradient.

Assuming that the antenna charge is distributed uniformly

over the aerial wires, the conductor area establishes a ratio between

the capacitive current and the surface gradient. To establish this

ratio, we conceive a theoretical parallel-plate condenser with con-

stant gradient, having plates of area equal to the conductor area and

of such separation that the capacitance is equal to that of the an-

tenna.

C = eoAa/ha

in which

C = antenna capacitance (farads)

Aa = conductor area of aerial wires (meters2)

ha = plate separation in condenser (meters)

The current in this capacitance is then

AaWeo 77 	 EA2%a aaE
I = Vao = Eaha h ?R

-
\c 607\

a

in which

I = antenna current (RMS amperes)

V = antenna voltage (RMS volts)

Ea = gradient on conductor surface (RMS volts/Meter)

Equating this formula with (3) on p. 304,

E ;\2
a -1/37PR 73;\21/10 P472A h 2Aah

2a

Example: 'N = 20 Km ; P = 1 Mw ; Ea = 0.65 Kv mm (p. 308):

Aah = 930,000 m

This product determines the amount of wire required, for any height,

to handle the power at the specified gradient. The gradient is set

at a value estimated to be safely below the corona point.

Aa
=

27hE 1/10 P3;\ 


a

( 1 )

(2 )

NB 80, p. 11-12, 14, 46, 84, 99-100.
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Computation of Some Dimensions.

With the formulas given above, some of the dimensions of an

aerial system can be computed very easily to meet certain require-

ments. It is necessary to specify the performance parameters and also

some dimensions. The performance parameters are:

X = wavelength

P = radiated power

p = radiation power factor

Ea = surface gradient on aerial wires

The dimensions to be specified are taken to be:

a = wire radius

h = effective height of aerial wires

Compute the following from the formulas noted:

.p.309 (4) Aa = conductor area

p. 308 (3) 1a = Aa/271a=length of wire

p. 306 
 A = effective area

p. 305 
 V = voltage

p. 304 (3) I = current

p. 304 (1) R = radiation resistance

p. 305 (1) C = capacitance





X = 1/Cw=R/p=reactance

Some of these may be expressed more directly in terms of

performance parameters:

,... 27hPR c
pA 3y

47h 1/10 P
102 

(1)

3pX3C = 6 (2)
o 8y2h2
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There remains the problem of distributing the length of wire

in some pattern over an area large enough to give the specified

effective area. Some formulas will be given further on, that are

close enough and simple enough for estimating the size and supporting

structures.

The voltage may be specified instead of the effective height.

Unlike the primary performance parameters, the voltage would represent

an upper limit. The corresponding upper limit on the height (if the

other dimensions are held down to their requirements) is obtained from

(1) above:

p'AV
(3 )

.002 ; V = 250 Kv :

47T-1/10 P

Example: 7 = 20 Km ; P = 1 Mw ;

h = 252 m = 825 ft

This is within the range of examples on p. 303.

NB 80, p. 84-94.

•
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Triatic Rin

In this proposal, each independent half of the antenna is a hexagonal

ring of triatic construction, supported by 6 outer towers and 6 inner

towers. The example shown has the performance capabilities of one case.

described on p. 302-3, the case of 600 ft. effective height.

6co

CENTRAL TUNING


& GROUNDING
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The triatic ring is a pattern of aerial wires which is made

of a long triatic with its ends closed to form a polygon (hexagon).

This arrangement is proposed to retain the principal benefits of the

straight long triatic, while gaining some of the advantages of the

six-pointed star and some advantages over either.

The example shOwn is intended to be. comparable with two

_other plans.under consideration. It is essentially similar to the

.pair of parallel triatics (p..302-3). It has some other features of

the pair of 6-pointed stars. Also it offers some advantages over

either of these.

One objection to the straight triatic is the lateral: wind

pressure on the_ entire length of parallel wires at the same time.

By closing the ends into a ring, the lateral wind pressure on these

wires is reduced to 1/2 and becomes independent of the direction of

the wind.

The outer towers carry much more than 1/2 the load. The

triatic supporting cables at the outer towers must have counter-

weighting or equivalent (such as a controlled winch). The supporting

cables at the inner towers may not need such provisions if sufficient

sag is provided.

Of all types considered, this one is easiest for electrical

design. The environment of the parallel wires is nearly the same all

around the ring. There are no "end effects" or bunching of wires to

complicate the computations, which is most helpful in designing for

uniform voltage gradient.

From one side of each ring, the total length of conduction

path is the same as in the straight triatic, and only 1/2 as great as

in the star. Like the straight triatic, the ring could be adapted

for the central tuning and grounding of a pair of structures forming

both halves of the complete antenna.

If the central tuning is used, the voltage is slightly

greater on the far side of each ring. Uniform gradient on the parallel

wires may be attained by decreasing the wire.spacing on the far side

and increasing it on the near side. The capability of the suspension

insulators might be adapted to this condition by slightly changing

the number of insulators in each string.
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If multiple tuning is preferred, the most elementary form

would require an extra downlead on the far side of each ring. This
tuning may be designed to take about 1/2 the current at the lowest

frequency (15 Kc) and need'not be adjustable; also it might be so

designed as to obviate the need for any de-icing circuits at its

location. Like any multiple tuning, it would complicate the pattern

of wires in the ground system.

To minimize the shadowing toward the nearby radar station,

the towers should be so located that the radar never sees more than

2 towers in line (see Report 310). The ring arrangement reduces to

1/2 the total shadowing effect of the aerial wires, because their

component of length that causes shadowing is only 1/2 the total length.

(This is also true of the star.) .•
As compared with the straight triatic, the obvious disadvan-

tage. of the ring triatic Ls the difference between inner and outer

dimensions of the ring, causing a proportionate difference of tower

loading and wire spans. Since the total loading and the average

span remain about the same, it is expected that the total cost of

construction would also remain about the same. There would be a

large saving if only the outer cables need counterweighting.

This design. is attractive for several reasons and may offer

the best combination of features as compared with the alternatives

under consideration.
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C./
Hexa on 6-leaf cross .

-
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The 6-leaf cross is a form of hexagon pattern for distri-

buting the aerial wires-over the flat top. It is proposed to use two

such structures to form the independent halves of the entire antenna.

Each requires 7 towers, making a total of 14 towers.

The objective of any such structure is to spread the re-

quired length of wire over an area sufficient to give the required

capacitance. The 6-leaf cross is intended to make the best use of a

hexagonal area, covering all except the opening for the central tower.

This structure is intended to offer some constructional

features with the intent of reducing the cost. The_principal feature

is the reliance on direct suspension of all spans:..rather than cross-

catenary suspension. This increases the total length of the span but

otherwise*simplifies the problems-of design. All spans are nearly

equal.
A structural feature of the reentrant perimeter is a

flexibility of the wire pattern which reduces the transfer of loading

from any one span to other spans. This is intended to ease the design

for wind loading. As in any pattern of 3 or more sectors of symmetry,

the cross-wind loading is only half effective on the total length of

wire.

The guy wires on the towers are easily arranged to leave

clear space for lowering the flat top.

One objective is economy in the number of towers. The com-

bination.-..of 6 outer towers and one central tower in each of two struc-

tures requires a total of 14 towers. None of the towers has any ex-

treme requirements.

The locations of the tOwers are favorable for electrical per-

formance. The outer towers are.further than usual from the active grid

of wires. The inner tower is in a region of reduced electric field.

For most capacitance and power factor, and least voltage,

the required length of wire should be spread over the most area. This

objective has to be compromised in favor of economy, so it is pursued

only so far as necessary to meet the needs for increasing the power

factor and decreasing the voltage. Greater area is covered with fewer
wires in parallel in each span.

This pattern was devised by the writer for an umbrella.

structure with only a central tower. The diagram would be modified to

ew
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insulate the tower and to use it as the downlead. The plan is well

suited for such a structure, which however seems to offer no net ad-

vantage over the flat top here proposed.

The pattern of wires in the flat top is basically a few

wires in parallel around the perimeter of a polygon. The parallel

plan is recognized as good for freedom of design in multiple tuning

and in heating circuits. The perimeter is unfortunately long, about

2.4 times that of the hexagon, but this is competitive with some other

schemes for 7 towers (such as the 6-pointed star) since it requires

less area of land for the same perimeter.

The diagram shows roughly optimum propor-tions of dimensions.

The supporting cables fram the towers are about 1/4 the length of the

active span. An example of actual dimensions will be given below.

Adjacent wires are nearly parallel over most of the active

area of the grid. This enables rough computation of the charge dis-

tribution, with the objective of uniform gradient over the wires.

This objective is served by parallel wires as contrasted to crossed

wires. The bunching of the wires at the vertices holds down the

gradient where it would tend to be greatest on a continuous sheet of

conductor. The spacing should be nearly uniform except on the outer

sides of the polygon, where the spacing should decrease toward the

outer edge.

There are several attractive alternatives for downleads and

tuning. The simplest is a pair of downleads from two inner vertices

on opposite sides of the central tower, broL4ght down to a single

tuner; this is severely restricted in tuning range. Another plan is

2 or 3 downleads from outer vertices equally spaced around the peri-

meter.

This pattern requires a high-voltage insulator at every ver-

tex, as shown in the diagram: 18 for one hexagon or 36 for the entire
antenna. Additional low-voltage insulators, not shown, are required

for the heating circuits.

Each high-voltage insulator is located near the vertex, be-

cause any appreciable length of supporting cable at high voltage

would be subject to corona.

The following example is based on rough computations for

radiation of 1 Mw at 15 Kc with 200 Kv and a power factor of .004.
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Effective height: 200 m = 660 ft.

Flat-top height: 250 m = 820 ft.

Radial distance to outer towers: 2350 ft.

Length of active span: 1600 ft.

Length of supporting cable: 400 ft.

Wire diameter: 1 in,

Length of wire: 69 Km = 230,000 ft.

Length of wire required if uniform gradient: 58 Km = 190,000 ft,

Capacitance: 0.13

NB 81, p. 11, 63; NB 80, p. 104.

•
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,r
Influence Di t:2wers :n effetive heir-tht.

A, V A, V

h, I h', I'

It is well known that any supporting towers increase the

capacitance and decrease the effective heiA-It (see definition p. 304).

Two theorems have been proved by the writer for establishing some re-

lations between these two effects.

The first theorem is an exact relation in an idealized case

represented in the diagrams. The aerial structure is a condenSer, be-

tween the ground and an elevated sheet conductor so extensive that

some of the interior space is substantially shielded from the exterior.

The top is shown.as a plane conductor parallel to vround, which is the

simplest case. The radiation from such a structure is associated with

.the external electric field, which is determined by the effective area

(A, see definition p. 305) and the voltage (V).

Any object in the shielded space has no effect on the ex-

ternal field'and the radiated power, but may affect the capacitance

(C) and hence the current (I) associated with the voltage. Keeping

the voltage the same, the current is proportional to the capacitance;

keeping the power the same, the .effective height is inversely propor-

tional to the current and hence to the capacitance. These are ex-

pressed as follows, in terms of the formula for capacitance.

e A = hC = h'C'

hi/h = C/C' < 1

Ah/h = - AC/C
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in which

eo = electrivity (permittivity) of air

A = effective area

C = capacitance of sheet and ground

C' = capacitance increased by insertion of extra con-

ductors in shielded space

h = effective heiAlt of sheet above'ground

h' = effective heiht decreased by insertion of extra

conductors in shielded space

A = small increment caused by insertion of extra con-

ductors

Equation (2).states the common rule for this effect, so we
now see.the conditions under which this rule is valid. This rule
states that the effective height chan;'es in the inverse ratio of the

capacitance. In one extreme, the rule applies to a lumped capacitor

connected-between the planes. While the effective area is unchanged,

so the same vOltage is still capable of radiating the same power

(p. 305), it does this with greater current and lesser power factor.

In practice, we may consider the top sheet to be replaced by

a wire grid occupying the same area, with the.insertion of a grounded
supporting tower ander the center. Without the tower, the wire grid

is taken to provide capacitance equal to a fraction (m) of that of a

sheet on top. The tower causes the same reduction of effective height
in  both cases, but the chan:,e of capacitance of the wires is only a
fraction (n2) as great as the change for the sheet. For a small rela-
tive change of capacitance, we have the relation,

hr
Ahh rn < 1Ah'/h' -Ac yc' (4)m AC/C

in which

m = CIC above ground = ratio of capacitdnce of wire

grid, over that of sheet

C' capacitance of wire grid and ground

h'= effective heiEht of wire'grid*
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This means that the relative Chan.„;e of effective heij-it is greater for

a wire grid than it iS for a sheet on top. This becomes a general

rule, applicable to practical problems.

A second theorem gives a comparison of any two reions in-

side or outside the shielded space. It is strictly applicable to

small extra conductors, but the concept is applicable to larce con-

ductors such as peripheral suppbrting towers that are naturally out-

side the shielded space. The electric field (E) outside is less than

the field (Eo) inside the shielded space, so their ratio is less than

unity (E/E0 < 1). The increase of capacitance caused by a small con-

ductor is probortional to the square of the electric field at its

location becaase it is caused by a two-way reaction. On th6 other

hand, the decrease of effective heijit is caused by the electric di-

pole moment induced on the conductor, which is a one-way reaction and

hence is directly proportional to the electric field. From these two

laws and, equation (3) we can write the resulting relation between

relative chanz.es of capacitance and effective'heLzht.

E/Eo 
Ah/h
(5).6C/C

in which

Eo = electric field in shielded space

E = electric field at location of extra conductor

Therefore a peripheral supporting tower causes a relative change of

effective height greater than the relative change of capacitance. A

short distance outside of the area occupied by the wires, the electric

field falls to about 1/2 its value in the center of the area, so the

ratio given by equation (5) is of the order of two. (This has been ob-

served recently in model tests on this project.)

The second theorem is restricted by the fact that only the

vertical component of induced dipole moment decreases the effective

heidat. The theorem could be stated more generally, but the simple

equation (5) is valid for two'cases of greatest interest. It ia

valid for conductors of any shape located near the ground where the
field is vertical. Or it is valid in any locatiOn for vertical con-

(E/E0)6
Eo/E
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ductors of relatively small transverse dimensions, such as vertical

towers. In.these cases, the induced dipole moment is vertical.

Each of these t-J,2 theorems gives a factor by which the rela-

tive chan:,7.e of effective hei._;ht exceeds that of capacitance. Both are

applicable to supporting structu,res from which the aerial wires are

insulated.

Dwnleads are Comparable in some respects. ' If located in

the shielded space ,rider a sheet conductor, they obey the same rules.

Otherwise, it is found that the relative chan„:e of effective heiht is

less than that of capacitance.

First, if the downlead is connected with—a grid of wires, it

contrioLtes somewhat to the radiation for the same voltage, because it

is partially coupled with the outer space throu01.the wires. This in-

crease of effective area is reflected in a lesser decrease of effec-

tive heiht.

Secondly, the downlead is usually located in a space where

the electric field varies considerably from top to grourni. In this

case, the average value of the field is sli:Yhtly less than the RMS

value, so this relation would further cause the relative change of

effective hei2ht to be slijltly less than that of capacitance.

It is concluded that downleads are subject to rules that

are generally opposite to those for supportin-: towers in the usual

structures.

Supporting towers for a grid of wires reduce both effective

height and effective area, which combine to make.the effective volume.

On the other hand, the downleads may cause opposite changes of effec-

tive heignt and effective area that would leave the effective volume

about the same.
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Desi;i:n for Specified Voltae and Gradient.

The two principal limitations on the radiated power are the,

voltage ratin-. ,)fs the suspension insulators and the corona gradient on

the aerial wires. It is conjectured that the cost is minimized if both

of these limitations are effective at the same p.wer level. To this

end, some of the relations given above are expressed explicitly in

terms of these quantities, and s.,me further concepts are introduced.

If there is a value that must be met or exceeded by the

radiation power factor (p), this places a proportinal requirement on

the effective hei ht (h). (See p. 304, 308.) —

pAV 
 OAV 


44-1/1.(75-17
( 1 )

It may be that the cost is minimized at a fzreater hei,Iht, which is

permissible.

If there is no requirement on the power factor, its value

or the.heizht may be taken as an unrestricted variable for minimizing

the cost while meeting all other requirements. The height is so re-

garded in the followilw discussion. Then we have the resulting value

of power factor.

PRc
4mh 7/10 P3m XV

27h

h/p =
XV / 3-rrXV 

2.rrPRc47-1/10 P (3)

This quotient is conStant for the present purp:)se.

The required effective area is determined by the specified

upper limit of the voltage (p. 305).

\2

211-)

, The conducib)r area is determined by the heijat and the cr-

ona gradient (Ea). (See p. 309.)

.-)

Aa - 	
_
A2 - 	-1/3TPR V10 P (5)0 • - c 27hEa

47LhEa

A
31TPRc ,.2JA

-1/10 P
V2 2u.V

e'1,1
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fl

-A --20 A
Aah = 	 1/317-PR - 	 /1J P (6),
-

4r2E
2Eaa

1

\
This product is constant for the present purpose. The recuired length.

of wire is

la - Aa/2va (7)

in which

1_ = length of wire
a

a = radius of wire

There is a simple relation that applies for the .equal limita-

tions of voltaL,e and corona:

. A

A hEa
a. , V << 1 (8 )

This is the "filling factor" of the aerial wires; here it is mch less

than unity.

An interesting shape factor is the followin,: "spreadin:

ratio":

, )2 /3TPRa 3\2
A Ah A - 	

k2rh 	 9

h2 = h 3 V2 21Th`V

This is the nl,mber of "height cubes" in the effective voluMe.

The capacitance (C) and its reactance (X) are as follows.

C =

X 1= — = R = 60 Ma
coC c LyA A
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The following is an examole based on these forriLlas.

-A = 20 Km (15 Kc)

P = 1 Mw

V = 180 Kv (RMS)

Ea = 0.87 Kv/mm (RMS)

A = 3.33 Km2

(6) Aah = 694,000 m3

(3) h/p = 90.6 Km =9j.6 m/mil

From these constants,the independent variable(h) may be chsen for

least cost.It is-here given a value typical of recent studies.

=161/4_)m=525ft

(2) p= .00177 =1.77 mils




Aa‘=

a=

4330 m2

12.7 mm (wire dia 1 in)




1a= 54.3 Km = 178 Kft=r53.3 mi




Aa/A= .00129




A/h2= 131=(11.4)2




C= 0.185 4f




X= 57.3 ohms




= 0.101 ohm




= 5.15 Ka




This examJle yields a set of values that are t-.pical of a balanced de-

sign for the iiresent pur)ose.

ReturninE_, to a question of cost, let us consider the

vrobable result of a balanced desi--2:n, that is, one aerating simul-

_ taneously at the safe limits imLsed by insulator voltage and corona

-radient.

If toe effective heb:ht is invariant, it is easy to arri\e

at some conclusions. The.required conductor area is determined by the

gradient and the required effective area is determined bi the voltae.

0.ierating below the safe volta:.4e requires that the conductor

wire be s,)read over a !,,:reater area, which increases toe cost of sus-

,,)ension.
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Operatin:z below the safe gradient reauires that the con-

ductor area be increased.4hile retainin:; the same effective area; this

means that the greater amount of wire may be spaced rwre closely to

cover a smaller act al area. Here there are two opposing influences,

so there is no definite r le whether the cost would be increased by

"unbalancing" the design in this respect. It is Conjectured-that the

cost of increasing the amount of wire (with proportionate wind and ice

loadin) exceeds the saving by closer spacing.

Variation of hei;_:ht w,)uld have some influence on both of

these design limitations. However, if a balanced design is most

economical at any particular height, its benefits are retained at

whatever height may serve to minimize the cost. Here it is conectured

that the cost has a wide minimum with variation of height if designed

for maxi= safe vaD.tes of voltage and gradient.

NB 61, p. 117-27.

Report 311.
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Radial Triatic Patterns.

6 arms 8 arms
NORTH HALF

12 sections (shown) 16 sections

(a) •

12 + 1 towers • 16 + 1 towers

24 insulators. 32 insulators




_—




12 + 6 sections 16 + 8 sections

24 + 1 towers 32 + 1 towers
36 insulators 48. insulators

. SOUTH HALF

NORTH HALF

(b )

SOUTH HALF 


4 arms (paired)

8 + 8 sections (shown)

26 + 1 towers

32 insulators

8 + 4 sections

18 + 1 towers

24 insulators
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The radial triatic pattern of aerial'wires has been the sub-

ject of recent studies at DECO leading to more appreciation of its ad-

vantages over other forms. It has been intended to use two separate

radial triatics as the independent halves of a single aerial system.

It is here proposed to .se a single triatic pattern abo t a sin:„:]le

center, but divided into twD independent halves. This would enable

the use of a central ground, at least for the lower frequencies which

impose the most severe requirements on the ground system. After a

brief discussion of the "star" pattern no• under study, the "X" pattern

will be proposed to fit the oblong space available cn the peninsula.

It represents the least departure from the two paraTilel triatics

(p. 302).

In general, the radial triatic retains most of the simpli-

city of the single triatic. Cross-catenary supports have mechanical

simplicity and a background of experience in previous designs.

Parallel wires'are adapted for graded spacing and for heating circ,its.

The mechanical design is eased by dividing the flat top into

a greater number of shorter arms. The multiple duty of some of the

twers reduces the required number of towers and balances the moments

of some components of their loading.

The single-center radial triatic, with its simplicity of

central tuning and groLnding, offers the ,,Treatest efficiency for the

lowest frequency where most difficult to accomplish. It localizes all

feed points so no lom4 feed lines are needed. It is even more

*attractive if the total cost and size have to be reduced.

The star form of radial triatic (a) has a number of like

radial arms, each arm having the shape of a diamond with two triangular

sections, or elongated by the insertion'of one or more rectangular

sections. Six arms is the least number that is attractiv6, because it

*is preferable to make each arm rather narrow so the wires are nearly

parallel. Ei2,-ht arms is a shape that may be better toward this

objective, and perhaps the best compromise. Several alternative

patterns are tablated. If the loading of each insulator is to be held

within a'specified limit, a greater area can be covered by increasing

the number of arms and the radial span while decreasing the number of

wires in each arm. The single star of equal arms and angles is poorly

adapted for utilizing the oblong space available.
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The "X" rofm of radial triatic (b) is a variation of the

single-center star form,_with the object of providing two independent

halves to utilize an oblong area. This pattern is also a minor chanze

fmm the twO parallel straight triatics and retains most of their good

features. Furthermore, the division of each long straight triatic

into two parts greatly eases the mechanical design. The allotment of

the upper and lower "V" patterns to the independent halves serves to

reduce their intercoupling.

The single-center design offers these main features for

electrical performance.

• (1) A central feed location for the transmitter house,

suited for keying reactorb and all heating circuits,

avoiding long feed lines.

(2) A central ground system of simple radial wires to be

used exclusively for the lower frequencies, where

most needed, and perhaps for all frequencies.

The simplest tuning is sinirle tuninp; of each half to the

central !2...round. This is feasible for the lower frequencies (say

14-20 Kc) by series inductors (including variable inductors and keying

inductors). Unification of these inductors foi- each half offers least

cost and least losses.

The higher frequencies (say 20-30 Kc) probably require a

choice between series capacitors or multiple tuning. These alterna-

tives will be discussed brieflY.

Series capacitors are not in common use in antenna circuits

such as these; in fact, the writer does not know of any instance in

all the high-power VLF transmitters he has been studying. Therefore a

new type .of condenser assembly might have to be developed, but no

inherent diTficulties are perceived. It would be a massive component,.

perhaps comparable with the inductors in size. The series capacitor

would present a problem of grounding the antenna for-liLiatning, but

a parallel choke coil col:ld be designed for.this purpose, considerably

smaller than the tuning inductor. Probably the series capacitor would
be connected between the downlead and the inductors', so the latter

would be ,2,rounded. The capacitor miht be switched in several sections
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to reduce the required range. of the inductors. If there is sufficient

time to develop the series capacitor, it is believed to be more

promising than multiple tunin.

M-ltiple tunirp: of this X-form. would be accomplished by an

extra downlead at the outer end of each of the four radial arms.. This

point is chosen because it can be a junction of all wires that.is

neutral in the heating circuit, so each inductor is simply grounded.

This expedient is available if the series capacitor should prove un-

attractive or unavailable within the limited time. Each point of .

multiple tuning would require a sub-center of grounding that could be

much less elaborate than the main center, because i-Es share is only

1/8 of the total current (compared with 4/8 or 1/2 in the main center).

Furthermore, multiple tuning mi4qt be used to the full extent only at

the higher frequencies, where the groUnding requirements are less

severe. In any case, the multiple-tuning inductors would require only

a few fixed values, perhaps 3 or 4 values (of which one might be open-

circuit).

If the aerial were to be greatly reduced in size, it might

develop that neither series capacitors nor multiple tuning would be

needed.

NB 81, p. 115-6, 118, 128.
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Shaoe of Aerial for Least Cost

If the performance is specified, there is some design that

gives this performance with least cost In the antenna system, the


principal variables are (1) the size and shape of the aerial

structure and (2) the requirements imposed on the accessories,

including the ground system and tuning inductors. We wish to outline

the factors that vary with shape and lead to a design for least cost.

As an example of these factors, an aerial system is assumed to have the

most economical one of the usual patterns; then the effective height

(h) is taken as the independent variable and other itructural

dimensions are allowed to vary in such a manner as to retain the

same performance.

The performance is specified in terms of these quantities:

= wavelength

P = radiated power

V = antenna voltage (limited by insulators)

Ea = wire gradient (limited by corona)

Radiation efficiency (say 0.50)

While not strictly a performance parameter, the wire size is held

constant; this determines its outer surface but its inner density is

variable with the tensile strenth required. The parameters are to

vary in such a relation that the specified voltage and gradient are

both realized (the principle of the balanced design, p. 323-6).

After a brief statement of the principal theoretical

relations that form the basis for this study, there will be an attempt

to establish the laws that-determine the shape for least cost. About

half of the propertionalities have an exact basis and the rest are

approximations that are believed to indicate the trend correctly.

The basic rules are the constants determined independently

by V and Ea:

Effective area: A = cst (1)

Conductor area x height: Aah = cst (2)

kgs
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The actual area covered by the flat top varies with shape

because of the fringing field and the wire spacing. The two areas

are related as follows:

Covered area
Ef. area A = 1 for h very small

<- 1 for h moderately small

> 1 for h large

This progression reflects first the increasing fringing field and then

the increasing separation of the wires The concept of covered area


is significant for many or several parallel wires, and fails for a

single lonz wire.

Since the wire radius (outside) is constant:

Length of wire: la l/h

Since the covered area varies slowly with shape, we have roughly:

Wire separation 0.‹ h (5)

The efficiency is a relation between the aerial on one hand

and all accessories on the other hand. The latter include the heating

circuit (for preventing or melting ice on the wires), the ground

conductor system, the tuning and keying inductors, any series

capacitors and any feed lines. With the exception of the heating

circuit, all of these become cheaper if h is greater, in a manner

that will be mentioned briefly,

The radiation power factor is proportional to the effective

volume and hence the effective,height:

Radiation power factor: p = 1/Q Ah 0.‹ (6)
Q -c l/h (7)

The power factor of inductors and capacitors must be held much less

than that of radiation, so these components are cheaper if h is
greater. In the keying inductor, the stored energy is proportional
to Q and hence requires a proportional amount of iron in the core.

kgs
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For efficiency, the ground system requires such a

concentration of conductors that its resistancei5 much smaller

than the radiation resistance:

Radiation resistance: R =.c• h2 (8)

Other relations of incidental interest are the following:

Antenna current:I °- l/h

Capacitance:Cl/h

Reactance:X °‘ h

Frequency bandwidth:pf °c h

This last quantity is a measure of on-off keying speed and also of

tolerance of detuning of the antenna cirouit (especially during

frequency-shift keying, FSK).

To enable some simple conclusions, the chan9,.e of sha e is

auantized in terms of similar cells forming a basic element of the

aerial system. It is assumed that there is a shape of cell that is

least costly for obtaining its performance. The shape is described

by the pattern of towers and wires, and the ratios of all length

dimensions over the effective height, These ratios include the

tower heights and distances, the lengths of spans of the wires, and

the effective height of the flat top of wires. The number of 


arallel wires in the top is a separate variable not embraced in the

shape; it will give a required freedom of design in relations that

are valid for several or many wires, but not for too few wires

(one or two). Except for the wires (constant radius and variable

number), a cell retains the same shape when combined in various sizes

and numbers.
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Effective height=

Height of towers

Distances between towers

Lengths of wire spans

Covered areaoc

Effective areaoc

Effective volume

The last two relations are strictly valid only if ail the cells are

sel,.arated sufficiently to be substantially uncoupled, or are

assembled in groups (super-cells) complying with this rule. In

practice, it is more likely that several cells will be located close

enough to share some of the towers, in which case the last two

relations may fail by a substantial margin.

A typical single cell has horizontal length and width

several times the effective height, so its covered area is perhaps

4 to 16 times the height-square (h2).

The number of cells varies with the height and resulting

shape of the group of cells forming the aerial system. Since the

effective area of the system is to be held constant (1):

Number of cells: no, A/h2 l/h2 (approx.)

This is subect to the same uncertainity as (18) and (19). The strict

rule is, that the number of cells is the number required to keep the

effective area (A) constant for various heig-hts in any particular

arrangement of cells. Proximity of cells causes a greater variation

of number with height, so the negative exponent of h is greater than

2.

The electrical properties of the wire are governed by (2),

(4), (5) above. The mechanical load and stren,-,th are also

proportional to the density inside the wire, whether hollow or filled

with steel cable. By the rules of the single cell, the length and

sag of each span of wire are proportional to the height. The

material of the wire must be strong enough to carry several times

kgs
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its own weight in the lonsest span, regardless of the density of the

wire. However, the wincLand ice loading are proportional to the

length, so the strength and hence the density should be proportional

to height. (There is an upper limit as the wire becomes filled with

steel cable.)

Density of wire h (approx.) (21)

Weight of wire per cell 0c h- ( Elpprox.)

Total weight of wire 'cst (approx.)

(25)

(22)

_-
The various forces on the wire and the heating power are

proportional to the area, or here to the length exposed:

Total wind force on wire




l/h 


Total ice weight on wire




l/h 


Total heating power




1/h 


Wind force per cell-c h ' 


Ice weight per cell0, h




Heating power per cell -c h




All of these relations are .simplified approximations.

If the area is covered by wires that are .(at least roughly)

parallel, the wire separation is proportional to covered area over

length of wire:

Wire separation h (approx.) (30)

The wire loading on the towers is related to the moments

of the various forces times the height. These moments have the

following total values for the aerial system:

Total moment of wire weight ., h (31)
II wind on wire -c cst (32)

" ice weight oc cst •(33)

The corresponding moment per cell is:
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*Cell moment of wire weight h3 (34)
H wind on wire cc

2 (35)

" ice weight 0<
2 (36)

Each tower is first designed to support its wire load, and

is then strengthened to carry the load of its own structure (self-

load). The rules to be given apply to either self-supporting rigid

towers or guyed thin towers.

For each tower, the cross-sectional area of the legs and guy

wires is proportional to the horizontal forces of the wire loads of

one cell. The corresponding volume and weight of tliese structural

members is also proportional to their length or the height:

Tower cross-sectional area h to h2 (37)

Tower volume .‹ h2 to h3 (3 8)

The self-load per tower is caused by its weight and its

exposed surface. 'The latter determines the wind force and the ice

weight. The amount of strengthening of the tower is related to the

strength required to carry the wire loads. The weight load of the

volume (38) requires an increment of cross-sectional area and volume:

A tower cross-sectional area oc h2 to h

A tower volume OC h3 to h-

For the other loads it is noted how the exposed surface of the

towers varies with wire loads:

Tower cross-sectional width .= area1/2 h1/2 to h

Tower surface area h3/2 to h2

The weight load of ice on the tower, which is proportional to the

surface area, requires further increments:

A tower cross-sectional area h3/2 to h2
,5/2A tower volume n to h3

(3 9 )







(44 )
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The wind force on the tower, also proportional to the surface area,

causes a moment which requires further increments following the same

laws of variation (13), (44). It is noted that the increments

required by self-load vary with height somewhat more rapidly than

the initial values'required by wire load. All of these loads have

variations within the ranges:

Tower cross-sectional areah to h3h2 (say)
/Tower volume0.= h2 to hh3 ksay)

_-
The number of towers for various heights and cell sizes is

comr.licated if some towers are shared by adjacent cells, as is

usually the case. The shared towers carry extra weight but their

moments are opposite in some degree, so their strength may be

comparable to that of a tower serving only a sinfde load. For
sharing any fraction of the number of towers, the total number varies

with height aoproximately as follows:

Number of towers 1/h to l/h2 (47)

The greater exponent is the upper limit for no sharing of towers.

The total volume of all towers then has a variation within

the limits:

Total tower volume cst to h3 -= h3/2 csay)/ (4 8)

The number of insulators is more closely determined than the

number of towers, because there is less sharing of insulators. The
total number varies about as follows:

Number of insulators Qc 1/h3/2 to 1/h2 (49)

Since the length of every insulator is determined mainly by the

voltage (constant) and the total cross-sectional area mainly by the

wire weight (also constant, 22):

Total volume of insulators est (approx.)
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There are accessories which are external to the aerial

structure but are closely related in requirements and cost Such


accessories include the ground system, the tuning reactors, and the

heating power (for melting or preventing ice on the wires).

The c:round sstem, in relation to the aerial system,

determines the ratio of Eround losses over radiated power. There are

two kinds of ground losses that follow different rules, so will be

considered separately.

The ground loss by me4::;netic field and radial currents

requires radial wires in number and extent sufficient to hold this

loss below a specified limit. Within the "heivsht ceircle" (a radius

equal to the effective height) the required number of radials and

their length vary respectively with l/h and h, so this length of

buried wire is nearly constant. But a larger height circle leaves

less area outside to be covered, so there is a small variation 6?

total length of wire with height:

'Total length of wire Gc l/h /2 (say) (51 )

The ground loss by electric field'and vertical currents

requires buried wires close enough to hold this loss below a

specified limit. Increasing the height increases the radiation

power factor and decreases the required number of wires over the

area below the aerial:

Total lenczth of wire 1/h2 (approx.) (52)

Over most of the area, the radials (51) are sufficient to

fill both needs, but the two losses are comparable and some compromise

between these two rules is likely to be the best:

Total length of wire 0.c l/h (say) (53)

The tunIng reactors for the lower frequencies are only

inductors. The air-core loading inductors and the iron-core keying

inductors follow different rules.
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The air-core reactors have a size deteimined mainly by the

required ratio of reactance/resistance (Q or inverse power factor)

and secondarily by the volta7e. Because of eddy-current losses,

the writer knows of no simple rule for variation of size with

reouirements. The size, or at least the volume of conductor,

increases with Q and l/h, so a nominal variation is assigned:

Volume of conductor 1/h2 (say) (54)

This is somewhat more than the variation of l/h3/2 given by theory

without reference to eddy-current losses and high voltage.

The iron-core reactors have a size determined mainly by

the core volume and secondarily by the voltage and its required wire

size. The core volume is proportional to the reactive power and

hence the radiation Q of the antenna.,

Volume of iron corel/h

The heating: cower is determined mainly by the surfaCe area

of the aerial wires, which is proportional to their total length

(4) as gAven above (23). While this is only an occasional function,

and may be used only on one half while its half of the transmitteris

out of service, it may still represent a substantial amount of

equiTpment and available power capacity.

The cost is determined by these various factors in a manner

that evades exact formulation but indicates some simple trends.

Some of the above relations have a direct influence on the cost, and

these can be grouped in three.classes.

Two factors contribute costs nearly invariant with height:

. (22) Total weight of wire °54 cst (approx.)

(50) Total volume of insulators ec cst (approx.)

The structural factors contribute costs that have a net

increase with height:
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(5) (30) Wire separation ca.. h (approx.)

(14) Height of towers h

(16) Lengths of wire spans h

(47) Number of towers 1/h3/2 (say)


(46) Total tower volume 0-= h3/2 (say)

Taking these factors into account, the following relation seems

Teasonable for the total cost of towers, guy wires, supporting cables

and mechanisms; it favors the total weight more than the number of

towers:

Costof supporting structures (56)

The accessories contribute costs that vary inversely with

height:

(26) Heating power* oc l/h

(55) Total length of wire (in ground) C=4 1/11 (say)

(5q,) Volume of conductor (in tuning inductor)c..cjih2 (say)

(55) Volume of iron core (in keyinT inductor) oC 1/h

Expressing roughly the variation of the total of these costs:

Cost of accessories cc 1/h (57)

The height for least cost is that which establishes a certain

ratio between increasing and decreasin costs; as follows:

Cost of suo ortinr, structures
Cost of accessories

(56)

The uncertainties in these estimates are such as to justify only the

general rule that these two costs (56) and (57) should be comparable

and preferably the former somewhat greater. .

Therefore the sha'pe variation with the specified invariant

performance leads to this rule for. least cost. This concluSion is

reasonable and the preceding discussion may help in perceiving the

wide diversity of individual contributing influences.
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Relations of Performance Size add Cost.

Assuming the shape that gives some specified performance with

least cost, there will be given some relations of performance, size

and cost, for an aerial structure of this shape.

It is assumed that the shape for least cost remains the same

for the useful range of sizes, and this shape is assumed. All

dimensions vary in the same ratio except for the wire size, which is

held constant for reasons to oe given. (The details of the

insulators are not included in the shape.) The size is much smaller

than the radian hemisphere, so the aerial oehaves as a pure condenser.

With the wire radius (a) remaining constant, the power

.limits imposed by voltage and gradient vary in nearly the same

ratio over the useful range of sizes. It is assumed that these two

limits are the same (the balanced design of p. 323-6, eiop. (8) on

p. 324). Also the constant wire size retains a constant ratio of

excess gradient for corona (p. 307-8).

Since the shape is constant, the variation of size may oe

expressed oy any one dimension; the effective height (h) is here

taken as the index of size.

Each relation between two variables, with all other variables

constant, will be expressed in the form of a product or quotient that

is invaria.,t (constant). For example, the following constants are

shape factors independent of size:

A/h2 = cst. (spreading ratio)

Aa= cst;1a= cst

. C/h= cst (approx.)

in which

h = effective height (index of size)

A = effective area

Aa = 2Trala= conductor area

la = length of wire

a = radius of wire (constant)

C = capacitance
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The relation for capacitance is an approximation which ignores the

minor change of shape by.leaving the wire radius coilstant.

Relations between performance and size at constant frequency. '

In this section, the wavelength (?\) is constant and other
limitations will be stated. The other parameters are the size (h)

and the following:

P = radiated power

V = antenna voltage (limited by insulators)

Ea.= wire gradient (limited by corona) which is related to V

so need not be stated.

The radiation power factor (p), the bandwidth and the speed of keying

are here omitted, since not now regarded as the principal limitations.

Constant V; p. 323(4): P4 = cst (1)

Constant P; p. 323(4): Vh2 = cst (5 )

Since there is an upper limit on the gradient on the wires and on the

voltage on the insulators, any Nariation of voltage is an opposite

variation of the margin between operating conditions and the upper

limit.

Relation between size and cost.

With the wire radius (but not its density) held constant,

and the shape otherwise invariant, the previous discussion of a single

cell gives some indication of the variation of properties of

various parts of the structure (p. 331-40). It appears that the

volume and weight of material in the towers (including guy wires and

supporting cables) is roughly proportional to 1-13 while the weight

of wire is nearly constant. If the cost varies less than the weight of

the towers, it is reasonable that the cost of the structure might

be proportional to h2:
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S/h2 = cst (say) (6 )

in which

S = cost of aerial system

This rule will be assumed in stating some other relations involving

cost.

C. Relations between performance and cost.

The following are obtained by combining some of the above
relations.

Constant V: P/S2 = cst (7)

Constant P: VS - cst (8)

The latter relation shows how the cost can be decreased by working

closer to the upper limit of voltage.

One test of these relations is interesting for its simplicity.

If the shape is not critical, one way of doubling the cost (S) is to

substitute two struc.ture fcr one, and sep.arated just enough to have

negligible interaction. These two relations are valid for this case. (2

One basis for comparing performance is the relative bandwidth

and s2Deed of code communication to a receiver whose sensitivity is

limited by thermal noise. Four times the power and two times the

cost enable four times the bandwidth and speed. Here it is assumed

that frequency-shift keYing (FSK) is used in such a manner that the

bandwidth of the transmitting antenna is not a limitation.

Another basis for comparing performance is the relative

depth of submersion of a submarine receiving antenna to intercept

signals of equal strenzth. At 15 Kc, four times the power and two

times the cost enable the depth to be increased by 1.4 meter or 4.5

feet.
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Relations between performance and wavelength.

If the wavelength (X) varies with invariant size and cost,

the other quantities fit into the following pattern.

4
Constant V:PV* = cst (9)

Constant P: VI\ 2 - cst (1 0)

Note the comparison between these and (4), (5).

Relations between wavelength and cost.

The size is increased with wavelength to retain the same

performance:

h"= cst (n)

s"2 cst -(12)
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Wire in Shield for Corona Test.

There is a need for a corona test of a section of wire under

controlled conditions approximating the operating conditions in the

vicinity of the aerial wires. An arrangement is here proposed which

meets these requirements. A length of wire (of the kind to be used.in

the aerial) is mounted horizontally in a shield such that the gradient

on the wire can be computed from the dimensions and the applied volt-

age. At a frequency near the lowest operating frequency (-14 Kc) the

voltage on the wire is increased until corona is detected. The mount-

in is designed to avoid corona at other.places. A spray over the

wire provides wet conditions. (Ice and snow conditions should also

be tested.)

The diagram shows a horizontal wire covered by a shield

tent. These approximate a section of coaxial line susceptible of

simple computation.

The essential dimensions are shown on the cross-section.

The gradient on the wire is

E1 = V/d -

in which

V  
r1ln.r3/r

1
( 1 )

E1 = voltage gradient on wire (RMS volts/meter)

V = voltage on wire (RMS volts)

d = V/E1 = effective distance (meters)

r1 = radius of wire (meters)

r3 = 1.134 h = effective radius of shield (meters)

The convenient rating of the structure is'the effective distance,

r1ln r3/r1 (2)

The shield is a cylinder whose cross-section is an equi-

lateral triangle. In its relation to the wire, it behaves as a circu-

lar cylinder of radius equal to 1.13 times the distance (h) between

'wire center and each side.
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2h

Cross-section

METAL TENT - OPEN ENDS

SHEET SCREEN SHEET
, A.\

(6) i

(3) (4)1(5)

(1) 7J-1
,/

(2 )

(7 ) FLOOR

2 '

Side view

3'

•r<----2 '

Horizontal wire in shield tent.
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The ends of the wire are mounted in corona shields to avoid

excess /-.adient. A sphere of radius r2 inside another sphere of

radius r3 roughly approximated by the tent) has a gradient

IT
E2

r2(1-r2/r3)
(3 )

If the outer radius is specified, this gradient is minimized by making

the inner radius 1/2 as great.

E2 = 4V/r

The ratio of gradients on corona shield and wire is

r3/r,E2/E1 ln
4:1

3

If r3/r.1= 24, E2/E1 = 0.53.

This is taken as a reasonable minimum size, leaving on the spheres a

gradient about 1/2 of that on the wire.

•The following dimensions are proposed; it is noted that the

size of the sphere is noncritical,so a convenient value is specified.

r = 0.5"= 12.7 mm

r2 = 6"




h = 12"= 305 mm

r3 - 1.134 h =346 mm

r3/r1 =27.2




d = 42.0 mm




This last quantity relates the voltage and the gradient. For example,

1 Kv/mm gradient on the wire surface requires 42 Kv between wire and

shield.

The side view shows the structural arrangement. The tent

has a sheet-metal floor and each wall is made of three panels; the

end panels are of sheet metal to avoid excess gradient, while each

center panel (where the gradient, is much less) is made of wire-mesh

screen for visual observation. T_lescope and camera may be provided

at one side, at the height of the wire. The room should be darkened

(4)

( 3)
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for optical observation, but not necessarily for radio detection.

The ends of the tent are.open, with edges rolled back or otherwise

rounded to avoid corona. The following notes are keyed to the dia-

gram.

The 3-ft. lenth of wire has substantially uniform

field along the middle one foot of length for observation, and lesser

field toward the ends. The stranded aerial wire should be tested,

and also smooth wire (or tubing) for comparison.

The corona shield at each end is smooth and approxi-

mately a sphere of 1 ft. diameter. A cylinder with rounded edges may

be used.

The hanging support at each end is an insulating rod;

porcelain is recommended. The centering of the inner conductor is

. noncritical.

The open ends of the tent may have rolled edges or

round metal tubing on the outside as borders (radius at least 1").

The connection to the high-voltage generator should be

made of metal tubing somewhat larger than the inside wire, and kept
at a greater distance from grounded objects. A diameter of 1.5" and

distance 'of 2 ft. (except from floor and tent) are.suggested.

(0) The water spray may be provided from a perforated

metal pipe mounted just inside the tent at the top, where the gradient

is greatly reduced by the acute angle. The spray should be directed

on the wire, with an attempt to avoid the spheres.

(7) A radio probe may be inserted from one side of the tent

near the floor and midway between the ends. It should be connected

to a radio receiver through a coaxial cable grounded to the tent

floor. Electric-field pickup is required for most sensitive detection

of corona.

NB 83, p. 47-50.
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Effects of Leakaq.e in Insulator String.

Conductive leakage across any of the insulators in a string

causes an increase of voltage on the other units. Such effects have

been estimated-for an idealized case, described as follows:

Number of units in string 10

Voltage distribution in string (normal) uniform

Total voltage on string 180 Kv RMS

Voltage on each unit (normal) 18 Kv RMS

Operating frequency (VLF) 14 Kc

Space capacitance at each junction 12 44f

• Direct capacitance in each unit 55 44f

Direct susceptance in each unit 4.8 4-mho

Corresponding reactance 0.21 M-ohm

Corresponding capacitive current 86 ma RMS

Direct leakage conductance (where specified) 2.4 4-mho

Corresponding resistance 0.42 M-ohm

Corresponding conductive current 43 ma RMS

Corresponding power loss (per unit) 0.78 Kw

Voltage ratio of attenuation (per unit or section) 0.63

This description is intended to approximate the behavior of a string

of 12 units, Lapp No. 43709, graded for less than 1/10 the total volt-

age on any one unit. The amount of leakage is taken to give conductive

current half as great as the capacitive current, this amount to be

specified for sothe part of the discussion. It is conceivable that

this amount of leakage might occur during a transient combination of

ice and water on the porcelain cone.

The 14-Kc operation is radically different from 60-cycle

operation, in that the direct capacitive current (86 ma) predominates

over any reasonable amount of conductive current. This is in contrast

with .037 ma at 60 cycles, which would often be exceeded by conductive

current. Therefore, under adverse conditions, the voltage distribu-

tion at 60 cycles is determined mainly b the unstable conductive

currents while that at 14 Kc is determined mainly by the stable

capacitive currents. The effect of conductive currents is so much
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less at 14 Kc that the precautionary rules of 60-cycle experience are

likely to be inapolicable_.

The worst condition is to have leakage across all except one

of the units in the string. Then the remaining unit takes more than

its share of the voltage. At 60 cycles, it would take nearly the en-

tire voltage. An approximate computation for 14 Kc indicates that this

extreme condition would increase the voltage on the one unit by the

factor 1.19, to 21.4 Kv. This is only a small increase, and the

pcobability of its occurrence is extremely small.

If this amount of leakage occurs across alternate units in

the string, the remaining units would have their voltage increased by

the factor 1.10, to 19.8 Kv. This distribution of leakage is repre-

sentative of more probable conditions, although the assumed amount of

leakage still has a small probability of occurrence.

For comparison, let us consider the effect of a short-cir-

cuit on one unit near the middle of the string. Each of the two adja-

cent units has its voltage increased by the factor 1.19, to 21.4 Kv.

This amount is comparable with the worst leakage effect described above.

NB 84, p. 6, 25-8.
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Ice on Wires.

Ice on the aerial wires greatly increases the losses, in the

same manner as frozen ground around the buried wires. Reference is

made to the formulas on p. 423-4, especially (4) with substitution of

ln a'/a (6).

When icing starts, one half of the antenna is connected to

the de-lcing circuit while the other half continues to operate for 1/2

hour, then vice versa for the next 1/2 hour, and so on.

It is expected that the ice will not exceed 1/2" radial
_—

depth. The following example is computed for this depth on wires of

1" diameter, so the ice doubles the diameter (a1/a = 2). The length

of wire (1.) is the total in the operating half of the aerial (includ-

ing downleads and cross-cables).

f = 14 Kc

= 21.4 Km

h = 150 Km

1 = 50 Km

P/Po = 18/k

The effective dielectric constant (k) is assumed to be accompanied by

effective shunt conductance to give a phase angle of about 450• This

determines the power ratio (P/P0) of loss over radiation. The follow-

ing table gives this ratio for various conditions of dielectric in

the space of 1/2" radial ice. (See p. 425-6.)

Dielectric 
 Elpo

Worst that can be imagined 1 18

Worst condition of dense ice 3 6

Fresh snow (NEL) 4 4.5

Packed snow (NEL) 9 2
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The last condition is regarded as the most likely approxima-
tion of ice forming near.the freezing temperature. If the half-an-

tenna is operating at its rated voltage and current, the radiation is

0.25 Mw and the loss in 1/2" ice is 0.5 Mw. This extra power is avail-

' able from the transmitter, because this and other losses (say 0.25 Mw)
bring the total to 1 Mw normally delivered to each half. There remains

a difficult problem of continuously adjusting the coupling to maintain
impedance matching between transmitter and antenna while the ice is

increasing.

NB 83, p. 114-5.
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Water Drops and Precipitation.

Water drops from an aerial wire are the cause of corona at

voltages much too low to cause corona on the clean wire. The direct

cause of corona is the excess electric gradient on the lowest side of

the falling drop, which is several times that on the clean wire.

The diagram shows the formation of a water drop under a wire,

approximately actual size. '(See Edgerton, "Flash", 1939, p. 125.)
The drop forms a long stem which has just broken off at the instant

shown. This occurs when the drop is separated from the wire by a dis-

tance about twice the diameter of the drop.

A test of water dripping from a faucet has yielded the size

of a spherical drop. It is larger than might be expected.

Diameter of spherical water drop: 0.34 inch = 8.6 mm

Volume It TI If tI 330 mm3

Number of drops: 3 x 106/meter3

It is estimated that a drop has experienced free fall for a

distance equal to about twice its diameter when the stem breaks.

Distance of free fall: 16 mm

Time It  It .057 sec

Speed at end of this time: 0.56 m/sec

The water is a fair conductor so the falling drop is at the

potential of the wire until the stem breaks. Then there may be a

small spark in the gap at the break, which would hold the connection a
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little longer. The stem quickly collapses into a much smaller droplet,

whereupon the spark would probably stop.

The acceleration of the falling drop is caused partly by

gravity and partly by electric repulsion. The following example is

typical of conditions under a wire of diameter one inch.

Gradient on wire surface:

Gradient at water drop (if disconnected)

in middle of free fall, with center

12 mm below the wire:

Voltage difference between wire and water drop

(if disconnected):

Capacitance of water drop:

Charge on water drop at this voltage difference:

Electric force on this charge:

Acceleration of gravity:

Mass of water drop:

Gravity force on this mass:

0.7 Kv/mm (RMS)

0.35 Kv/mm (RMS)

6 Kv (RMS)

4.4 44f

.026 4-coulomb

.009 newton

9.8 m/sec2

.00033 Kg

.0033 newton

Ratio of electric/gravity forces: 2.7

The electric "voltage difference" with the water drop "disconnected"

is used to compute the charge that is induced'on the water drop when

it is connected to the wire. This charge is accelerated by the gradient

in this location, assuming that the charge on the wire is little

affected by the proximity and size of the water drop.

From the foregoing example, it is concluded that the total

downward force may be about 4 times that of gravity. This would modi-

fy some quantities as follows:

Time of accelerated fall: .028 sec

Speed at end of this time: 1.1 m/sec

These values will be.assumed in the following.

The electric force on the water drop discontinues when the

drop is disconnected from the wire. This occurs after the stem breaks
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and subsequent sparking stops. However, the subsequent course of the

water drop has no appreciable effect on the antenna behavior.

There may be sparks also in the gaps between the wire and

raindrops falling onto the wire. Since these drops are caused by con-

densation, they may be of any size. They provide the wire with the

water coating which disintegrates into falling drops.

The standard precipitation (ASA-AIEE) is very heavy rain,

probably the maximum commonly experienced:

Standard precipitation: 0.2 inch/minute = .08 mm/sec

An aerial is assumed, with the-following conclusions relat-

ing to rainfall.

Length of wire:

Diameter of wire:

Interception area:

Precipitation intercepted:

Water dripping off:

Average number of falling drops

at any instant:


Average length of wire per

falling drop: 


100 Km

25 mm

2500 m2

0.2 m3/sec

600,000 drops/sec

600,000 x .028 = 17,000 drops

6.0 m

This gives some idea of the number of falling drops that may be caus-

ing corona at any instant.

A cross-wind would probably blow off the drops before they

develop the size described above. This might increase the maximum

gradient but on a smaller radius. It is conjectured that these two

factors together would leave the corona power loss about the same.

NB 83, p. 117-50; NB 84, p. 5, 8-9.
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Excess Gradient on Stranded Wire.

A stranded wire or cable has a maximum gradient greater than

that on the equivalent smooth round wire. For evaluation of the ex-

cess gradient, it is assumed that the outer surface of the stranded

wire is made of many round wires in contact, so each strand is much

smaller than the composite wire.

A method of approximation has been devised which leads to

ratios in tems of the following quantities:

a = actual radius of smooth wire

a = equivalent radius of stranded wire

a + Aa = outer radius of stranded wire

c = strand radius

Ea = constant gradient on smooth wire

Ec = maximum gradient on stranded wire

The equivalent radius of a stranded wire is the radius of a smooth

wire having the same capacitance.

The ratio of excess gradient on the stranded wire is

Ec/Ea = 1.39 + .01

This ratio would indicate a corona voltage lower than that for a smooth

wire, in the ratio 1 /39 = 0:72 . H:)wever, the start of corona is

influenced by the average gradient over a limited radial distance.

Tests on typical high-voltage power lines indicate that the 60-cycle

corona voltage on clean'stranded wire is lower in a ratio of about

0.92 .

The effective radius of a stranded wire is less than its

outer radius by a fraction of the strand radius:

Aa/c = 0.113 + .002

This difference is usually negligible.
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The above approximate values may be compared with exact

values for the extreme case of 2 strands in contact:

2 strands exact man strands a rox.

a + a = (4/10a = 2c a + pa >> 2 c

na/c = 8/T - 2 = 0.545 0.113 + .002

Ec/Ea = 71-2/8 = 1.235 1.39 + .01

The limit of many strands is approached rapidly with increasing number

so the residual error is much less than the difference in this com-

parison.

NB 84, p. 13-24.

.12,•;
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To Developmental Engineering Corp.

VLF ANTENNA NOTEBOOK - GROUND SYSTEM

This is the fourth of a series of reports for collecting in-

formation relating to the design of VLF antennas, especially a high-

power antenna for 15 Kc. Each report will be cumulative and will be

assigned a block of numbers so that any page in this series will be

identified by its page number. The report numbers are being assigned

from the block of 301 to 309. The last digit of the report number

will be the first digit of the 3-digit page number.
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Comparison of Central Groundino. and Multiple Groundin .

Multiple grounding is the principal objective of the usual
multiple tuning of an antenna that is spread out over a large area

(but not as large as the radiancircle).

The principal justification for the complication of multiple
grounding is the idea that the resistance of a single ground connec-

tion could not be reduced below a certain value (of the order of one

ohm). This is true in some philosophies of grounding, but not in

general. The use of radial wires enables the resistance of a ground

to be reduced indefinitely by increasing the number and length of

these wires.

The choice between multiple grounding and central grounding
is then determined by which one offers the preferable combination of

features relating to performance, cost and operation. The following

outline gives some of the relative advantages of either, for a speci-

fic case.

The antenna arrangement chosen for this comparison is a

pair of long aerials side-by-side, together making the complete an-

tenna. These two halves are separated enough so that either can be

operated alone while the other is out of service. Each half is com-

plete with tuners, power amplifiers and accessories. The transmitter

house is located in the middle between the two halves. If a central

ground is used, it is here. If multiple grounds are used, one is

located toward each end of each half, and 2 are located near the

transmitter house, making 6 in all; the last 2 might be combined into

one.

As will appear in the outline below, the simplicity and

other advantages of central grounding impose a heavy burden of proof
before choosing multiple grounding. In.the present state of the art,

either system is capable of reducing the ground losses below any

reasonable amount without prohibitive cost. The writer is inclined to

favor central grounding as offering the preferable combination of

features. When all factors aPe considered, it is conjectured that the

same electrical performance could be obtained at the same cost, leav-

ing as a net advantage the great operational benefits of a centralized
installation.
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Advantages of Advantages of

Central Grounding (C) Multiple Grounding (M)

Simplicity and economy of cen-

tral housing of tuners, controls, per-

sonnel for manual operations; reliabili-

ty of communications and coordination;

accessibility for transportation;

avoidance of lines for intercommunica-

tion.

A central tuner, for the same

cost, has substantially less losses,

since larger coil has lower power

factor (higher Q).

De-icing facilities centralized
are more efficient and simpler; per-

sonnel are at hand if manual switching

is needed.

M-4. A greater ratio of tun-

ing is possible because the

multiple downleads present

less inductance.

The inductance of the central

downleads, carrying more current, is

sufficient for partial tuning of an-

tenna at lowest frequency, reducing

the requirements on tuning coils and

lead-in insulators (say, to 1/2 in-

ductance and 1/2 voltage).

Lead-in insulators reduced to 2

at 1/2 voltage instead of 6 at 'full

voltage.

Keying inductor (if saturable-

reactor type is used) can be designed

in single unit for entire current of

each half of antenna, which enables
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lower voltage and lesser losses (be-
cause of larger unit and lower-voltage

insulation); the keying circuits re-

quire no remote wiring; if cooling is

needed, the central type requires only

a single cooling equipment.

Experience of most recent in-

stallation, Jim Creek, the only one

having two halves for independent

operation.

One-point grounding system has

simplest pattern of radial wires,

though current is concentrated in some

degree below the 2 downleads and in

lesser degree below the 2 antennas.

Experience of older in-

stallations, such as German

Goliath and Annapolis.

The same total number of

radials requires lesser total

length of wire and gives lesser

average distance for current

in the wires, so ground losses

would be somewhat less.

Near lead-in, the electric-field

ground losses are reduced by 2 down-

leads instead of 6, and further re-

duced by closer spacing of radials

underneath.

Fewer downleads (2 instead of

6) cause less load on aerial supports

and less submarginal capacitance to

ground.

M-10. The average. length of

4 vertical and 2 oblique down-

leads is less than that of just

2 oblique downleads, so current

losses are less for same amount

of wire.

M-11. The average distance

for current in the aerial wires

is less and the mean-square

current is less so the losses
are much less (though small in

ew either case).
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Princi les of Ground S stem.

The round s stem in the vicinity of a grounded vertical

antenna is the combination of conductive ground and installed

conductors, which together carry the base current of the antenna and

the ground currents of the radiated wave. It usually includes a

pattern of conductors above the surface or buried a little below the

surface, such as radial wires. They serve to carry most of the radial

current, as far as they extend, and to serve as a connection to the

conductive ground in the region beyond.

The' round currents from a vertical radiator are radial.

If the radiator is a vertical conductor 114 wavelength in height

(one radianlength in effective height) over a perfectly conducting

surface, the total radial current is constant (independent of radial

distance). If the effective height is much less than one radianlength

(as in a VLF antenna) the total radial current is much greater at

distances much less than one radianlength. Therefore the most severe

requirements for ground conduction are within the radiancircle. The

excess current is the quadrature component associated with the magnetic

and electric energy stored in the volume of the radian hemisphere.

Concentration of currents. In a practical system, there is

some concentration of currents under any aerial conductors carrying

large currents, since the ground currents are boundaries for the

magnetic field of these aerial currents. Such a concentration occurs

below oblique downleads and horizontal aerial wires, disturbing

the radial pattern.

The hase an le of round currents is nearly constant from

the base out to a distance of one radianlength, reflecting the nature

of these currents as currents in the aerial condenser (as distinguished

from the radiation currents that are retarded in phase angle beyond

this distance). Because of this constancy of phase angle, any ground

resistance in the radiancircle is reflected as excess resistance in

the antenna circuit (whereas ground resistance at some greater distances

is reflected mainly as a change of reactance or even as a negative

change of resistance).

Ground losses b radial currents are the losses usually

considered. They are proportional to the series-resistance component
kgm
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of the ground impedance, this being mainly inductive reactance in the

region of closely spaced radial wires. These losses can be reduced

indefinitely by increasing the number and length of radial wires.

Ground losses b vertical currents are usually ignored.

This is a "dielectric loss" in the sense that the vertical currents are

capacitive currents between the aerial wires and the conducting

layers or wires in the ground. These losses can be reduced indefinitely

by locating the radial wires above the surface, or can be minimized by

burying the wires at the optimum depth. in areas where ground

conduction in the skin depth (without wires) is relied on, these

losses may be negligible in comparison with the radial-current losses.

The radial reactance of ground wires is determined mainly

by the number of wires, being inversely proportional to the number.

The reactance, in itself is harmless, but it causes a radial voltage

gradient which in turn causes radial currents in the ground. In

other words, the radial reactance is a measure of the leakage of

magnetic field into the ground, in spite of the shielding effect

of the wires.

The skin depth in the ground is defined in the same manner

as the skin depth in metallic conductors, but its value is much greater.

The radial currents under the radial wires flow mainly in the region

between the surface and the skin depth. In accordance with the behavior

of the skin effect, the ground currentS in the skin depth present equal

values of resistance and reactance; these may be evaluated as series

or parallel components.

The radial resistance of the ground system is effectively

the series-resistance component of the impedance of the radial wires

and the ground conduction in parallel. It is this resistance and the

radial current that determine the ground losses usually considered.

The maximum radial resistance for any pattern of radial

wires, is caused by a certain relation between the radial reactance

and the ground conduction (in the skin depth). The maximum possible

value of radial resistance is about 1/5 the radial reactance of the

wires. This relation makes it possible to hold the radial resistance

less than any specified value for all conditions of the ground

underneath, so the ground properties need not be relied on. In usual

conditions, the ground properties are likely to be of the order of the
kgm
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worst values.

Desi nin for the worst around is a philosophy that is

enabled by the judicious use of radial wires. It is more reliable

than any assumed limits of ground conditions. It is economical in

obviating the need for complete tests and information on ground

properties. It may be slightly wasteful in specifying radial wires in

an amOunt greater than the minimum required, but with some improvement

in efficiency.

The sohere of influence of a "small" antenna is logically

defined as the radiansphere, since this is the space occupied mainly

by the "stored" energy of a resonant antenna (as distinguished from

the radiated power). For a grounded antenna, this space becomes

the radian hemisphere, bounded on the ground plane by the radiancircle.

Within this circle, the radial currents are increased greatly by the

capacitive currents of the resonant antenna. It is logical to regard

the ground losses in this circle as a property of the antenna, and to

regard further ground losses as a property of the propagation path.

Lenath of radial wires. Since the ground currents of a
11small" antenna are much larger within a distance of one radianlength,

it is natural to consider radial wires out to that distance. The

required length may be evaluated more closely by considering also some

other factors.

Salt water of the ocean is an excellent ground conductor for

a VLF antenna. Except for the region of high current at the base

of the antenna, it is adequate for all ordinary needs; it is likely to

be better than any reasonable number of radial wires. Some antennas

are located on a salt marsh to obtain ground conditions nearly as

good as salt water.

Terminatin radial wires. Beyond the ends of radial wires,

the ground conduction must be relied on. The transition between wire

conduction and ground conduction may.occur by a gradual transfer of

current from the wires to the ground, over a distance comparable

with the skin depth in the ground. If the ground is dry near the

surface, where the wires are buried, and wet at a convenient depth

below the surface, there is an advantage in connecting the ends of the

radial wires ta metal ground rods driven into the wet ground (to a
depth comparable with the skin depth in the wet ground). A transition
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between radial wires and salt water may be made either way, by

extending the wires into the water or by connecting the ends of the

wires to ground rods near the water (on a sandy beach, for example).

Best utilization of radial wires is obtained by distributing

the wire so that the current in a wire is about the same at all

locations in the pattern. The principal objective is to reduce the

radial-current losses below a specified amount with the least total

length of radial wires, which requires the best utilization of the

wire.

Binar zonin is one pattern of radial wires that is simple

to plan and install. The radius is marked at binary fractions

(1/2, 1/4, 1/8, etc.) of the radianlength, and the number of radial

wires is increased in binary ratios (2, 4, 8, etc.) in going from

each zone to the next smaller zone. The smallest zone or inside

circle should have a radius comparable with the effective height of

the antenna, within which the radial current is nearly constant. At

each circle between adjacent zones, all radial wires are joined to a

circle of wire. If radial wires are extended beyon ne radianlength,X

the number of wires may be 1/2 the number in the outer zone, and should

not be further reduced.

The radial wires may be made of any material having a

conducting surface that meets several requirements. For conduction,

the surface should be nonmagnetic metal to a depth of at least a

fraction of the skin depth in this metal. For contact with the ground,

the surface area is a requisite. For endurance, the surface coating

must resist corrosion, and the cross-section must be strong enough to

hold in prevailing conditions of weather and surface loading (by

working machinery). A metal strip (say 2" wide) meets these needs

with economy of material; also it offers flexibility for reeling

and ease of bonding at junctions. The inductance of a thin strip

is equal to that of a round wire whose diameter is'1/2 the width of

the strip: krs)
N '41

Buried wires are preferable to overhead wires for

maintenance and meet all ordinary requirements (perhaps excepting a

small area at the base of the antenna). There is an optimum depth for

minimizing ground losses. Lowering the wires increases the radial- .

current losses in ground conduction, but only slightly if their depth
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is much less than the skin depth. The vertical-current losses are

minimized by lowering the wires to a depth greater than the wire

diameter but less than the separation of adjacent wires. Considering

these factors, a depth of about one foot is near the optimum for

reducing losses and for practical considerations of installation and

maintenance.

The hub of the radial wires is designed to accomodate the

required number of wires. A large number of wires (say 100 or more)

may ba bonded to a large metal sheet used for the base connection.

The connection may be made to the sheet by one or more stranded cables; 'C

it is sufficient to use the kind of cable used in the tuning coil. This

metal sheet might form the base of the entire housing of the tuning

coil; it may have openings over a fraction of its area.

Metal structures for supporting the aerial wires are likely

to carry to ground a small but appreciable fraction of the total

antenna current. Therefore metal towers and uninsulated guy wires

should be tied into the pattern of ground wires. For example, 4

radial wires from the base of a tower may be bonded to the nearest 8

of the main radial wires.

Desi n formulas will be given for the pattern of radial

wires that is required for a central grounding system to hold the

ground losses below any specified amount. The problem may be

complicated by multiple grounding and by long feed lines with ground

return.
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Symbols.

Supplement to p. 103, with some specialization for ground system.

Radiation quantities (sub-o):

Po = RI02 = power radiated

Ro = radiation resistance

Io = antenna current (total, center, base, r = 0)

h = effective height

ro = effective radius of disc (flat top)

Various electrical quantities:

P = power dissipated (losses)

R = dissipation resistance

Rw = surface resistance of square area, wired

G = conductance

B = susceptance

Z .= R + JX = impedance

Y = G + jB = admittance

I

I1

I1

0 = conductivity of ground (land or sea)

=


=


=

total radial current_at any radius (r)

total radial current of radiation term (constant)

158 amp if P = 1 Mw

7-C
-L c

Space quantities: =,
a =. radius of buried wire

a' = effective radius of sheath around wire
c

b = depth of buried wire
C

c = depth of equivalent plane sheet

d = pitch of buried wires 170(. cs.'","„,,• • ( t

1a = total length of buried wire

Aa = total area of surface of buried wire

N = number of radial wires in circle

)wNB 83, p. 54-5.

27rA =01; 270(0 \

, 0 0 •

L.•
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Area Losses b Vertical Electric Field.

V

C >p
a

I E

o

Ii

Pa

I. 1 keo

1 c << h

unit area

(a) (b) (c)

Unit area of ground with plane sheet


conductor buried under surface.

The vertical E field is accompanied by ca acitive currents

which accumulate to fovm the radial currents associated with the

horizontal H field. In an area filled with buried wires to carry the

radial currents, the vertical currents must be carried from the sur-

face to the buried wires through the ground, causing losses that are

identified with the E field. (See p. 406.)

These losses have usually been ignored in previous studies,

but are found to exceed the H7field losses under certain conditions.

Some. conditions that increase the E-field losses are the following:

Freezing ground.

Drying ground.

Covering with snow.

Covering with vegetation.
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The ground conditions are under the surface and therefore their effects

depend on the field pattern around the buried wires. The coverings

are above the surface and therefore are subjected to nearly uniform

field.

The E-field losses will first be formulated on the assumption

of a lane conducting sheet buried at a constant depth (c) below the

surface, the space therebetween being filled with soil having the

properties of a lossy dielectric of known dielectric constant (k) and

conductivity (6). This gives uniform field in the ground. Further on,

there will be formulated an equivalence between this plane and the

actual surface of the buried wires. The depth of the e uivalent plane

is usually comparable with the .separation of the buried wires.

As an introduction, there will be formulated an idealized  

case based on a plane sheet aerial having a uniform vertical electric

field (E) under its entire area, and none outside this area. Then the

dissi ation factor of the entire area is that of any unit of area,

shown in the diagram. From the dissi ation factor of the -round,


it is possible to compute in simple terms the dissipation factor (pa)

of the entire condenser.

The dissi ation factor (or loss tangent) of the ground  

dielectric is

keow

-

2mk

-

k 21T2k62

G 60oA .7\2
2\aRc	

(1 )

in which

k = dielectric constant of the ground

= conductivity of the ground (mhos/meter)

6 = skin depth in the ground (meters)

This is equal to the power factor if much less than unity. In the

ground, however, it may be much greater than unity.

In terms of the circuit parameters shown, the dissipation

factor in the ground is

= G/Cw (2)
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The parallel C and G of the ground may be reduced to'series com-

ponents; the series conductance becomes

Ga wC l+p2 mhos/m2 (3)

The resulting dissipation factor of the entire condenser (since C >> C0)

is

(4)Pa = wCo/Ga

The ratio of capacitance above the surface to that below is

Co/C = c/kh << 1 (5)


The dissipation factor of the entire condenser may be expressed as

follows:

	

•o p c 	 p 
n =-a2
-

	

1+pkh l+p2
(6)

This is a simple form, entirely in terms of ratios.

If-the conductivit of the ground is subject to variation  

over a wide range (as by freezing) so that its dissipation factor (p)

goes through unity, the maximum dissi ation factor of the condenser is

max pa = c/2kh (7)


This may be divided by the radiation power factor (p. 306) to estimate

the ratio of power loss over power radiated:

max pa 371-
c(X/21713 3 cX3

po 2k-
Ah2 16y2 kAh2

(8 )

This relation may be expressed as a value of the equivalent depth,

which must not be exceeded:

167r2kAh2 max pc - a (9)3
X3 po
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In a "small antenna", this indicates that c may have to be much

smaller than the principal dimensions of the aerial.

In practice, the maximum value of E-field dissi ation factor

is reduced by such causes as the following:

Concentration of electric flux near the aerial wires.

Spreading of the electric flux over a larger area on the 7round.

Termination of a fraction of the electric flux on grounded  

towers and u wires bonded to the buried conductors.

In view of these complications, the practical problem may require a

map of the electric field on the ground and an evaluation of the

associated losses by artial areas, for which the rules will now be

described.

The E-field losses may be computed on an area basis from the

following two quantities properly defined for any specified area.

area density of vertical current (amperes/meter2)

Ga = area conductance between surface and buried conductor

(mhos/meter2)

The density of the vertical dielectric currents is

2E= we E =• amp/m27\1:1c602\ (10)

The area conductance (Ga) is the reciprocal of the series-

resistance component of the impedance of a unit area (1 m2) between

surface and plane conductor. It is preferred to express it in terms

of conductance instead of resistance, to make its value proportional to

area. The area conductance will be formulated below for several cases.

The area densit of ower loss is the value of power loss

per unit area:

= J2/Ga watts/m2 (11)

so the power loss for an area (A) is
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= PaA = AJ2/Ga watts (12)

Various formulas are given in terms of skin depth (6); they

are useful if the ground properties happen to be expressed in such

terms. The skin depth is (see p. 104 and Refs. 23, 43):

/ 2 _ 1I TroR27 V30a
64L oa 	 .1\ c

meters(13)

The simplest case of ground dielectric is that of lar9:e

dissi ation factor (p >> 1) so the conductive current is much greater

than the capacitive current. The area conductance is

Ga = o/c — A mhos/m2 (14)

c
62

A
22c 120 Tr.c

Another simple case is that of small dissipation factor

(p << 1) so the conductive current is much smaller than the capacitive

current (seldom encountered in ground). The capacitance and susceptance

of unit area are

	

= keo/c farads/M2 (15)

	

keow 27fk
B — cAR 60 .._mhos/M2 (16)cA

The area conductance, as defined above, is

217-k k
(ke0w)2 473k2152 v2k252

Ga = B/p — — — —p —cARc 60 pcA 'co cA3Rc 30 cA3

	

mhos/m2 (17)

In the creneral case,

1 + p2 mhos/m2Ga = B



P •
(18)

If the conductance of the ground can vary over a wide range, the loss

is greatest when p = 1 and Ga .is least.

min Ga = 2B (19)
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The area density of power loss has a corresponding value,

J2 rcE2 E2c 
max Pa - watts/M2 (20)min Ga 10\R.c 120 10\

In general,

Pa 2o 
2 (max Pa)
1 + p

As an example, take an area of frozen 0-round and determine

the cireatest loss:

p. 305(4)

k = 4

p = 1

-= 20 Km

A = 4 Km2 '

h = 150 m

c = 3 m

Po = 1 Mw

V = 150 Kv (sheet on top)


E = 500 v/m (= V/h x 1/2)

It is noted that the theoretical value of E is reduced to 1/2 to

approximate the effect of grounded towers, which is partly the shield-

ing effect of the towers toward the ground, and partly the extra

height required to obtain the specified effective height.

a  = pk/60 -A = 3.3 4-mhos/m

min Ga . 2.2 m-mhos/M

J = 0.42 ma/m2

max Pa = 80 mw/m2

max P = 320 Kw

max P/Po = 0.32

, There follows the approximate computation based on the simple case of

.a sheet on top and a uniform field underneath:

ew
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po = 2.0 mils

max pa = 2.5 mils

max pa/po = 1.25

max P = Po (max pa/Po) = 1250 Kw

Comparing the two values of power loss (max P), it appears that a

reduction factor of about 1/4 is needed to reduce the latter value to

the preceding value computed from the E-field on the ground. This

factor is what would be expected from the assumed effects of the towers.

Other effects are omitted in these examples.

The same area may be computed for normal unfrozen round,

with dissipation factor modified accordingly.

G = 0.7 m-mho/m

p = 210 >> 1

Pa = 0.76 mw/m2

P = 3.0 Kw

Since p is large, the dissipation is about 2/p times the maximum

value, or about 1/100 in this case. (This low a loss is unlikely to

be realized because the ground near a buried conductor is found to

have a much lower value of conductivity.)

On the surface of the ground, there are two alternative

possibilities of a dissipative layer of dielectric. One is grass in  

the summer and the other is snow in the winter. Aside from the depth,

the worst condition of either is that of low dielectric constant and

unitY dissipation factor. Taking a depth of one foot (c = 0.3 m)

and the lowest limit of dielectric constant (k = 1), the maximum loss

will be just 0.4 as great as that in the case of frozen ground com-

puted above. A lesser value would occur with the somewhat higher.

dielectric constant met in practice.

NB 83, p. 51, 53-4, 60-2, 75-6, 81-2.
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Buried Wires and E uivalent Plane.

1

1,0
\.

\

\\\\\\
1\ 


• 1

	

k", p"c"
>k, P

k', p'c'
A

(a) Buried wire (b) Equivalent plane

The vertical electric field is associated with a dielectric

flux and capacitive current which are terminated at a horizontal rid

of arallel wires buried in the ground. In 'some respects, this grid

is equivalent to a horizontal lane conductor buried at a certain

depth greater than the depth of the wires. The depth of the equivalent

plane will be formulated, also the o timum de th of the wires which

minimizes the depth of the equivalent plane.

The equivalence is'based on several assumptions, as follows.

The wire and inner dielectric sheath are much smaller than

the other dimensions: .

a < a' << a" ; a < a' << b ; a < a' << d ; in which

a = outer radius of buried wire

a' = -outer radius of inner dielectric sheath around wire (if any)

a" = outer radius of dielectric boundary equivalent to ground -

surface

b = depth of buried wire (to center of wire)

d = width of space per wire in grid

ew = pitch of wires(betweeh centers)
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The space under the surface is homogeneous, lossless dielectric;

the dielectric constant in the inner sheath may differ from that

in the remaining space.

The properties in the various regions are indicated in the

diagram, and are symbolized as follows:

k = dielectric constant

p = cf/keow = dissipation factor, see p. 412(1)

In general, k .is the apparent dielectric constant of the entire space

under the surface; k' and k" are the values for the inner and outer

parts of this space, if different.

While the equivalence is based on pure dielectric, it gives

a useful approximation for practical cases ranging between the limits

of ure dielectric and ure conductor. These applications will be

mentioned further on.

The equivalence of the wire grid and the plane conductor is

based on equal amounts of electric ener40. in the respective spaces

filled with.like dielectric material. The foi.mulas are derived by

first imaging the wires above the surface, then mapping the field by

conformal transformations that give uniform field below a distorted.

surface boundary, then integrating the cross-sectional area of this .

field as a measure of its energy, and finally locating the equivalent

plane to give the.same cross-sectional area below the actual surface.

If the ground has only one value of dielectric constant, the

de th of the e uivalent lane is

= b +I in d11+ — In27a k+1- exp-47b dj
(1)

The 3 terms represent the respective effects of the depth of the wire,

the field near the wire, and the bending of the fie'd at the surface.

All 3 terms are positive in the present conditions. The second term

is usually the principal.one. The third term decreases exponentially

with increasing depth, since it is caused by the higher-mode inter-

action between the wire and its image.

ew
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For any dielectric constant, there is a depth which is

optimum in the sense of minimizing the electric energy and the corres-

ponding depth of the equivalent plane. This optimum depth is

= 3k-1 k+1ln47 k+1 • exp-47b/d = 3k-1 (2)' 


This depth ranges.between the limits of zero for k =. 1 (where the

conditions are not met) to a maximum value for large dielectric con-

stant. The corresponding depth of the equivalent plane is

= d iln d +ln 3k-1 + k-1 ln 3k-112v [27a2k+1k+12k-2j (3 )

This value is particularly useful because it is the miniMum and also

is a close approximation over a substantial range of actual depths

which is likely to include the practical depth of the buried wire.

The principal term is the. first term, which'is independent of the

dielectric constant.

The limiting case of hicfh dielectric (k = ) gives the

following simplified formulas.

Ac
d d 1

(4)= b 27 [ n 2ya 1 - exp-47b
A

The optimum depth of the wire, and the corresponding depth of the

equivalent plane, are

d ln 3 = .0875 d = d/11.4347

d.1

	

fln -721-7z7. +ln 3 + lnid27[ln+ ln

d27 /= 27 lnln72'60 d 
2a 1/ 42727a
(6 )

This last form is very simple and is close enough for some practical

cases.

(3 )

ew
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In practice, the dielectric has a dissipation factor whose

value places it in one of the three cases to be described here.

• If the dissipation factor is very small (p << 1) the field


pattern is substantially that of a pure dielectric so the above for-

mulas are valid.

If the dissipation factor is yery large (p >> 1) the field

pattern is substantially that of a high dielectric'(k = co), so the

above formulas (4) to (6) are applicable. The ground behaves as a

conductor.

If the.dissipation factor has any value, the field pattern

is closely approximated by assuming a pure dielectric with the follow-

ing value of k :

k(1 + p2) (7)

Therefore this value may be used for k in formulas (1) to (3).

A circular boundar (of radius a") around the wire may be

defined, which is.equivalent to the surface boundary, on the same

basis as the plane is equivalent to the wire. In general, the radius

of the equivalent circle is

= a exp 27.c/d (8)

which may be computed from any of the formulas for c . For the

limiting case of high dielectric (k = op) and the optimum depth, the

circumference of the equivalent circle is apparent in formula (6):

27ra" = 2.60 d ; 2a" = 0.83 d ; a = 0.41 d


For any depth,

ex 27rb d ex 471-b d2-ma" = d = d > 2.60 d1 - exp-4vb d 2 sinh 2Tb d

It appears that the circumference of the equivalent circular boundary

is several times the wire spacing.




ew
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If there is a sheath of different dielectric (of outer

radius a') closely surrounding the wire, there are two dielectric con-

stants, one (lc') in this sheath and another (k") outside. The depth

including the equivalent plane boundaries is separated into two corres-

poinding parts:

C I
a'ln
a

ud ac= c - c' ln2-Tra'

whose total is

a"+ c =ln217- a

Each of the two parts may be treated separately in terms of the planes.

Since c is usually of the .same order as d , the following

example is developed as one in which these two dimensions are equal.

- The wire is buried at the optimum depth.

Let kp >> 1

a"/a = exp 21r = 540

a"/d = 0.41 ; a/d = 0.41/540 = 1/1300

Let c = d = 3 m
Then a = 1.23 m

a = 3/1300 m = 2.3 mm

Departure from optimum de th, in the ratio of 1/2 or 2, in-

creases a" in the ratio .of about 1.25, and increases c ' by about

.035 d. Ih this example, the relative change of c is only 1/28..

This verifies that the formulas based on optimum depth are a close

approximation over a substantial range of depth.

The values of c (or c' and c" ) are intendedto be

utilized for computing lbsses in the preceding section (p. 411-417).

NB 83, p. 51, 53-6, 60-2, 64-74, 83-5.
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ew

Lenoth of Buried Wire for E-Field.

The total length of buried wire and the total current in the

antenna determine the total power of the E-field losses in a simple re-

lationship that is useful for rough computations. It is based on the

assumption of uniform field (E) over an area sufficient to carry the

entire current. Then a uniform pitch of parallel wires is best. Some

reasonable value of the pitch (d) is assumed, and the formula is non-

critical to this value.

The total capacitance and susceptance of the total length of

buried wire are expressed in terms of the diagrams on p. 411 and 418.

= keo d/c

arrldk
B — 7\cR

in which

C = effective total capacitance between surface and total

length of buried wire (farads)

B = susceptance of C (mhos)

c = depth of equivalent plane-(meters)

d = pitch of parallel wires (meters)*

= total length of wire (meters)

dielectric constant in.ground

It is noted that c and d are of the same order in practice. The

total current is divided between this susceptance and the parallel

conductance, which are related by the dissipation factor (p) of the

dielectric.

Going to the simple case of high dielectric (k >> 1) and

optimum depth (b = d/11.43, p. 420), the ratio c/d is determined,

p. 420(6). Further assuming the worst conductance (p = 1, p. 413) it

appears that the following value is the effective series resistance

which carries the total current in the antenna condenser:

R = 1/2B = 2\-  in 2.6 d 15 7\ln 2 6 d 

c 817-2lk 2Tra 71-1k 27ra

(1 )

(-2 )

( 3 )
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If this resistance carries the current required to radiate a certain

amount'of power (P0), given on p. 304(3), the relative amount of

dissipated power (P) is expressed by the ratio,

30\/27)3 2 6 d 

P/Po ln

	

4h2lk 2ya (4)

Conversely, if the dissipation is to be limited to this ratio, the re-

quired total length Of wire is

1P
o 3(?\/271-)3 2.6 d

	

4h2k rraln a (5)

To express the power dissipation in either part of the ground space

(p. 418), substitute for the logarithm in (5):

ln a'/a or ln a"/a' (6 )

Part of the current of the antenna condenser is carried to

the ground wires through the grounded towers and guy wires, so only

the remaining fraction of the current reaches the ground surface to

cause E-field lOsses. The dissipated power (4) is proportional to

the square of this fraction. Or, for a specified amount of dissipated

power,.the required length of wire (5) is proportional to the square

of this fraction.

Taking an example of frozen ground, similar to that on

p. 416, 422, and computing the required length of wire:

= 20 Km

• h = 150 m

d =• 3 m

a = 2.3 mm

k = 4

p = 1

ln 2.6 d/2Tra = 27,

P/Po = 0.32

(5) 1 = 5300 Km

If 1/2 the current is carried to the ground wires by the towers and

1/2 flows into the ground surface, the required length is 1/4 as great,

or 1300 Km.

NB 83, p. 25-7, 62.
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Dielectric Pro erties of Snow.

(a) Equivalent network

a

(b) Variation of properties

Recent tests at NEL have yielded valuable informationon the

dielectric properties of snow over a wide frequency range_(1 - 200 Kc)

including the VLF operating range (14 - 30 Kc).

As might be expected, the dielectric has parallel conducting

paths, some of which are continuous and others discontinuous. Diagram

(a) shows the simplest network that simulates this situation, and (b)

shows diagramatically bow the various properties vary with frequency.

(on logarithmic scales).

k = dielectricconstant

a = conductance of unit cube

p = a/we ok= dissipation factor

Wek = susceptance of unit cube

ew
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, In the transition region of the frequency scale, the proper-

ties shift from one to the other of two limiting levels or laws.. In

most cases, the dissipation factor has a positive (reverse) slope in

the middle of the transition region, indicating that the slope of the

susceptance is exceeded by that of the conductance. The.transition

region is centered in the vicinity of 10 - 15 Kc, near the lower limit

of the VLF operating range, where the dielectric losses are most harm-

ful.

The two samples that were tested are described as "fresh

snow" and "packed snow". The average of tests at -1 to -18°C (or 30

to 0oF) is approximately the following:

Material max k min k k (15 Kc) p 


Fresh snow 7 1.6 3.4 0.6

Packed snow 25 2.5 9 0.9

The values and the ratio of k are both greater for packed snow, in-

dicating greater density and greater conductivity. At 15 Kc, which is

near the middle of the transition region, there is an intermediate

value of .k and a dissipation factor somewhat less than unity. The

latter is an inherent property of this type of network (a). For the

same depth, and more so for the same mass, the fresh snow causes

greater E-field loss because it is less dense and hence a lower di-

electric.

The minimum value of dielectric constant (at high frequen-

cies) is somewhat less than that of ice (k = 3.15) as would be ex-

pected. See references (63), (66), (71).

Referring to the previous example (p. 416-7) we may recon-

sider the E-field loss of one foot of fresh snow. The loss is equal

to that of a certain "worst" dielectric (k = 4, p = 1); it is 0.1 as

great as that computed for frozen ground (0.1 x 1/4 x 1250 = 30 Kw),

The same depth of packed snow causes even less loss (4/9 x 30 = 13 Kw).

Therefore one foot of snow causes an additional loss very much less

than that caused by frozen ground.

NB 83, p. 28, 86-8.
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Dielectric Properties of Frozen Soil.

Recent tests by Smith Electronics have yielded valuable in-

formation on the dielectric properties of frozen soil at 15 Kc. The <


tests were made between coaxial conductors, the inner one being Nc). 6

wire and the outer one much larger. The two samples tested were from

Maine, and are described as "No. 3, black peat soil" and "No. 4, gray

sandy loam".

The behavior is qualitatively similar to that of snow,

simulated by the equivalent network on p. 425.

The two samples yielded nearly the same dissipation factor
in the frozen condition, increasing at lower temperatures as follows.

Temperature Dis. Factor Q.= 1/2 Diel. Cst. k

-1oC 30oF 10 0.10 40

-7 20 4.4 0.23 10

13 10 2.9 0.35 6

18 0 2.2 0.45 A--x

-23 -10 1.9 0.52 3

The enerL;y storage factor (Q = l/p) increases at a nearly uniform

rate with decreasing temperature. This means that the effective con-

ductivity is decreasing this much more than the effective dielectric

constant.

In the transition through the freezing point (0° C or 32°F),

the behavior is anomolous, indicating that most of the contained mois-

ture is a very dilute solution.

In the above table, each value of dielectric constant is the

ratio mean of two values differing in a ratio as great as 2 or 3; the

mean is regarded as representative.,

Recently there was a choice of values to be used as a basis
for design of the ground system. The chosen values were based on these

tests, at about 10°F, as. follows: k = 6 ; p = 2.75 = 1/tan 20°.

The loss in this dielectric is the same as if k = 9.4 and p = 1 ,

so the power loss is about 4/9.4 or 0.43 of that computed in the ex-

ample on p. 416-7 (about 130 Kw).

ew NB 85, P. 59.
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Symbols.

Supplement to p. 103 and 410; with one change from to Ic

2Tr/?\ = distance angle (radians)

277110/2\ = effective-height angle (radians)

Co = capacitance of antenna condenser (farads/meter2)

c
= total radial current of radiation term (constant, amperes)

Ic = 158 amp if P = 1 Mw

J • = area density of vertical current (amperes/Meter2)

Ga = series component of area conductance between surface and

buried conductor (mhos/Meter2)

Pa = J2/Ga = area density of power dissipated (watts/Meter2) Qzc

a' = outer radius of inner dielectric sheath around wire (if any)

(meters)

a = outer radius of dielectric boundary equivalent to ground sur-

face (meters)

l/d = density of buried wire (number per meter)

6 = skin depth in the ground (meters)

k = dielectric constant of the ground

p = o/keow = dissipation factor in the ground 66-c,
pa = dissipation factor of antenna condenser

ew
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Radiation between Parallel lanes.

Toward ULF fields and waves, the ground and ionosphere can

be approximated by perfectly conducting concentric spheres. These in

turn can be approximated by parallel planes out to distances much less

than a quadrant of the earth's circumference (quadrant is about 10,000

Km or 10 Mm).

Single-mode propagation is assumed, which is effective below

about 2 Kc. Attenuation in propagation is ignored, which is justified

for approximations under the stated conditions.
Fig. 2 shows sending antennas of C and L types, radiating

between parallel planes.

The radiation power factor of any reasonable size of antenna

is so small that it has no practical effect as compared with the heat

power factors of the antenna reactance. Therefore the more useful

formulas are those for the radiation field at a distance, in terms of

the current in the sending antenna.

Symbols (rationalizedMKS units).

= frequency

wavelength

7\/27r = radianlength

distance' from sender to receiver

effective height

effective horizontal length of antenna (L type)

A = effective area of antenna (Am = ghm)

= current in sending antenna (RMS)

= radiation .resiStance

Rc = 120r = 377 ohms = wave resistance of free space

= H Rc = electric field intensity at receiver (RMS)

= magnetic field intensity at receiver (RMS)

sub-i = Ionosphere

sub-e = sending antenna of C type


sub-m = sending antenna of L type

ew
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hi
Ae EeHe

ReIe he

send receive

(a) C type.

h.
E H
m m

R I A hm m m m

send receive

(b) L type.

Fig. 2 - Radiation from antennas of C and 'L types, between parallel
ew planes.
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Conditions.

he << hi '• hm << hi '- g << 7\/27

hi < 7\/2 ; 7/27. < r

Formulas for field intensity.

From C type: He
r-- h2-vrA i

From L Hm
271-ghmIm 	

--7- A

	

2-yfrn hi

For the cylindrical wave between parallel planes, it is

noted that H varies with 1/-y/FT , unlike l/r for the spherical

wave in free space.

It is preferable to use H (amperes/meter) rather than E

(volts/meter) because H is continuous at the air-to-sea boundary and

is directly utilized in the small loop antenna of the usual submarine

receiver.

Formulas for radiation resistance.

(4)

Between parallel planes, Re varies with 1/2\h1 , unlike

1/7\2 for free space. The radiation resistance in both cases is in-

creased by the presence of the ionosphere.

The example on pp. 3-7 above is an application of these for-

mulas, among other considerations.

H. A. Wheeler Notebook 95, pp. 55, 65.

H. A. Wheeler, "A vertical antenna made of transposed sections of

coaxial cable", IRE Convention Record, vol. 4, pp. 160-4; 1956.

ew (Radiation resistance of a vertical wire between horizontal planes.)

Ie he

R

Rm

=


=

1 R4c

17-R

2 7h2
60r2'2\1-1

(ghm)2

hi(7/'27)3

C type:

L type:

(3 )

h2

1
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Earth-shell resonance.

The hollow cavity between ground and ionosphere has certain

frequencies of resonance, assuming perfect conducting boundaries with

free space between. The n-th mode of resonance corresponds with a

free-space wavelength as follows:

27ra (s)
1/n(n+1)

in which 27ra is the mean circumference in the shell. The ionosphere

height is so small that, for practical purposes, 27ra = 40,000 Km =

40 Mm , the earth's circumference at the surface. The resonance fre-

quencies for the first few modes are computed as follows:

f = 10.6 , 18.4 , 26.0 , 33.5 , etc. (6)

For the higher modes, the spacing approaches 7.5 cycles/second.
Some observations have indicated that the actual resonance

occurs at a substantially lower frequency. Recent studies by the

writer have indicated that this should be so, in view of the graded

conductivity in the space where the air is intended to act as a dielec-

tric. This conductivity is caused mainly by ionization from cosmic

radiation. The effective height for electric field becomes substan-

tially less than that for magnetic field, the latter height being

closer to the ionosphere as observed at higher frequencies (VLF). The

result is a reduction of the velocity and therefore of the resonance

frequencies, by a fraction which is smaller at lower frequencies.

Also, the electric-field losses become the principal cause of attenua-

tion in ULF wave propagation around the earth.

H. A. Wheeler Notebook 95, pp. 34-60.

Schumann, papers #4, 5 and 6 listed in letter from C. Polk,

Aug. 18, 1959.
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Air conductivit variation with hei t.

Air conductivity increases steadily from a very low value at

low altitude to a maximum value at a high altitude in excess of 100 Km.

It depends on ionization caused by some form of radiation. At low

altitude, the main cause is cosmic rays, which are nearly constant

over the daily cycle. At high altitude, the daily cycle of solar rays

causes a large difference between night and day.

Ignoring the earth's magnetic field, which may or may not be

permissible, the principal effect of ionization is the resulting con-

ductivity. At a high altitude, it provides a conductive boundary for

the alternating magnetic field. At a lower altitude, it may provide

an upper boundary for the electric field; this occurs at ULF. The

latter effect lowers the wave velocity and is the principal cause of

attenuation in propagation.

Fig. 3 shows some values and trends in the variation of air

conductivity. At low altitude, the minimum value is about 2 x 10-14

mho/meter. The increase up to 20 Km has beeh measured by Gish, as

plotted. The only definite value shown for high altitude is that of

Wait, based on VLF daytime tests and the assumption of a step of con-

ductivity (as diagramed). The "day" line is based on Gish and Wni.t.

The "night" line is based on conjecture. There is no attempt to in-

clude the wavy variations that provide reflecting levels at high fre-
4

quencies; they are.ignored for ULF purposes.

There are noted the probable levels of the effective boundar-

ies at 10 cycles/second. The E boundary is shown about half as high

as the H boundary, which would reduce the wave velocity to about 0.7

of the free-space velocity.

Fig. 4 shows the transmission-line analog of the space occu-

pied by ULF propagation. The series impedance represents the magnetic

field and the skin effect at the upper boundary. The shunt admittance

represents the electric field and the shunt conductance which destroys

it-at high altitude. Since the ionosphere height is much less than a

half-wavelength (at frequencies much less than 2 Kc) the separate for-

mulation of electric and magnetic fields is justified.

The straight lines represent a conductivity variation which
ew is exponential with height. This is simply described and its effect
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resistance

inductance

resistance

capacitance

Fig. 4 - Transmission-line analog of space between ground and

ionosphere.
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is easily computed. An accurate description is essential only in the

boundary region, where further measurements are needed. In the mean-

time, Fig. 3 gives a reasonable basis for estimates.

(6) H. A. Wheeler Nsitebook 95, p. 12-68.

J. A. Chalmers, "Atmospheric Electricity", Pergamon Press, 1957.

(Conductivity of the air, Gish measurements up to 20 Km, o. 135-138.

Text has numerous errors and inconsistencies in units and values.)

J. R. Wait, "The mode theory of VLF ionospheric propag:ation for

finite ground conductivity", Proc. IRE, vol. 45, p. 760-7; June, 1957.

(Observations at 16-18 Kc are consistent with effective height of

70 Km, ionosphere conductivity step of 2 4-mho/meter.)
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Limitations in sendino antenna of C t oe.

Symbols (rationalized MKS units, see p. 8).

= 27rf = radian frequency

eo = electrivity of free space

We = 27/7\Rc = Susceptivity of free space

Rc = 377 ohms = wave resistance of free space

Re = radiation resistance, p. 10(3)

e = current (RMS)

Pe = radiation power

he = effective height

h, = height of ionosphere

Aa = area of conductor surface (wires above ground)
Ea = average voltage gradient on conductor surface (RMS)

Eac = 2.1 Kv/Mm (RMS) for breakdown between parallel planes in

air, at sea level, at room temperature

sub-a = conductor (C type)

Current in terms of voltage gradient on wires.

e weoAaEa -
27AaEa

AR. c

Voltage gradienton wires.

ARcIe
Ea

2rAa

Conductor area.

ARce
Aa

'2.TrEa

Radiation power.

E2h2A2a e aPe = R I2 =e e
4Rch(A/2703

(7)

( a )
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Effective height x conductor area.

2heAa Ea P R h (X/27)3e c i

The C type of antenna is similar to that of Figs. 1(a) and

2(a).

These formulas give the limitations imposed by the voltage

gradient on the conductor wires. (Reference 3, p. 7.) This gradient

must not exceed some specified value at which the corona discharge

would become excessive. This condition might be determined by the re-

sulting radio noise in nearby populated areas, or by arcing to nearby

metal structures. The former has been the controlling factor on power

lines. TheqP effoi-s are more severe during rainfall, fog or icing.

The Maine VLF antenna is conservatively designed for a gra-

dient having a maximum value of 0.83 Kv/mm and an average value of 0.50

Kv/Mm. It is intended to avoid any appreciable corona, even during

rainfall.
The permissible average gradient Ea is determined by

several factors, the first of which is its value in air between paral-

lel planes. It is decreased by each of the following factors:

Lesser air pressure (higher altitude).

Corrugated surface (stranded wire).*

Water drop's or icing.*

Crowding of charge distribution.*

It is increased by each of the following factors:

Curvature of the wire.*

Lower frequency.

Tolerance of corona.

Covering of insulating material.

The indicated items (*) are present in the Maine antenna; it is de-

siL.ned for an average gradient less than 1/4 the nominal value.
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The most difficult problem is the excess gradient caused by

crowding of the charge in some placeS on the wires. This may be

caused by the exposed location of the wire or by its proximity to a

grounded structure. After some attention to this problem, the Maine

antenna still had a maximum gradient 1.66 times the average value.

This is probably the first limitation on the amount of power it can

handle.

The reactive power is determined by the concentration of the

wires, with proportionate decrease of capacitance and increase of

voltage. This voltage must be handled by the supporting insulator

strings.

The reactive power may be supplied by a tuning inductor. At

ULF, this inductor may take most of the real power, which can be de-

creased by increasing the size of the inductor. Alternatively, a
nrotary inductor may be used, or the generator may be designed for a

capacitive load.

The height and conductor area are the practical requirements

of the structure, because they determine the wind and ice loading.

Therefore their product (11) is the principal specification.

The effective height is decreased by downleads and by

proximity to grounded towers and guy wires.

The radiation of this antenna is omnidirective in the hori-

zontal plane. If used in a spherical-shell resonator, it is located

at one of the two poles of maximum electric field.

A numerical example (based on the Maine antenna) is found on

p. 4-5 above. Here is further information on this example:

Conductor area Aa = 9,000 meters2

Average gradient Ea = 0.70 Kv/mm

Max. gradient 1.15

(11) H.A.W. Notebook 95, p. 98-116.
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Limitations in sendin antenna of L t e.


Symbols (rationalized MKS units, see p. 8).

Rc = .377 ohms = wave resistance of free space

Rm = radiation resistance, p. 10(4)

Im = current (RMS)

Pm = radiation power

hm. = height of loop

= length of loop

ghm = area of loop

hi = height of ionosphere

Pb = power to conductor heating

Rb = resistance of conductor

Ab = area of conductor surface (wires above and below)
= effective thickness of conductor

a = conductivity of conductor

ac = 58 megamhos/meter = conductivity of copper

sub7b = conductor (L type)

Conductor resistance.

Rb = P• /I2m

Conductor power.

(2g + 2hm)2


obAb

2 /Im k2g + 2hm)22Pb = RbIm = obAb

Conductor power density.

2Im (2g + 2hm)2
Pb/Ab

abA2

Conductor volume.

2

	

(2g + 2hm)2 Im (2g + 2hm)2
bAb - 	 Rb = Pb

( 13 )

(14)
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Current.

1 
Im - 2g + 2hm PbabAb

Radiation power.

(ghm) Ab
= R I2 = 1- P R ab

	

m • m m 8 b c (/ d- 2hm) h.. N/27)ik

Radiation efficiency.

(ghm)2 Ab
Pm/Pb = Rm/Rb R alp << 1 (16)

c (2g + 2hm)2 h1(A/27)'

Height x conductor area.

2g + 2hm
hmAb -

8 Pmhi(/2r)3


Pb Ab Rcab

This formula (19) is somewhat comparable with (11) for the C type.

The L type of antenna is similar to that of Figs. 1(b) and

2(b), comprising a single-turn loop of several wires in parallel. The

upper half of the conductor area Ab is roughly comparable with the

entire area Aa in the C type. In commenting on the power density

on the loop wires, it is assumed that the upper wires (in the air) are

the limiting factor.

These formulas give the limitations imposed by the conductor

power density on the surface of the wires. This determines the amount

of heat to be dissipated, and the resulting temperature rise. While

the ultimate capability is limited by the permissible maximum tempera-

ture of the wires, the available power may be insufficient to utilize

this capability.

As an example of the power density that may be permissible,

take a horizontal wire that would assume a temperature of 500 C under

hottest ambient conditions. A rise of about 50° (to 1000 C) might be

caused by

Pbb/A. = 2 Kw/m2
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(The value to be used for de-icing the Maine antenna is 2.5 Kw/m2,

which would be applied only in freezing weather.) Since the major part

of the heat dissipation from the wire is by convection, even in still

air, the condition of the surface is not important.

If the temperature rise is the ultimate limitation it

should be equalized on all wires, which is easily approximated. Any

insulating covering should be thin enough to offer little thermal re-

sistance.

The reactive power is determined by the concentration of

the wires, with proportionate increase of inductance and voltage.

This voltage must be handled by the supporting insulators; at UHF it .

is much less than the voltage required by the C type.

The reactive power may be supplied by a tuning capacitor.

Alternatively, a "rotary capacitor" may be used, or the generator may

be designed for an inductive load.

As in the C type, the height and conductor area are the

practical requirements of the structure, because they detemine the

wind and ice loading. Therefore their product (19) is the principal

specification.

Unlike the C type, the effective height of the loop is

substantially the average height of the horizontal top wires, because

it is not appreciably reduced by downleads and by proximity to grounded

towers and guy wires.

The radiation of this antenna has a figure-8 pattern in the

horizontal plane, so only half as much radiated power is required for

the same range between parallel planes. If used in a spherical-shell

resonator, it is located on the equator of maximum magnetic field with

the loop oriented in the plane of the poles.

A numerical example is found on p. 5-6 above. Here is fur-

ther information on this example:

Conductor area

Power density

Conductivity (15%)

Effective thickness

0
Ab = 2Aa = 18,000 meter`

/ 2
Pb/Ab = 75 w/m

o = 8.7 megamho/m

b, = 2.9 mm
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(The last two values are queried, but are roughly correct.) In accord-

ance with comments above, the power could be increased about 27 times

within the limit of over-heating.

(11) H.A.W. Notebook 95, p. 98-116.
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Com arison of antennas of C and L t es.

A formula will be given for comparison of the ultimate

limitations of the C and L types of antennas, as given in the two

preceding sections. The comparison is made in terms of the field-

strength ratio at a receiver.

Sender antenna of C type:

He = magnetic field intensity at receiver (RMS)

he = effective height of antenna

•
Aa = conductor area of wires

Ea = voltage gradient on conductor (RMS)

Sender antenna of L type:

Hm = magnetic field intensity at receiver (RMS)

g = length of antenna loop

hm = height of antenna loop

Ab conductor area of wires


Pb = power input to conductor
b = effective thickness of conductor

= conductivity of conductor

R = 377 ohms

Field-strength ratio at receiver:

H. 	 g 	hmAbRc 	

He 7/0b(Pb/Ab) (20)2g + 2hm heAaEa

This ratio is unity in the examples of C and L types

given above. This formula shows how it depends on the factors which.

have been chosen to express the ultimate limitations of the two types.

It is notable that this ratio is independent of frequency.

To remove some of the factors that contribute little to the

difference of the two types, insert the following from the above ex-

amples:
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hm/g = .058

hm/he = 1.4

Ab/Aa = 2

(Eac = 2.1 Ky/mm RMS for air breakdown)

(0c = 58 megamho/m for copper)

(Pbc/Ab = 2 Kw/m2 for permissible heating)

Hm2.55 


He(Ea/Eac) 1000 b a cc Pb Pbc (2 1)

This ratio is 5.1 if b = 4 mm and the three ratios are unity to

saturate the corresponding limits, the latter being only approximately

practicable.

(11) H.A.W. Notebook 95, p. 98-116.
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Near fields between Parallel Planes.

The near field of an antenna is of interest if the distance

is less than the radianlength. This is true of long-range communica-

tion at unusually low.frequencies. Also it is true of short-range

interference from lightning (C type of radiator). Formulas will be

given first for the C type of antenna and then for the L type.

Referring to Fig. 2(a), there are three modes in ',he field

from the C type. The field at the receiver will be formulated for

each mode, also each distance of transition from one mode to the next.

Spherical near field: he < r < hi < 201-2

Iehe
He

2yr2
(22)

Cylindrical near field: hi < r <

Iehe 

He 27rhi

Cylindrical far field

Iehe 

He

2-N/Ti7 hi

vy2 <  rradiation): hi <

As usual, these are closer approximations under conditions further

from the transition limits. Each of these limits is defined as the

distance at which the formulas for two adjacent modes give equal

values for the field.

.Referring to Fig. 2(b), there are likewise three modes in

the field from the L type, in the two directions in the plane of the

loop. These will be formulated in the same manner. The coefficient

0.86 , which appears in one of the transition limits, represents

(2/7)1/3.

Spherical near field: g + hm < r < hi < 0.86 2\/271-

I gh
Hm m m

27r3
(24)
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Cylindrical near field: hi < r < 0.86 N/27r

Imghm

	

Hm = 	
277-r2h

Cylindrical far field (radiation

gh
m m

The L type has another set of only two modes, in the direc-

tions of the axis of the loop. The parallel planes prohibit any

radiation mode in these directions.

Spherical near field: g + hm < r < 2hi <

I 01-1°

	

H' m m-

	

m 3
71r

Cylindrical near field: 2h1 < r

I uhm° m

Attention is directed to the 1:2 ratio of the two formulas for the

spherical near field, and their equality for the cylindrical near

field.

In general, the corresponding transition limits differ

slightly in the different sets of modes. In each set of three modes,

it is possible for the intermediate mode (cylindrical near field) to

collapse while still maintaining hi < N/2 , the condition for single-

mode radiation; then there is a new limit of transition between the

two remaining modes.

H.A.W. Notebook 95, p. 141, 150.

H.A.W. Notebook 99, p. 3-4.

C. A. Martin of RCA called the writer's attention to the signifi-

cance of the cylindricalnear field in the directions of the axis of

ew the loop.

Hm -
N-VTT h.

(25)

0.86 7/217- < r

(2)

H' -m 2yr2hi
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E. C. Jordan, "Electromagnetic Waves and Radiating Systems",

Prentice-Hall; 1950. (Magnetic field of parallel wires,.p. 88-89.

Cylindrical electromagnetic field of a single long wire, p. 370-378.)

H. A. Wheeler, "A vertical antenna.made of transposed sections

of coaxial cable", IRE Convention Record, vol. 4, part 1, p. 160-164;

1956. (Field of vertical wire between two horizontal planes.)
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Lightning.

Since lightning is the principal cause of ULF radio noise,

its occurrence and its characteristics are relevant to communication

predictions. The essential information is scattered and not well -

summarized for present purposes. The following abstract is selectively

gleaned from a few of the recognized authorities. After introducing

the terminology and concepts, some statistics will be given on the

basis of some reports and rough estimates.

A thunderstorm occurs in a limited area where the cloud for-

mations include an interplay of ice and water particles. This seems

to be essential to the separation of charges in different parts of a

cloud. Just before a discharge between cloud and earth, with which we

are here concerned, the lower part of the cloud is usually negatively

charged. During the discharge, this negative charge is neutralized by

positive charge from the earth. (This positive charge is continuously

being replenished by leakage currents between earth and ionosphere,

through the small conductivity caused by ionization of the air by

cosmic rays.)

A single cloud is discharged by a single flash, which is over

in a second. This discharge is accomplished in one or more strokes

from different parts of the cloud. For present purposes, each stroke

has a sudden pulse of high current, followed by a slower discharge,

the latter including most of the total charge. This is significant in

determining the field components at lower frequencies.

In each stroke, the initial pulse of current at the ground

is greater and shorter than the average over the length of the stroke.

The latter is effective for developing the field at a distance greater

than the length.
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Thunderstorms (typical or average values):

Duration of storm 50 min = 3000 sec

Number of strokes per storm 200

Frequency of storms over the earth 44,000 per day = 0.5 per sec

Frequency of strokes over the earth 100 per sec

Frequency of strokes during a storm 4 per min = 1/15 per sec

Average number of strokes per flash 2

Frequency of flashes during a storm 2 per min = 1/30 per sec

Frequency of thunderstorms in any one location

Middle U.S. 50 per year = 0.14 per day

U.S. extremes 1-100

Ocean ("infrequent") 2 per year . .0055 per day

Earth, average 10 per year = .027 per day

Average area of a storm, over the earth 80 Km2 = (5.0 Km)2

Local time during which thunderstorms Fourth quarter of the day

are common (18-24 hrs)

Lightning strokes (typical or median values):

Peak current at ground 20 Ka (extreme, 200 Ka)

Peak value of average current over 10 Ka

length of stroke

Duration of initial pulse (at 1/2 peak 60 is

current)

Effective height of discharge (length 1.5 Km

of stroke)

Discharge from cloud during initial pulse 0.60 coul

Discharge from cloud during entire stroke 20 coul

Probability of any number of strokes per 0.50 1 stroke

flash 0.15 2

0.10 3

0.25 4 or more

Time per stroke in multiple strokes .05 sec
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While these statistics are based on limited reports and

know/edge, it is intended that the values given should probably be

within a ratio of 1:2 from the median values of experience.

H.A.W. Notebook 95, p. 128-148.

H.A.W. Notebook 99, p. 6-9.

B. F. J. Schonland, "Atmospheric Electricity", Wiley; 1932/1953.

(Lightning, p. 65-79; the most authoritative reference.)

J. A. Chalmers, "Atmospheric Electricity", Pergamon; 1957.

(Lightning, p. 235-255.)

, (22) L. B. Loeb, '"Thunderstorms and Lightning Strokes", Chap. 13 in

"Modern Physics for the Engineer", McGraw-Hill; 1954.

J. H. Hagenguth, "Theory of Lightning", Sec. 26, p. 2154-63, in

"Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers", 9 ed.; 1957. (Thunder-

storm map of U.S.).

A. D. Watt, E. L. Maxwell, "Characteristics of atmospheric

noise", Proc. IRE, vol. 45, p. 787-794; June 1957. (Initial pulse.)
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Field from li htninr dischar e.

To simulate the field of a single (initial) pulse of current

in a lightning discharge, consider this current in an antenna of the-

C type, Fig. 2(a). The earth and ionosphere are assumed to be parallel

planes of perfect conductivity, causing no attenuation.

ho = effective height of lightning discharge
Io = peak current during initial pulse, average over the height

fo = nominal frequency of initial pulse (at which the pulse shape

simulates one cycle)

1/2f0 = effective duration of initial pulse, at 1/2 peak current

fw = effective bandwidth at receiver (both sidebands)

Hr = magnetic field at receiver, peak value of RH'S envelope of

pulse through limited bandwidth

sub-o = lightning discharge

sub-r = receiver pulse

sub-w = bandwidth

The following formulas are obtained by multiplying (22),

(23), _(1) by the pulse bandwidth factor

fw 	
<< 1 (28)

fo

This converts the peak current of the pulse to the peak value of RMS

envelope of pulse current as seen by a receiver of limited bandwidth.

Spherical near field: 110 < r < hi < VT2

I h f
Hr o o w 


2Tr2 1/r-2 fo

Cylindrical near field: hi < r <

I h fw 

Hr 2o o 


Tr hio
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Cylindrical far field (radiation): hi < 7\/72 < r

1-1r =
I hfw 
o 


2-\/Nr hif o

(31)

Here we include for ruference the spherical far field (radia-

tion) in absence of ionosphere ani any attenuation: ho < V2Tr < r

Hr
I ho o

This may be used for comparison with computations of Watt (ref. 24).

The initial pulse of a typical lightning discharge (Watt,

ref. 24) has the following values:

Io = 10 Ka

h = 1.5 Km

1/2f0 = 60 4s

fo = 8.3 Kc/s

I h = 15 Km-Kao o
10/210 = 0.6 coulomb

I h /f = 1.8 Km-coulo o o

The last value is the moment of the discharge and its image in the

ground.

H.A.W. Notebook 95, p. 142-8.

H.A.W. Notebook 99, p. 11.

_H. A. Wheeler, "The radiansphere around a small antenna", Proc.

IRE, vol. 47, p. 1325-31; Aug. 1959.

(32)
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References on heatinc of wires.

The following references provide some information relating

to the temperature rise in a conductor, as may be encountered in a

high-current sending antenna. They are listed chronologically.

This subject.is one that has inherited a confusion of units,

and the forward-looking MKS units (used with Kelvin scale of tempera-

ture) are seldom even included in conversion tables. 'The CGS units

are most common, as denoted by asterisk (*) in the list.

(28)* F. E. Fowle, "Smithsonian Physical Tables", 8 ed.; 1934.

(Thermal conductivity tables, p. 272-279.)

A. E. Knowlton, "Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers",

7 ed., McGraw-Hill; 1941. (Temperature rise of hocLzontal wire in

still air,conditions indefinite,good curves, Sec.4-287.)

A.I. Brown et al,"Introduction to Heat Transfer", McGraw-Hill;

1942. (Thermal conductivity table, p.17-8.Wire in air,p. 117-8.)

(31)*-F. E. Terman,"Radio Engineers' Handbook",McGraw-Hill;1943.

(Solid dielectrics,thermal conductivity,table p. 111.Taken from

General Radio Experimenter, June, 1939.)




(32)* L. R. Ingersoll et al, "Heat Conduction", McGraw-Hill; 1948.

(Thermal conductivity tables, p. 241-5.)

(33)* H. Pender et al, "Electrical Engineers' Handbook - Electric

Power", 4 ed., Wiley; 1949. (Thermal conductivity table, p. 2-1-2.

Current capacity of wire in air, p. 14-185. Current capacity, various

cases, p. 14-210-27.)

(34) W. H. McAdams, "Heat Transmission", McGraw-Hill; 1954. (Theory

of convection, horizontal wire in air, p. 176. Wire in air flow,

p. 259. Conversion factors, except MKS, p. 444. Thermal conductivity

tables, p. 446-60.)
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(35)* A. E. Knowlton, "Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers",

8 ed., McGraw-Hill; 1957. (Bibliography on current capacity of wire

in air, Sec. 4-144. Thermal insulating materials, conductivity table,

Sec. 4-607. Current capacity of insulated wire in air, Sec. 15-30.)

(36)* C. D. Hodgman, "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics", 40 ed.,

Chemical Rubber Publ. Co.; 1958. (Heat conductivity tables,

p. 2431-40.)
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Heat conductivitr of various materials.

The following table includes materials that may be involved

in computing the heating of wires in a high-current antenna.The

values given are effective at room temperature (about 200 C) except

for ice and snow.

MaterialCGSMKSReference

copper . 0.92 396 (36)

aluminum 0.49 205 (56)

air ,000058 .024 (36)

water .00143 0.80 (36)

ice .0053 2.2 (32)

snow, fresh (about 1/8 .00026 0.11 (28)

density of ice)





snow, old (about 1/2 .0012 0.50 (28)

density of ice)





quartz(2 axes) .030 12.6 (36)




.016 6.7 (36)

polystyrene .0004 0.17 (31)

paraffin .0006 0.25 (56)

rubber, hard .00038 0.16 


rubber, para .00045 0.19 


rubber compounds .00048 0.20 (33)

earth's crust (average) .004 1.7 (56)

quartz sand, dry .00063 0.26 (32)

quartz sand, 8% moisture ..0014 0.59 (32)
sandy clay, 15%.moisture .0022 0.92 (32)

wet soils (range) .003 1.3 (32)




.008 3.4 (32)

wet mud .002 0.84 (32)

concrete, average stone .0022 0.92 (32)

concrete, dams .0058 2.4 (32)
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1 calorie = 4.187 joules

calorieCGS unit of conductivity = sec x cm x 00

watt 
MKE unit of conductivity - meter x °C

1 CGS unit = 418.7 MKS units

It is noted that the so-called CGS unit is inconsistent with
the CGS sYstem in several respects. It is "rationalized", being de-

fined in terms of rectangular coordinates, whereas the CGS system is

unrationalized", being defined in terms of spherical coordinates.

Also it is defined in terms of the calorie instead of the erg. The

temperature difference scale (Centigrade or Kelvin) is beyond the CGS

system, but is generally accepted for scientific purposes.

The MKS unit is consistent with the prevalent MKS system.

It is likewise "rationalized". It uses the joule, not the calorie.
The temperature-difference scale (Centigrade or Kelvin) is beyond the

MKS system, but is commonly used therewith.

(37) H.A.W. Notebook 99, p. 17-20.
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Field from lightnino discharo'e cont.

The actual discharge of a lightning stroke has an initial  

pulse of current followed by a trailing edge which decays slowly. It

appears that the initial pulse accounts for only a small fraction

(about .03) of the entire discharge (see p. 34). Therefore the trail-

ing edge is the major contributor to radiation at frequencies much be-

low the spectral peak (about 8 Kc).

This effect is shown in a recent experimental report .

(Ref. 39). For a short pulse, at frequencies below the peak, the

spectral coefficient of amplitude would decrease with the first power

of the frequency. Instead, this report shows it decreasing approxi-

mately with the 1/2 power, down to 1 Kc (the lower limit of the ob-

servations).

In the absence of experimental evidence, it is conjectured

that this 1/2-power variation continues down to about 10 c/s, as well

it may without violating any obvious rules. At still lower frequen-

cies, the entire discharge would behave as a short pulse, so a first-
power variation would be approached asymptotically. It is conceivable

that the 1/2-power variation may have a theoretical basis, similar to

the discharge of a line with uniformly distributed series resistance

and shunt capacitance.

The preceding formulas (29), (30), (31) are modified for

the trailing edge by applying the factor

- vfo/f



No rules are violated if this factor complies with the conditions

, entire pulse
1 < -1/77 ` initial pulse 


In the present situation, this is applicable over the frequency range

of about 7 c/s to 8 Kc/s; this happens to include the entire range of

present interest. The following formulas give the peak v.6.1ue of the

envelope of RMS pulse current, as seen by a receiver of limited band-

width (fw <<
. ew
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Spherical near field: 110 < r < hi < A/77-2

I h f

	

o 	Hr
277-r21/2fof

Cylindrical near field: hi < r <

(35)

I  h
0 0Hr 27n-h.-1/2fof

(36)

Cylindrical far field (radiation): (2/11-2) hi < ?Or2 < r

I h
w

I h f
Hr o o 
 o o (37)

2hi-/TT -1/2f0f 2h11/2rvcfo

in which vc = f?\ = wave velocity . The latter form shows that this..
value is independent of the operating frequency (f).

If the bandwidth (fw) is so narrow that successive pulses

are widened enough to overlap, the envelope of the pulses will in- .

crease. The nominal pulse width is 1/Tia . If the average frequency

of the pulses is f > fw ' the RMS value of the overlapping pulses is

obtained from the preceding formulas by applying the following factor:

p w > 1  (38)

The cylindrical far field becomes:

Ih /f

2rv

f

fHr oo (independent of f ) (39)
2hi co

H.A.W. Notebook 99, p. 27-31.

W. L. Taylor, A. G. Jean, "VLF radiation spectra of lightning

discharges", Jour. of Res. of NBS, vol. 63D, p. 199-204; Sept.-Oct.

1959.

Note: Some workers call the trailing edge, the "slow tail".
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Noise level from distant liJ—Itninc, dischar.=es.

It is desired to estimate the prevalent noise levels off the

coast of Maine, for purposes of experiments rather than communication.

For this objective, the following pattern is suggested to represent

areas of lightning (thunderstorms) that may give typical noise levels.

The world maps (Refs. 40, 41) show that the greatest concen-

tration of lightning occurs in three tropical areas, namely, America,

Africa and Indonesia. In summer, the Gulf of Mexico is second to none;

in winter, the corresponding area moves south to Brazil, and there is

no nearer area of concentration.

Since the three principal areas are in different time zones,

and storms are most frequent in the latter part of the day, only one

area is most likely to be active at one time. Therefore, at any par-

ticular time, we may assume that much of the world's lightninE is

occurring at one of these three areas.

The U.S. map (Ref. 42) shows the concentration of thunder-

storms toward the Gulf area. In terms of the average number of thun-

derstorm days per year, we note the following:

Florida 80/365 . 0.22

Mid-U.S. 50 0.14

Maine 20 0.055

West coast 5 0.014

On perhaps 3/4 of the days, there is little lightning in the east half

of U.S., and possibly in all of U.S.

During 2/3 of every day, there is seldom a lightning area

closer than Africa or Indonesia. The corresponding low noise level

may be estimated by assuming the world's lightning to be occurring in

one of those areas. During about half of the days in summer, there may

be another part of the day, in which this activity is concentrated in

the Gulf area. Any closer activity is infrecuent in days and transient

in hours. It appears that the lightning activity in the Gulf or in

any closer areas can be avoided in making experiments.•
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The distances from Maine to the further sources are:

Equatorial Africa 1/4 great circle

Indonesia 3/8 (over N. Pole)

Since the latter is approaching the antipode, there is appreciable

focusing action of the earth's curvature. Therefore computations will

be based on 1/4 great circle, which is 10,000 Km. .Attenuation will be

ignored, but all paths longer than the direct path will be assumed to

be attenuated sufficiently to avoid substantial contribution to the

total noise.

.The following example should give a rough idea of the median

RMS noise (Hr) in Maine during:the quieter 2/5 of every day. See (59)

on p. 43; also see p. 34, 37.

Io = 10 Ka

ho = 1.5 Km

hi = 80 Km

r = 10,000 Km

vc . 300,000 Km/sec

fo = 8.3 Kc/s

fw = 1 c/s

f = 100 c/s

Hr = 0.13 p.a/m

This value is independent of the operating frequency (f) under the

specified limitations, which are likely to be valid at 30-300 c/s.

The actual value may be considerably less, if there is substantial

attenuation.

In the neighborhood of 100 c/s, there is fair agreement be-

tween this example and some observations of Willis in England. His

report will be analyzed in a later section.

(40) W. Q. Crichlow et al, "Worldwide Radio Noise Levels Expected in

the Frequency Band 10 Kc to 100 Mc", NES, C-557; Aug. 25, 1955.
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W. Q. Crichlow, "Noise investigation at VLF by NBS", Proc. IRE,

vol. 45, p. 778-782; June 1957. (World map and curves of noise level,

summer night.)

J. H. Hagenguth, "Theory of lightning", Standard Handbook for

Elec. Engrs., 8 ed., McGraw-Hill, p. 2154-63; 1957. (U. S. map of


thunderstorm days per year.)

(43). H.A.W. Notebook 99, p. 38-56.
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AF maometic fluctuations.

H. F. Willis has observed and reported fluctuation5of

horizontal magnetic field at frequencies of 5-800 c/s, observed at an

isolated site in England (Ref. 44). He reports omnidirectivity in

azimuth and does not indicate any difference between April and Novem-

ber. His report is in terms of "typical values for the fluctuations",

which we may take to be comparable with the RMS.values. They were ob-

served on a bandwidth of 4 c/s, which is narrow enough to assure a

random noise of overlapping pulses. They are reduced to a bandwidth

of 1 c/s.

His observations can be summarized by two numbers, as

follows:

_c
At 100 c/s, H = 10 gauss (oersted) .08 p.a/M

At frequencies of 5-800 c/s, H oc f-3/2

This value at 100 c/s is comparable with the preceding ex-

ample for Maine (0.13 4a/m). On the other hand, the writer's theory

gives a value that is nominally independent of frequency, which differs

from the Willis report. His observations seem to offer a good starting

point for further theoretical and experimental studies.

His report of omnidirectivity is contrary to expectations

(and contrary to experience at VLF). There is a question how literally

this report should be taken. Perhaps the magnetic field merely oc-

curred in all directions at different times.

The amplitude decreasing with increasing frequency could be

explained in several. ways. There is increasing attenuation in propaga-

tion, and a reasonable amount'could cause the observed trend.

Conversely, the amplitude increasing at lower frequencies

may be caused by a relatively small number of unusually large dis-

charges (sinle or multiple) which disproportionately contribute to the

total energy. Even in typical discharges, the "trailing edge" or "slow

tail" may contribute to this trend more than has been contemplated.

It is even possible that the upward trend at the lowest frequencies

ew has a principal cause other than lightninE.
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(44) H. F. Willis, "Audio-frequency magnetic fluctuations", Nature,

vol. 161, p. 887-8; June 5, 1948.

(45) H.A.W. Notebook 99, p 48, 56.
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Radiation from a wire on the pround.

If a long wire is located on the ground, with its ends

connected to ground ele:::trodes, it radiates like a vertical loop with

return cireuit at some depth in the ground. It is assumed that the

wire is insulated, if necessary to assure that nearly all the current

returns through the grouna electrodes. The current may be provided

from a generator connected in series with the wire. (Reference is

made to Fig. 2(b), showing a complete loop above ground.) In the case

of a long wire on the ground:

a = radius of wire

= length of wire between ground electrodes

hm = effective height of the wire, relative to return path

in the ground

= skin depth in the ground

Rc = 377 ohms = wave resist-I:nee of free space

= ground return resistance between ideal plane electrodes

X = reactance of wire and ground return

Rh' Xh = extra resistance and reactance of practical electrode

at each end

o = R /X = power factor
- g g g

The sicd;nificant properties of this loop radiator are its

effective area and its ground resistance, since most of the power is

dissipated in the eround. The reactance is significant relative to

tuning and bandwidth.

The following restrictions enable the simplest analysis:

a « a « C <

From the viewpoint of a receiving antenna, it can be shown

that the voltage induced in this wire has the same magnitude as would

be induced in a loop of a certain area just above a perfect grouna

plane. To express this area, we take the len,_;th of the wife  (g)

multiplied by the followin,li effective height:
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hm = (40)

Then the effective area is ghm , and this can be used in any formula

for a sending or receiving loop. This effective height is equal to

the average depth of all parts of the return current in the ground,

taking only their components that are in phase with the total current.

Naturally the effective height is somewhat less than the skin depth.

The resistance of the ground return is

1 1 270. 270*= — wu, = R = 47.1 = 296 gP, (41)

This value is obtained from Carson's derivation, for the limiting case

of a thin wire on the ground. It is independent of the conductivity

and skin depth. It happens to be the resistance of a simple conductor

having the conductivity of the ground and a cross section of 45 x 5 ,

if it carried uniform current density.

The reactance of this wire, with this ground return, is ex-

pressed relative to the resistance:

X= 1
a 7/27 6 14 .51 6 ta,\

=
F

— 1ln+. 0577i] -n 1 	
)a L-e-"va2 7

This is eeual to the reactance the wire would have if it were located

above a perfect ground plane at a height of 0.655 O .

The above formulas do not include the internal resistance and

reactance of the wire. If the skin effect in the wire is negligible,

its resistance has the DC value; also its internal reactance may be

included in (42) by adding 1/4 to the loIxarithm.

The extra resistance (2Rh) of the end electrodes should be

made somewhat less than the ground return resistance (R ). If the

same size wire, but not insulated, were inserted vertically in the

ground, to a depth exceeding the skin depth, its series resistance and

reactance would be approximately:

Rh = 1 2T5 0.8 6 

Xh Ay Rc ln a
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If the same wire were buried just below the surface, its resistance

would be greater but not twice as great. The use of N radial wires

would reduce the resistance, but the factor would not be as small as

1/N .

It is interesting to compare an insulated wire on the ground

(Ref. 46) with one buried much deeper than the skin depth (Ref. 47).

Each is connected between ground electrodes at the ends. In these

two cases, the ground return resistance is the same. However, the

buried wire has slightly less reactance, to the extent of removing

the 1/2 in the brackets in formula (42).

The utility of a wire on the ground resides in the ease of

supporting it over a long distance. If the ground conductivity is as

low as 1 millimho/Meter, the skin depth at 100 c/s is 1.8 Km and the

effective height is 560 meters. This effective height could be util-

ized for a great length, requiring no supporting towers. There is a

problem, finding low conductivity to a sufficient depth over a larEe

area.


 J. R.Carson, "Wave propagation in overhead wires with ground

return",BSTJ, vol. 5,p.539-54; Oct.1926.(Called to my attention

by C. A. Martin:)




R. K. Moore, "The theory of radio communication between sub-

merged submarines", Cornell Univ., thesis; June 1951. (R and X of

submerged insulated wire between ground electrodes.)

(48) H.A.W. Notebook 99, p. 52-5.
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This is a cumulative report for collecting information de-

veloped in the course of studies and consultation relating to medium-

range communication between underground LF antennas. The following

list will be brought up to date and reissued with each release of

additional pages.
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Radiation efficiency of underground loop 10-12
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Loo antennas for 250 Kc.

A system is proposed on the basis of these conditions.

Distahce r = 400 Km = 250 mi

Frequency f = 250 Kc

Wavelength A = 1.2 Km

Depth to center of each loop d = 15 m = 50 ft

Conductivity of ground c = .01 mho/meter
Skin depth in ground 6 = 10 m

Depth attenuation of magnetic field exp-d/6 = 0.223 = 1.5 nap = 13.0 db

The frequency is chosen as a compromise between maximum effi-

ciency and maximum reliability. Selective fading is to be expected,

with a path difference of about 25 A or more. To overcome this

handicap, we may use FSK with frequency shift of about 1 % or 2.5 Kc,

with a receiver having two narrow channels, and differentially combine

the rectified signals. This will reliably give normal reception with

path differences up to 50 ?\, to be expected at 200 Km. No selective

fading is expected at shorter distances..

For omnidirective sending and receiving, each end has a pair

of crossed vertical loops coupled in phase quadrature. The sender

would have separate power amplifiers; the receiver might have separate

preamplifiers. Or the receiver could have separate amplifiers and de-

tectors, then combine the output, thereby avoiding the quadrature re-

quirement in favor of the diversity principle.

The sender loop may be made of one turn of 4 parallel con-

ductors, forming a 10-meter square with mean depth of 15 meters. Each

conductor is aluminum tubing of 2 inches outside diameter, and the four

in parallel are spaced on the corners of square insulating frames of

2-ft diagonal. They may be located in a tunnel lined with tile or con-

crete (no metal). The parallel conductors are arranged to divide the

current equally, as by twisting one turn along each side of the square

loop. The following are the conditions at the sender.
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= 400 Km

d = 15 m






a = .01




o = 10 m A2

A1 GND




RCV

SND




H2'P2

P1,I1

Fig. 1 - Underground antennas for sending and receiving.
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Loop area A1 = 100 m2

Inductance L1 = 25 411
Capacitance to tune C1 = .016 ph

Reactance X1 = 39 ohms

Series resistance (caused by ground conduction) R1 = 2.25 ohms

Parallel resistance (equivalent to series resistance)

R' = 680 ohms1
Power factor P1 = R1/X1 .058

Power P1 = 50 Kw

Current' I1 = 150 amp RMS

Voltage V1 5.8 Kv RMS


Effective current in loop (the current which, in an equal loop above

ground, would radiate the same power as the actual current in the

underground loop)

Radiation resistance above ground

Radiation power

Radiation efficiency

110 = 33.5 amp

R10 = 0.30 milohm

P10 = 0.34 watt

P10/P1 = 6.8 microns

= -51.6 db
(1 micron = 1 mil2 =

The loss of radiation efficiency is made of two parts, the

ground-conduction loss relative to free space radiation (38.6 db) and

the depth attenuation (13.0 db).

From the effective current in an equal loop above ground, we

compute the field above ground at the receiver:

Magnetic field H20 = .036 ua/m

Electric field E20 = 14 p.v/m

Available power (from a vertical loop) P20 .045

This must be compared with the noise level expressed in the

same terms. The thermal noise, based on the bandwidth that is here

proposed, is as follows.
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Bandwidth Af = 1 cycle/second

Temperature T = 300° K

Available power Pn = kTAf = 4.14 x 10-21 watt

Magnetic field Hn = .0113 44a/m

Electric field En = 4.25 p.p.v/m

Signal/thermal noise P20/Pn = 11 x'1012 = 130.4 db

Here we insert a correction for curved earth (3 db) and

ground loss (9 db) which reduces this last ratio to about 117 db.

Atmospheric radio noise in U.S., during its greatest activity

in summer nights, has a median value about 110 db above thermal noise.

The above signal covers this value by about 7 db, which may possibly

be sufficient for reliable operation with FSK. At 4/5 distance

(320 Km = 200 mi), the margin is 7 db greater, or 14 db, which is

probably adequate for reliable operation.

The receiver requires underground crossed loops sufficiently

large to assure that the atmospheric noise is somewhat greater than the

thermal noise. Since this ratio above ground is about 117 db, the re-

ceiver loop should have a radiation efficiency substantially greater

than -117 db; this result is easily obtained with a moderate size of

loop. Still greater efficiency (by 20 db or so) wouldtake full ad-

vantage of the periods of much lower atmospheric noise (as in winter

days).

The design of each receiver loop is based on one wide turn

(current sheet) on a meter-cube form in a 2.2-meter (7-ft) cubic room

with concrete walls (free of any metal reinforcement). These cubic

forms are approximately equivalent to spherical coil and radome of

radii 0.7 m and 1.4 m .
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Underground magnetic fieldH2=.0080 4a/m

Induced voltageV2=.016 4v

InductanceL2=0.62 4h

ReactanceX2=0.97 ohm

Capacitance to tuneC2=0.65 4f

Power factor (caused by ground conduction)

p2=.00245=2.45 mils
Series resistanceR2=pX=2.4 milohms•
Parallel resistance (equivalent to series resistance)

RI=400 ohms2
Resonant voltageV=V2/p2=6.5 4v

2
Radiation efficiency-66.0 db

A practical design might obtain a voltage step-up ratio of

35 by making the loop of 7 turns, and coupling to the tuning capacitor

through a balanced-to-unbalanced transformer with a turns ratio of 1:5

on a closed ferrite core. The conditions on the secondary would then

be as follows.

Effective number of turns n . 35

Capacitance to tune C/n2 . 530 44f

Resonant voltage nV' = 230 4v
22Parallel resistance n R' = 0.49 megohm2

Each of the crossed loops may be made of 7 turns of one-inch

diameter thin-wall aluminum tubing, flattened locally for bending at

the corners..

The receiver antenna has a large factor of safety for the

specified requirements. The low value of radiation efficiency loses

only 66 db out of the 110 db by which the highest median atmospheric

noise exceeds the thermal noise; part of the remaining 44 db may be

sacrificed to some practical advantages in design, as follows. In-

creasing the series resistance by 8 times (to give a 37db bandwidth of

20 mils or 5 Kc) would sacrifice 9 db. Doubling the depth (to 30

meters) would increase the attenuation by 13 db. The amplifier might

introduce excess noise of 3 db. The total of these changes would in-
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crease the receiver excess noise (relative to thermal radiation above

ground) from 66 to 91 db, which is still 19 db less than the highest

median atmospheric noise. In any case, the theoretical performance

might be degraded by about 3 to 6 db by practical limitations.

The most serious difficulty is the radiation of power above

ground from a small sending antenna located underground. In the above

example, there is a loss of 51.6 db. The result is marginal for over-

coming the highest median atmospheric noise at the receiver. Increas-

ing the radiation power may be accomplished by any of the following

changes; conversely, any particular requirement may be relaxed at the

expense of another.

Increasing the power to the sender loop.

Decreasing the depth to the loop center.

Increasing the size of the loop (especially the width rather than

the height).

Decreasing the ground conductivity (around and above the loop).

Decreasing the bandwidth (now 1 cycle/second).

Employing a large horizontal array of loops (to concentrate the

radiation at low angles).

Complicating the type of modulation and detection.

H. A. Wheeler, "Radio wave propagation formulas", Hazeltine Re-

port 1301WR; May 11, 1942, revised June 1945. (Interception area of

dipole in free space.)

F. E. Terman, "Radio Engineers Handbook", McGraw-Hill, 1943.

(Propagation over spherical earth) curves including 300 Kc and depend-

ence on ground conductivity, p. 681-3. Ground constants, p. 709.

Low-frequency propagation, p. 733-6.)

J. A. Pierce, "Propagation", Rad. Lab. Series, vol. 4, chap. 5,

p. 121-169; 1948. (Includes Loran experience and curves for 180 Kc;

ground yave, sky wave, selective fading, path difference, required

signal at receiver.)
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W. Q. Crichlow, "Noise investigation at VLF by the National Bureau

of Standards", Proc. IRE, vol. 45, p. 778-82; June 1957. (Charts of

atmospheric radio noise from 10 Kc to 30 Mc, for summer night, p. 781.)

H. A. Wheeler, "Fundamental limitations of a small VLF antenna

for submarines", IRE Trans., vol. AP-6, p. 123-5; Jan. 1958. (A

spherical coil in a spherical radome.) Formulas (3) and (4) contain

errors.

H. A. Wheeler, "The spherical coil as an inductor, shield, or an-

tenna", Proc. IRE, vol. 46, p. 1595-1602; Sept. 1958. (Radiation

power factor in free space or under water.) Formulas (29) and (31)

contain errors.

H. A. Wheeler, "The radiansphere around a small antenna", Proc.

IRE, vol. 47, p. 1325-31; Aug. 1959.
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Radiation efficienc of underaround loop.

(It is noted that the formulas in this section may not give

exactly the numerical values in the preceding section, since that was

compiled before some of these formulas were completed and checked.)

A small loop antenna is submerged in a conductive medium.

The largest dimension of the loop is much less than the skin depth in

the medium at the operating frequency. The depth of submersion is

much greater than the largest dimension of the loop. The medium has a

horizontal plane boundary, above which there is free space (air).

The radiation efficiency of this loop is the power ratio of

the radiation into the free space (above ground) over the input power,

most of the latter being dissipated in the ground by the currents in-

duced in its conductance. This can be computed simply for an air-core

spherical coil, as follows (see reference 6).

A

Frequency

Wavelength

Conductivity in ground

Skin depth in ground

Depth of center of coil

Wave resistance in free space

Radius of coil

Radius of outer radome

Number of turns

Effective area

f (cycles/second)

2\ (meters)

a (mhos/meter)

6 = -/7\/yaR0 = -1A/30a (meters)

d (meters)

Ro = 377 ohms

a (meters)

a' (meters)

2 2
va n (meter2) (1)

Inductance = — p.oan29
(henries) (2)

Reactance X2y2ya 29R0n (ohms) (3)

Radiation power factor of this coil just above ground

Po (4)
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Corresponding radiation resistance

Rao = po X

Dissipation power factor of this coil in a radome in the ground

(a < a << d)

2a3


3a'52




Corresponding dissipation resistance and equivalent parallel conduct-

ance

RI = p Xa

3oa2G' -a 2Tra'

Radiation efficiency for this case

(po/p') exp -2d/6 = a'52 (27r/A)3 exp -2d/5 << 1 (9) cs-1

It is noted that the conductivity and frequency are implicit

in 52 which is proportional to 2\/c . In this case, the radiation

efficiency is independent of the coil size but is proportional to the

radome radius; if the coil is substantially smaller than the radome,

the radiation efficiency is also independent of the coil shape.

The next case is based on a spherical coil immersed in the

medium without a radome, so the ground conductivity is effective in all

space outside and inside. (The dissipation inside is 1/5 as much as

outside.)

Dissipation power factor of this coil in the ground

4a2


562




(10)
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Corresponding dissipation resistance and equivalent parallel conduct-

ance

Ra = p X

Ga 571-
9 oa (12)

Radiation efficiency for this case

(po/p) exp-2d/b a52 (27/A)3 exp-2d/6 << 1 (13)

Except for the exponential factor, this would be proportional to

a/(71\2.

In the latter case, 1..t-h—the—apheLial..Q.aq—.Q.,e44-, a

more concentrated coil of the same radius/N.givek a somewhat higher effi-

ciency, probably less than twice as great. Therefore the above for-

mulas place a lower limit on the performance of some practical shapes.
In these formulas, conductor resistance in the coil is ig-

nored, also the electric-field loss in the nearby ground.

If the dimension-3(ff the loop become comparable with the skin\
\ 2

depth, the radiation efficiency is greater than that given by the
I

above formulas.

(5) (6) (7) References (p. 9) for spherical coil, radome, underwater

location.
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Ammeter utilizincr air-core toroid.

A high-current RF ammeter is.needed to measure the current in

each half of the antenna, while the power is being delivered to both

halves operating together or to either half operating alone. The

nominal highest current values are as follows:

Each half, both operating: 1800 amp RMS

Either half, operating alone: 2800 amp RMS

It is conjectured that the latter value might go as high as 4000 amp,

so this is taken as the maximum value to be measured.

The ammeter is to be separated from the high-current bus by

an airgap sufficient for insulation against 15 Kv RMS, and is to be

shielded from the bus by a metal casting.

The frequency range is 14-30 Kc, with highest current at

14 Kc and perhaps half this current at 30 Kc. The design is more

difficult for lower frequencies, so it is based on the above current

values at 14 Kc.
The arrangement here proPosed is a toroidal coupling around

the high-current bus, followed by a series inductor and a thermocouple

of intermediate current rating. The DC output Of the thermocouple goes

through a filter to remove any RF currents, then through a long line

(3000 ft) to a zero-current electromechanical millivoltmeter (Weston).

The latter is independent of the series resistance of filter and line,

and any number can be connected in parallel without interaction.

Fig. 1 shows the essential dimensions of the shield which

forms the boundary of the toroidal air core to be used for coupling

with the high-current bus (shown in the center). It may be an aluminum

casting in 2 or 4 parts. It forms a conductive enclosure which is

closed except for the gap around the outer edge. It behaves as a

Faraday shield, which excludes electric field but admits magnetic field.

The essential partition is in the plane A-A, separating the

casting into upper and lower halves. The faces.are machined. The two

halves are clamped together, in close contact at the inner circle, but

separated by a thin layer of dielectric at the outer circle (say .005"
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thickness of mylar). This dielectric should_separate the faces by an

amount much less than the skin depth in the casting (.020" in Al at

30 Kc).

The second partition, in the plane B-B, may be utilized to

enable the shield to be removed from around the bus. Alternatively,

a section of the bus may be removable. The coupling circuits may all

be mounted on the lower front part of the shield, not crossing any

planes of tartition.

The small pipe shown on the lower half is located around the

front semicircle only, and is bonded to the shield along its entire

length. It will be used to shield the leads of the coupling loops to

be located in the shield. It provides both electric and magnetic

shielding, as well as mechanical protection. Use Cu or Al tubing.

Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of two single-turn coupling

loops to be located on opposite sides in the toroidal shield. This

circuit is mounted on the lower front part of the shield. Each loop

is self-supporting and insulated, and is large enough to fit just in- ,

side the toroid shield, enclosing nearly all of the magnetic flux in
the toroid. The pair of loops are connected in series to form a two-

turn coupling.
By locating the two loops on opposite sides, two sources of

error are canceled out. One is the leakage of ambient "cross field"

into the shield. The other is the first-order effect of any eccen-

tricity of the shield on the straight center conductor (or the multiple

conductor to be used for calibration). Both of these effects are re-

duced to about 1/10 of their "free-space" values by the use of a very

small gap between wide flanges'around the outer edge.

Fig. 3 shows the essential circuit arrangement. The toroidal

shield and coupling loops (2 turns) provide mutual inductance L12 .

The current in the thermocouple heater Rh is then determined by the

total series inductance L2 The current ratio is

I2/I1 = L12/I,2 << 1 (1)

As in the case of any meter transformer, the circuits are designed to

make this ratio independent of frequency and incidental resistance.

ew
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Examples of dimensions and circuit values will be given, together with

precautions for stabilizing the current ratio.

If the thermocouple is in contact with its heater, which is

customary, the output circuit may require the series choke coils and

shunt bypass capacitors for RF isolation between the thermocouple and

the output leads. (See remarks below relative to chokes and ground-

ing.)

Fig. 2 shows the shielding from the toroid to the long line.

The shield pipe forms the only external ground connection. The thermo-

couple box may be separated from the toroid by as little as a few

inches or as much as a few feet, this connection being included in the

calibration. This box should not be too closely adjacent to the tor-

oid. Any circuit grounding is made to the inside of the shielding.

The plan shown is based on a single circuit ground at the

output, where the AC-power amplifier circuit presumably has one side

grounded. In this case, the choke coils L3 should be omitted. On

the other hand, if the cirCuit has an ungrounded output meter, the

single ground may be located at the inter-loop connection (*); then the

choke coils are needed.

The thermocouple junction circuit should be fused at the out-

put terminals to protect against grounding faults. This will also

protect the heater, which has greater current capacity.
Referring to the inductors , they may be wound on the

same core and measured in series, or may be separate. The choke coils

L3 ' if used, should be separate.

e w
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Desio* formulas for ammeter.

MKS units.

This relation is used to convert inductance L to reactance X = (131, :

(1410 = R0(271-/A) ohms/meter (2)


in which

= 27rf (radian/second)

o = 1.257 x 10-6 henry/meter

Ro = 377 ohms

A = wavelength (meters)

Air-core toroid with n circular turns (n = 2):

L12 =oro2/2r2 (rt23 << henrys (3)

X12 = nR vr2/r Aoo 2 ohms (4)

ew

in which

ro = radius of circle of each turn (meters)

r2 = radius of core circle through centers

of turns (meters)

Total inductance of thermocouple heater circuit:

L2 = L + L" = L12(11/12)2 2

in which

L' = inductance of loop turns and leads (henrys)2
L" = inductance added in series with heater (henrys)2
I1 = current in center conductor (amperes)

12 = current in heater (amperes)

(3)
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Relative reduction of heater current 12 by resistance in heater cir-

cult:

1 /R2 + Rh)2

X2 \2<< 1

Self-inductance of air-core toroid (for L" ):2

(6)

= n2, a2/210 (a2 << b2) henrys (7)

in which

n = number of turns

a = RMS radius of circle turns (meters)

b = radius of core circle through centers of turns (meters)

ew
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Ammeter com onent soecifications.

The center conductor (I1 ' r1) should be fairly straight in

the neighborhood of the toroid, although the paired loops cancel out

the first-order error that might be caused by departure from straight-

ness.

The size of the center conductor may be reduced at the loca-

tiOn of the toroid, enabling the use of a smaller toroidal shield.

The separation between center conductor and toroid should be

several timei the nominal breakdown distance in air (1 mm per 2 Kv RMS).

Also a distance approximately equal to ro is suggested as a minimum.

The toroidal shield should be made of a highly conductive

material such as aluminum. At 14 Kc, the skin depth in aluminum is

6 = 0.7 mm . The wall thickness should be at least several times the

skin depth. Clamping bolts may be made of any nonmagnetic material,

and must be insulated at one or both ends to prevent any conductive

path across the toroidal air space or the outer gap separated by in-

sulation.

The mutual reactance should be sufficient to give a voltage,

V2 = I1X12 ' which is much greater than the required heater voltage

Vh ' so the heater resistance Rh will have a negligible effect on the

current 12 through reactance X2 . See formula (6). The current has
• 


a relative error from the-mean, over the frequency range, which is less


than + 1/500 if R2/X2 < 1/20 and Rh/X2 = Vh/V2 < 1/20 ; this requires

X12 > 20 V /I
1 '

In view of the preceding relations, it is advantageous to

choose a thermocouple of moderately high current rating so that its

required voltage is a small fraction of one volt. On the other hand,

a higher current rating tends to require a higher volt-ampere rating

for the series inductor L" The latter is a serious problem if an2
iron core is used, but less so if an air core.

The series inductance L" must be nearly constant over the2
frequency range and temperature range. A rather small dielectric-core

toroid, wound with Litz wire, is a preferred type. A somewhat larger

coil of solid wire, of single-layer solenoid type in a shield can, is

an alternative. An iron cup core, wound with Litz wire, may be helpful
ew to reduce size, but requires careful design of airgap,
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Pro osed desim for ammeter.

Assuming that the inner conductor remains full size:

ro = 0.05 m = 2 in

r1 = 0.125 m = 5 in

r2 = 0.225 m = 9 in

r2+2r0 = 0.325 m = 13 in = outside radius over flange

= 2

= 14 Kc

X = 21.4 Km

L12 = .014 ph

X12 = 1.23 milohm

I1 = 4 Ka

12 = 4 a

I21I1 = 1/1000

V2 = 4.9 v

Vh = 0.25 v

X2 = 1.23 ohm

L2 = 14 p.h

I2V2 = 20 va (rating of L )
Rh = .062 ohm (1 watt)

R2 .062 ohm (1 watt)

Design of toroid inductor for L:

L = 14 ph ; R < 0.06 ohm

a = .01 m = 0.4 in

b = .03 m = 1.2 in

n = 82 = 2 x 41 (2 halves of toroid)
2y(b-a)/n = 1.53 mm = .060" = pitch on inside of toroid

27ran = 5.2 m = length of wire

Litz wire equivalent to 14 gauge, about 1 layer on outside

and 2 layers on inside of toroid.

e
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Ammeter components and details.

Thermoelement:

Weston Model 9997, Type C, 4 amp., round case, $17.75.

Delivers 12-15 mv. output at rated current input.

Electronic Milli-Volt/Ammeter (DC):

Weston Model 1477, in stock, $425.

Use scale 10 mv for 4000 amp.

5 2800 "

Calibrate on standard scale (100 div.).

Later, order special scales (direct reading).

Thermo Ammeter (for calibration purposes):

Weston Model 622.2901004, 50 amp., $309.

Use with 80 turns for 4000 amp.

56 " 2800 n •

Current ratio: The choice of a thermoelement was governed

by several factors. (1) The higher-current ranges are more rugged,

avoiding vacuum seal and having a lower-resistance thermocouple that

is less sensitive to burnout. (2) These ranges come in Type C, which

is compensated against ambient temperature variations. (3) The higher

ranges of Type C are dependent on theywal conduction in the heater and

independent of air cooling, which removes the effect of air tempera-

ture. The ranges from 3.5 amp upward have mainly conductor cooling,

as indicated by the lowest voltage (0.2 v) at rated maximum current.

The lower ranges have higher voltage, up to 0.4 v for the 0.5 amp range,

the latter indicating air cooling about eaual to conductor cooling.

The range of 4 amp was chosen as about the lowest that would rely

mainly on conductor cooling.

Current ranges: The thermoelement is rated to deliver:

12-15 mv at 4 amp.

10 + 1.1 " " 3.44 "

Therefore it is proposed to operate at the following full-scale levels:

10 my 3.5 amp (4000 amp)
ew 5 " 2.5 " (2800 " )
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This matches two of the standard scales on the Model 1477. This re-

quires a current ratio slightly different from that assumed on p. 12.

Series inductor: The idea is to shoose a series inductor

that will give 4000 amp full-scale for 10 mv from the thermoelement.

The best estimate yields these changes from p. 12:

12 = 3.5 amp (for 10 + 1 mv from thermoelement)

I2/I1 = 1/1140

• Vh = RhI2, = 0.18 v

X2 = 1.40 ohm

L2 = 16 4h

I2V2 = 17 va (rating of L2 )

Rh = .05 ohm (0.6 watt)

R2 = .09 ohm (1 watt) or less

Design of toroid inductor for L (changes only):




= 16 4h ;




R<.09 ohm




= 88= 2 x 44 (2 halves of toroid)

27ran = 5.5 m = length of wire

Pair of loops: In Fig. 2, note cross-over on one side in

connection of two loops in series.

Grounding and shielding: Omit all ground connections for

heater AC or junction DC circuits. Omit series choke coils. At each

end of long line, ground each terminal through 0.1 4f in series with

50 ohms; the principal purpose is to damp the long line against

resonance at harmonic frequencies. In each output lead from thermo-

element, insert a fuse for 0.1 amp; it is estimated that 0.5 amp is

about the maximum safe current in junction leads, but the actual

current is mainly the meter current and the charging current in bypass
capacitors and long line (about 0.1 4f across the circuit); these

currentsare much less than the suggested fuse rating.

Long line: Pair of insulated wires in a metal pipe (any

metal). Total resistance less than 50 ohms, for best operation of re-

mote meter.

ew
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Revised 601027

Remote meter: Model 1477 includes 200 Ko amplifier operated

on AC power. There is a question of susceptibility to 200 Kc harmonics

of transmitter. This will be investigated and may require special

shield box and 200 Kc filtering, in view of high power nearby.

Linearity and stability are within 0.1 % of full scale for input cir-

cuit resistance within 50 ohms. This applies to input current squared.

Proposed scales (above) are based on normal operation and calibration

near mid-scale.

Space: The following are the approximate overall dimensions

of components.

Thermoelement, round case, 3" dia. x 2" ht.

Meter-amplifier, 8" width x 7" ht. x 5" depth.

Note added later.

Tests on remote meter: Model 1477 has been borrowed from

Weston and tested for susceptibility to AC voltage superimposed on DC

voltage being measured. The following conclusions were reached, re-

lating to the 10 mv and 5 mv scales that are intended to be used.

At frequencies around 200 Kc, .01 v AC may cause a transient

kick of + 1 or 2 divisions (on 100-division scale) but no residual

error as great as 0.1 divisions; 0.1 v causes a kick of + 12 or 25 div

and residual error less than 0.5 div.

At frequencies of 15-30 Kc, 0.1 v AC causes no error as great

as 0.1 division.

It is concluded that superimposed AC voltage is tolerable up

to 0.1 v at 15-30 Kc and up to .01 v near 200 Kc (of interest when

this is a harmonic of the operating frequency).

NB 100W, p. 143.

ew
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Variometer inductance computations.

Symbols (MKS units):

a = radius (meters)

= n x pitch of winding,axial length (meters)

= number of turns

= inductance (henries)

o = 1.257 x 10-6 = magnetivity of free space (henries/meter)

ssub-1 = inner coil

sub-2 = outer coil

sub-12 = mutual

Inductance of helix (solenoid):

ruoa2n2
(8)b + 0.9 a

Mutual inductance of two concentric coaxial helices, if inner coil is

slightly smaller than outer coil:

2a1 n1 

L12 = L2 2

a2 n2

Coefficient of coupling of two concentric spherical coils:

k
12 = (a1/a2)3/2 (10)

In the present case, the coils are'incomplete spherical coils with a

few turns of varying pitch, so the helix approximation requires some

judgment in choice of effective radius and length.

n2 = 5n1 = 4

a1 = 1.66 m a2 = 1.75 m

b1 = 1.90 m b2 = 2.80 m

L = 51 + 2 uh L2 = 70 + 3 ph1
L12 = 49 + 2 uh 4L12 = 196 + 8 uh

ew
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With the two coils connected in series, the last value is.the varia-

tion of inductance to be obtained by rotation of 1/2 turn. The self-.

inductance is augmented by the leads, ignored in these formulas, which

may be regarded as decreasing the coefficient of coupling.

The coefficient of coupling happens to come out the same by

formulas (9) and (10):

k12 = 0.32

H. A. Wheeler, "Simple inductance formulas for radio coils", Proc. IRE,

vol. 16, p. 1398-1400; Oct. 1928.

H. A. Wheeler, "The spherical coil as an inductor, shield or antenna",

Proc. IRE, vol. 46, p. 1595-1602; Sept. 1958.

CEMCO Dwg. No. 28092-R.

NB 100W, p. 125-8.
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Transmission-line ower and reflection meter.

A directional coupler is proposed, which offers some attrac-

tive features. It has a minimum of electronic components (only semi-

conductor diodes) and requires no power supply. The direct and re-

flected power and voltage calibrations are independent of frequency.

Fig. 4 shows the circuit.

The voltage and current couplings from the main line are

provided by C12 and L12 The forward power couples into one net-




work and the backward (reflected) power into another.

Since the couplings are proportional to frequency, it is

necessary to provide in each network an opposite variation with fre-

quency, as shown in Fig. 5. The entire network is built out to give

constant R at 12 ' V2 This provides a voltage V3 which is


compensated against frequency variation. Also it incidentally pro-

vides another voltage V4 in phase quadrature with V3 .

The compensated voltage V3 is applied to AC voltmeter M3

to indicate forward power- and corresponding voltage. The other com-

pensated voltage V is applied to voltmeter to indicate re-




flected power and corresponding voltage. The voltage ratio of the

latter over the former is the reflection coefficient of the load.

The,in-phase compensated voltage V3 and the quadrature-

phase voltage V4 are used as phase references for deriving the

respective components of the reflected voltage. The latter are indi-

cated on zero-center DC meters M33 and M34 Each of these meters


has two ranges. The upper range gives full scale at the maximum volt-

age of M3 and M ; the lower range at half the voltage. Since the

scales are all linear, no greater expansion may be needed.

The :cable herewith gives typical values for all components.

The main coupler (C12 , L12) is not completely designed,

since there is a problem coupling sufficient power in a small space

(8-32 w at 15-30 Kc). The arrangement is feasible with some refine-

ment of the coupler design.

The frequency compensation can be obtained by adjusting C3

to give equal V3/V1 at the lowest and highest frequency. Then L4

in the other branch is adjusted to give constant R of the two

ew
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branches in parallel. This compensation should be good within +0.5

percent of the power reading.

The in-phase and quadrature components are selected by

discriminators and linear rectifiers in a manner that is independent

of the amplitude of the phase reference voltages (marked 0° and

provided these voltages are sufficiently great, which is assured in

the circuit shown.

NB 100W, p. 144-150. NB 104W, p. 5-9.
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Fig. 4 - Circuit diagram of power and reflection meter.
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R = 50 ohms (26 watts max in each of LI- units)

012 = 382 44f

C2 = (n2 - I)C12 = .0378 41

L12 = 0.95 4h .

L2 = n2L12 = 95 4h (air core toroid around I conductor)1
n2 = 100 turns on L2

L3

•

0.80 mh

03

•

0.65 4h (approx.)

04

•

•055 4h

4 15 mh (approx.)

L3C3

•

LC4 = resonant at fo

fo

•

7 Kc (approx.)

fl'• f2

•

15; 30 Kc = nominal limits of operating frequency range

R3

•

5 K-ohms

R4

•

K-ohms (adjustable center tap)

R5

•

4 K-ohms (adjustable, scale multiplier)

R6

•

2 K-ohms (adjustable, scale calibrator)

Cs

•

0.1 4f (RF bypass)

semiconductor diode, half-wave rectifier, peak current 2 ma,

peak inverse voltage 100 v; may use two in series at each

location.

T3 ' 'T' T transformers, 2 or 3 equal windings, some center-3 4
tapped; self-resonant or tuned near 20 Kc by shunt C

on primary (across R).

ew
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Current and voltage RMS values based on max power:

I1 200 amp

V1 = 10 Kv


I1V1 = 2000 Kw

V2 = V = 18-36 v at 15-30 Kc2
12 = I' = 0.36 - 0.72 amp at 15-30 Kc2
V3 = V' = 12 v (independent of frequency)3
V = VI = 13-54 v at 15-30 Kc, in phase quadrature relative to V3

143 = Weston 1332 AC microammeter (rectifier type) 500 p.a., 750 ohms,

with series resistor about 23 K-ohms for 12 v RMS full-scale

(3.25" scale); prefer larger meter with similar specifica-

tions, such as Model 1977 (special, 7.2"'scale). Scales for

power (2000 Kw, unusual scale) and voltage (10 Kw, nearly

linear scale) on 50-ohm load; read "forward" power.. -

M' = Weston 1332, see M3 ; no need for larger meter unless desired3
to match. Similar scales; read "backward" or "reflected"

power.

1433 Weston 1331 DC microammeter 500 p.a., 230 ohms, zero center.

Scales for 10-0-10 Kv and 5-0-5 Kv on 50-ohm load; read

"reflected" voltage, in-phase component.

1434 same as' • read "reflected" voltage, quadrature component.Mo3 


e w
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Directional coupler desi n.

The directional coupler included in Fig. 4 can be improved

by modification shown in Fig. 6. The latter may be constructed as

shown in Fig. 7. The result is a design that offers essential simpli-

city and constant calibration over the frequency range. (For con-

venience in computation, the 1:2 frequency range of 15-30 Kc is

assumed, but the same design is good for 14-30 Mc.)

Referring to Fig. 6, the voltage coupling is obtained by a

lumped capacitance C12 and the current coupling by mutual inductance

L12 ' The secondary circuit C2L2 simulates a distributed line by 2

sections of a low-pass filter having a cutoff frequency fc much

higher than the operating frequencies. Both couplings are introduced

effectively at the same point in the secondary line, since the current

coupling is independent of the middle shunt capacitor IC2. There-

fore, for a pure traveling wave, the two couplings are in aiding phase

toward one side (the left side V2 ) and are in opposing phase toward


the other side (the right side, \T ). Making the two couplings equal

at one frequency, they remain equal to the extent that the secondary

circuit approximates a smooth line. These relations provide the action

of a directional coupler.

The lumped structure of the secondary line causes a departure

from constant R, whose first approximation has the magnitude

IAZ/R1 = c 2_

This is an upper limit on the error in reflection coefficient that can

be caused by the lumped line. It happens that this error can be re-

duced by trimming iCleaving a residual error within the following2'
limit:

1 (w_cL2/R)3128 


Complete directivity at one frequency can be obtained by trimming both

4C2 and either C12 or L12 , to give zero indication of reflection

(VI) from the nominal load (pure R = 50 ohms).

ew
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Fig. 7 shows a shielded structure for realizing this direc-

tional coupler.

The voltage-coupling capacitor C12 may be made of a metal

sleeve over an insulating sleeve over the main conductor, as shown.

(For electric properties, the metal sleeve may be continuous around

its circumference.) Alternatively, this capacitor may be a mica unit

mounted on the center conductor.
•

r.It operates normally at 10 Kv RMS, and may be subject to

higher values during adjustments or abnormal conditions, so a peak

rating of 40 Kv RMS or a working rating of 20 Kv RMS is suggested, for

the operating frequency range.

The current-coupling inductance L12 is obtained by mutual

inductance to a pair of toroidal coils (each IL2 ) surrounding the

main conductor. They are wound of Litz wire on cores of insulating

material (non-magnetic). They are enclosed in a shield bOx of

toroidal shape, made of sheet metal (non-magnetic). This box has an

opening on the inside, to avoid any effect on the inductive coupling.

This shield box is grounded through the outer conductors of the pair

of cables (R) which carry power from the directional coupler to the

meter-circuit box (the remainder of Fig. 4).

As mentioned previously, C3 (and consequently LA ) is

adjusted to give the same calibration at both limits of the frequency

band, thereby assuring nearly constant calibration over the band.

The following formulas include the principal relations to be

used in designing this directional coupler and associated RF circuits.

(See table for symbols.)

V2/I2








= L2/C2 = L3/C4 = L4/C3 


; wC12 = 12/V1







; fo/f2 = 1/48 = 0.236 







V1/I1 =

R2 = L12/C12

6'1'12 =
V2/I1

f1/f2 = 1/2

(')2L3 = 3R

ew
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At f1 to = 2/3 to 1/3 (18)

( 1 9 )

 

C2L2 = 16/w2  

The following formulas relate to the toroidal coils (non-

magnetic core, single layer winding):

V3/V1 = L12/L3 = 012/04 (constant)

C /L_ = CL = 1/w23 o

a2
IL2 = IL12(1n2) = P"o

1
L12b

v12 -
a2

- L2/L12 =

o

Inside pitch of winding -

2

C2/d12

2r(b-a)

(22)

( 2 3 )

(24)




ew

a = radius of each turn of toroidal coil

= radius of core centerline circle of toroidal coil

= number of turns on each coil (iL2)

o
= 1.257 Ilh/M = magnetivity of free space

The following values are proposed as the basis for a design:

V3/V1 = .001 = calibration ratio (constant)

V1 = 10 Kv RMS

1 = 200 amp RMS

V2 = 15-30 v at 15-30 Kc

12 = 0.3 - 0.6 amp

I2V2 = 4.5 - 18 watts

V3 = 10 v (constant)

4




11 - 28 v at 15-30 Kc

f1 = 15 Kc= lower limit of operating range

f2 = 30 Kc= upper limit of operating range

o = 7 Kc= resonant frequency below operating range

fc = 520 Kc =cutoff frequency of lumped line (C2L2)

= 27f (zame subscripts)
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C12 = 32.0 44f = voltage-coupling capacitance

C2 = .0244

C_ = 0.64 4f

C4 = 0.32 4f

L12 = 0.80 ph = current-coupling mutual inductance

L2 = 61 p.h

L3 = 800 p.h

L4 = 1600 1.1h

n2 = 152

a = 25 mm

= 75 mm

R3 = 4 K-ohms

See pages 21-22 for the following:

R4 , Rs , R6 , Cs , D , T (all), M (all);

M3 (etc.) change to 10 v RMS.full-scale.

NB 104W, p. 10-16.
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II

Ie V2

Fig. 6 - Circuit details of directional coupler.

TO ROIDAL SHIELD ON INSULATOR SUPPORTS
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ew Fig. 7 - Structure details of directional coupler.
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Directional cou ler for 100-ohm line.

The preceding formulas and computations, referring to Fig. 6,

will be revised to accommodate different values for the main-line wave

resistance here denoted, R1 (at the top), and the auxiliary-cables

wave resistance, here denoted R2 (at the bottom). The formulas that

are revised are designated by their original numbers followed by "a".

IAZ/R1 = (wL2/R2)3 (11a)

128 (w2L2412)3
1

R1 = V1/11 ; R2 = V2/12 (13a)

R1R2 = L /C12 ; R2 /
12 2 = L2/C2 = L3/C4 = L4/C3 (14a)

w2L3 = 3 R2 (17a)

V3/V1 = (R2/R1)L12/L3 = c12/e4 (constant) (19a)

The following values are proposed as the basis for a design:

V1
I1

V1I1

V2

12
V2I2

V3/V1

=
=

=

=

=

=

=

15 Kv RMS
150 amp RMS

2250 Kw

15-30 v at 15-30 Kc

0.3-0.6 amp

4.5-18 watts

1/1500=calibration ratio (constant)

V3 = 10 v (independent of frequency)

V4 = 11-28 v




f1 = 15 Kc= lower limit of operating range

f2 = 30 Kc= upper limit of operating range

fo = 7 Kc= resonant frequency below operating range

fc = 520 Kc = cutoff frequency of lumped line(C2L2)

(12a)

ew
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R1 = 100 ohms L12 = 1.06 4h
R2 = 50 ohms L2




107 4h




L3 = 800 4h

C12 = 212 44f L = 1600 4h

C2 = .043 4f n2 = 202

C3 = 0.64 4f a = 25 mm

C4 = 0.32 4f b = 75 mm

R3 = 4 K-ohms




See pages 21-22 for the following:

R4 ' R5 ' R6 ' C5 D" T(a11),M(a11);
M3 (etc.) change to 10 v RMS full-scale.

NB 104W, p. 17-19.
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Calibration of ower meter.

For calibration of the power meter, an imperfect load imped-

ance may be used by the following procedure.

Make the load impedance 100 + 10 + j10 ohms. The reflection

coefficient magnitude is within .07, so the reflected power is within

.005 of the direct power.

Observe the voltage and current at the load. Their product

is within .005 of the load power (the direct power minus the reflected

power).

If these errors are ignored, the direct-power meter can be

calibrated directly in terms of load volt-amperes, with a relative

error within .01 of the power, or .005 of the voltage. By holding the

load within 1/2 the specified tolerances, the error can be held within

1/4 of these values.

The reflection meters should be balanced to zero on a load

impedance close to the nominal value of 100 ohms pure resistance. If

such a load is not available for high power, the same result may be

approximated as follows, which is probably close enough for practical

purposes.
To balance the in-phase component, observe this reflection

meter M33 with the load on open-circuit (15 Kv) and then on short-

circuit (150 amp). Adjust L12 (or C12 ) to equalize the two read-

ings at opposite sides of the zero-center. Adjust R5 + R6 to give

full scale on both sides. (The difference R5 - R6 is adjusted with

reduced reflection to give the scale reading x 2 when R6 is switched

out. The center-tap on R4 is adjusted for zero-center while the

. primary of Ti is disconnected from Mi .)

To balance the quadrature component, observe this reflection

meter M34
with the load on OG 2or SC , as above. Trim IC to give2 


zero-center on the meter, which should occur on both OC and SC alike.

The1433 and 1434 circuits are nominally alike, except for

the 00 and 90° phase references. Therefore these references may be

interchanged for making zero-center or scale-calibration adjustments

on either meter. For example, the in-phase procedure may be used for

both meters by making this interchange.
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Gra hical resentation of antenna reactance.

Assuming that an antenna behaves as lumped L and C in

series, its reactance is

2
X = - 1/WC ; cooCL = 1 (25)

-X/W = L (6)2o/6)2 1) (2 6)

This latter form becomes a straight line if graphed as in Fig. 8.

Any two points on the line are sufficient to determine C and L .

The best two points are at wo and co1 ' the former being

merely a test of resonance and the latter a test of nearly pure C .

For more than two points at frequencies below resonance, all points

should fall on a straight line.

NB 104W, p. 20.
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Fig. 8 - Straight-line graph of antenna reactance.
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Contents

This is a cumulative report for collecting information de-

veloped in the course of studies and consultation relating to the VLF

transmitter in Italy for NATO. The following list will be brought up

to date and reissued with each release of additional pages.

Topics Pages

Ground system comprising grid of parallel wires above 3

the surface.

Theoretical formula for E-field losses. 4-5
Practical formula for E-field losses. 6 .

Example of E-field losses: 7
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Ground s7stem comprising grid of parallel wires Th)ve the su2face.

The subject antenna is suspended from three mountain peaks.

The ground surface underneath ranges from sea water to rocky terrain.

The latter, even if provided with radial buried wires, causes substan-

tial loss associated with the vertical E field. It is proposed to

.reduce such losses by supporting the radial wires somewhat above the

surface.

A theory has been developed, based on a planar grid of

parallel wires suspended above a planar surface of homogeneous earth.

For any dielectric properties of the earth, there is some value of

conductivity which causes maximum loss. This is termed the "worst"

conductivity. It is found possible to reduce to a very small value

the loss caused in such a case, so that even this extreme does not

impose an excessive burden on the cost.

In examples to be given, the following simple rules are

found to hold the E-field losses down to a tolerable or negligible

value.

Space the radial wires just close enough to hold down the

H-field losses.

Choose the wire size and height of suspension for economy of

installation and maintenance, the height being sufficient to

clear the surface by some margin (such as I meter).

Note that non-metallic posts or poles are preferable for

suspension.

Note that the average height of the wires is subtracted from the

effective height of the antenna.

Note that increasing the wire spacing (and, in a lesser degree,

decreasing the wire size) has the effect of decreasing the

antenna capacitance and the frequency bandwidth.

There will be given a basic formula for a simple model,

then a procedure for practical application.

H.A.Wheeler, "VLF antenna notebook - ground system", WL Report-504

to DECO, Oct. 1956. (The original study of E-field area losses dur-

ing desia.n of antenna at Cutler, Me.).

M C
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Theoretical formula for E-field losses.

ANTE N NA TOF

E
0 0 n

4\
\, \\ \

EARTH k

Conditions:

Parallel-plane antenna capacitor extending indefinitely in horizontal

dimensions, so that edge effects can be ignored.

Plane grid of parallel wires, as lower plate of capacitor.

Wire radius small relative to spacing from surface and each other
(r/a << 1; r/b << 1/47).

Wire separation small relative to antenna height (b/h << 1).

Wires of perfect conductivity.

Homogeneous isotropic earth (k,

"Worst" conductivity in the earth: a = weo(k+1) approximately.

RIC
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p = ,power factor of antenna capacitance, caused by E-field losses

in ground system.

a, b, h, r = space dimensions (meters).

a= conductivity in earth (mhos/meter).

k = electric ratio in earth, relative to free space.

1 ex -47a/b 1 b (lab)k+1 41Th b + 2 ln b 277-r k+1 4.711

From the simple form, p is further decreased by increasing a or

decreasing r, either of which decreases the radiation bandwidth.

This formula is independent of frequency, except for the

incidental frequency dependence of the effective values of the earth

properties and their relation to "worst" conductivity.

As applied to the entire antenna, there are several other

factors, each of which substantially decreases p from its value in

the idealized model, as follows:

The spacing of the top wires.

The edge effects in the area under the antenna.

The fraction of area covered by sea water, a More favorable

ground conductor.

The formula can be applied, with reduction factors, to any part of

the area of influence under the actual antenna.

mc
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Practical formula for E-field losses.

MKS units. See p. 4.

ha = average height of top wires above ground wires.

c' = apparent increment of height related to spacing and radius of

top wires, as decreasing the E field at the ground.

apparent increment of height related to soacing and radius of

ground wires.

h = ha + c'

A' = area covered by grid of top wires.

LI = total length of top wires.

b' = AY!' = average spacing of top wires.

r' = average radius of top wires.

ka fraction of total area (under top wires) covered by ground

wires.

k = reduction factor applied to E losses as a result of divergent

E field on ground under top area.

pa power factor of antenna, contributed by E losses in area

covered by ground wires.

p < kakpb < kakp b
a (2ab)

k+1 441 ha + c + c k+1 4Tha

The height increments have a minor effect, but may be computed as

follows:

=ln b/4-wr
4T

b'_c'ln b'/4Tr' (3ab)

NB 128W, pp.77-110.
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Exam le of E-field losses:

ha = 180 m

a > 1 m

b = 10 m

r = 2 mm

k = 9

ka = 1/2

k = 1/2

(2b) pa < .00011 = 0.11 mil

"worst" a = 10 wIlho/m at 18 Khz (lowest frequency)

This example is illustrative of the subject antenna. The computed

value of the upper bound of pa may be compared with the radiation

power factor of entire antenna without downleads, which is about 0.7

mil at the lowest frequency. It is seen that the assumed conditions

give a negligible amount of E-field losses. Therefore closer computa-

tion is not needed.

The "worst" conductivity is seen to be much less than

typical values to be expected, so this ratio further decreases the

E-field losses in the area of ground covered by the wire grid.

 

MC
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Small Antennas
HAROLD A. WHEELER, LIFE  FELLOW, IEEE

Abstract—A small antenna is one whose size is a small fraction of the
wavelength. It is a capacitor or inductor, and it is tuned to resonance by a
reactor of opposite kind. Its bandwidth of impedance matching is subject
to a fundamental limitation measured by its "radiation power factor"
which is proportional to its "effective volume". These principles are
reviewed in the light of a quarter-century of experience. They are related
to various practical configurations, including flush radiators for mounting
on aircraft. Among the examples, one extreme is a small one-turn loop
of wide strip, tuned by an integral capacitor. The opposite extreme is the
largest antenna in the world, which is a "small antenna" in terms of its
operating wavelength. In each of these extremes, the radiation power
factor is much less than one percent.

I. INTRODUCTION

A "SMALL ANTENNA" is here defined as one occupy-ing a small fraction of one radiansphere in space.
Typically its greatest dimension is less than I wavelength
(including any image in a ground plane). Some of its
properties and available performance are limited by its
size and the laws of nature. An appreciation of these limita-
tions has proved helpful in arriving at practical designs.

The radiansphere is the spherical volume having a radius
af1/27r wavelength [10]. It is a logical reference here because,
around a small antenna, it is the space occupied mainly
by the stored energy of its electric or magnetic field.

Some limitations are peculiar to a passive network,
where the concepts of efficiency, impedance matching and
frequency bandwidth are essential and may be the controlling
factors in performance evaluation. This discussion is
directed mainly to these limitations in relation to small size.
This subject has been on the record for a quarter-century
but is still too little taught and appreciated. It centers
around the term, "radiation power factor" and its pro-
portionality to volume [2].

As in any area of engineering compromise, there have
been some ingenious developments for realizing some
qualities at the expense of others. A valid comparison of
alternatives requires careful description and evaluation in
terms of well defined quantities, especially in the use of
terms such as efficiency and impedance matching. Also in
the size comparison of circuits qualified for high power or
loW power [11].

An outline of some of the relevant principles will be
followed by a brief reference to the background in the use
of an amplifier with a small antenna for reception. Then the
principal topic will be introduced in terms of the band-
width limitations of impedance matching with a resonant
ircuit, which is a tuned antenna circuit in this discussion.

Manuscript received July 30, 1974. This paper was presented at the
Twenty-Third Annual USAF Antenna Symposium, October, 1973.

The author is with the.Hazeltine Corporation, Greenlawn, N.Y.
11740.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF TOPICS OF EFFICIENCY AND AMPLIFICATION

EFFICIENCY


PASSIVE


ESSENTIAL


NO


THERMAL


NO

TOPIC•


LINEAR NETWORK 


IMPEDANCE MATCHING


TOLERANCE OF LOSSES


NOISE


POWER LIMITING

AMPLIFICATION


ACTIVE


OPTIONAL


YES


AMPLIFIED


YES

The radiation power factor will be reviewed in concept
and in some applications to typical antennas in the form of
capacitors and inductors. Some special applications will be
described for flush mounting and for VLF transmission
and reception. In every case, the efficienCy and/or band-
width is seen to be limited ultimately by size.

II. PRINCIPLES

Table I shows a comparison between efficiency and
amplification, referring to some topics relevant to 'Small
antennas. Its purpose is to emphasize the distinction between
efficiency and amplification, the former being the basis
for this presentation. The relations in this table may help
to bring out the accepted meanings of various terms.

Efficiency implies the utilization of the amount of radiated
signal power that can be intercepted by the receiver. If the
antenna is small, the greatest power transfer to a circuit
requires impedance matching. This is achieved•in a passive
network by tuning the antenna and coupling to the circuit.

Amplification implies the utilization of the intercepted
signal, but the excitation of the amplifier may not require
impedance matching in the active network. This may
facilitate a wideband design, as in one example to be shown.
However, the amplifier may add much to the thermal noise
generated in the antenna dissipation.

In a linear network, efficiency is associated with a passive*
network, while amplification is associated with an active
network. In a weak-signal receiver, linearity is not a primary
problem. In a power transmitter, however, an active net-
work imposes an upper limit.

In general, efficiency is reduced by losses. This is par-
ticularly true in a small antenna where the radiation Power
factor is small and may be far exceeded by the loss power
factor. In a weak-signal receiver, an amplifier can make up
for losses in respect to signal strength, but only with in-
creasing background of thermal noise. In a power trans-
mitter, the power rating must be increased to cover losses.

Copyright01975  by The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
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Fig. 2. Radiation power factor of small antenna.

ANTENNA (NO REACTION ON TUNING)

0.01 X r 3 m
COUPLING TUBE TUNED

CIRCUIT

PURE REACTANCE

(NO NOISE)

	

CURRENT AMPLIFIER AROUND
= (THERMAL NOISE) 1 MHz

Fig. 1. Small antenna with wideband coupling tube, used in broadcast

receivers (1928).

These relations are emphasized because there have been
some invalid ratings of small antennas associated with active
devices serving as amplifiers. The greatest confusion has
been associated with transmitters, by ignoring the power
limitations imposed by small active devices. These limitations
are not avoided by any particular relation between the small
antenna and the amplifier.

BACKGROUND

The wideband utilization of a small antenna was accom-
plished in a receiver about a half-century ago. That history
is relevant to the more recent proposals using an amplifier
in conjunction with a small antenna [11].

Fig. 1 shows a circuit that was commonly used in radio
broadcast receivers about 1928. It operated over a frequency
ratio of 1:3. A short wire is simply connected to the grid of
the first tube. It bears a striking resemblance to some recent
proposals, but using a tube instead of a transistor, and at
lower frequencies. It substituted amplification for antenna
tuning. It increased the noise threshold and also suffered
from crossmodulation of all signals by any one strong signal.
Then the pendulum swung and it was superseded by double
tuning ahead of the first tube. The tuning yielded efficiency
over noise and also preselection against crossmodulation.

IV. FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH OF IMPEDANCE MATCHING

There are limitations on the frequency bandwidth of
impedance matching between a resonant circuit (antenna)
and a generator or load. A quarter-century has elapsed
since these limitations were developed and clearly stated
[5]. In contrast to the history of small antennas, these
limitations have been widely taught and appreciated.

The bandwidth of matching, within any specified tolerance
of reflection, is proportional to the resonance bandwidth of
the resonant circuit. A small bandwidth is logically ex-
pressed in terms of the power factor of its reactance, in the
manner taught to die writer by Prof. Hazeltine just 50 years
ago [1]. Its common expression in terms of 1/Q is neither
logical nor helpful in clear exposition. The term dissipation
factor is numerically equal to power factor but is counter-
descriptive of a useful load (as here).

Fig. 2 shows the circuit properties of a small antenna,
describing its radiation power factor (PF). The antenna
may behave as a capacitor  (C)  or inductor  (L),  and either
is to be resonated by a reactor of the opposite kind. Dis-
sipation (other than radiation) is here ignored, because it is

10

	

co 2 1 TUNED
CIRCUITS

0

0 0.5 1.0

TOLERANCE OF REFLECTION COEFFICIENT  (p)

Fig. 3. Bandwidth of matching with tuned circuits.

treated in the earlier paper [2]. The nominal bandwidth
of the resonator is the PF  (p)  times the frequency of reson-
ance, as usual.

Fig. 3 is the bandwidth of matching within any specified
tolerance of reflection  (p)  as given in 1948 by Fano [5]. It is
graphed in the terms of the present discussion. For each
graph, the number of tuned circuits includes the antenna
circuit and any that are added for increasing the bandwidth
of matching. The added circuits are taken to be free of
dissipation. Usually double tuning is used, in which case
the added circuit can reduce the reflection coefficient to the
square of its value for single tuning.

V. THE RADIATION POWER FACTOR

The term "radiation power factor" is a natural one in-
troduced by the author in 1947 [2]. It is descriptive of the
radiation of real power from a small antenna taking a much
larger value of reactive power. It is applicable alike to either
kind of reactor and its value is limited by some measure of
the size in either kind.

Fig. 4 shows small antennas of both kinds  (C  and  L)
occupying equal cylindrical spaces [2]. They are here used
for introducing the relation between radiation PF and size.

A small antenna of either kind is basically a reactor with
some small value of PF associated with useful radiation.
The latter depends primarily on its size relative to the wave-
length  (A),  as discovered by the writer [2]. The size may be
stated relative to the radianlength (A/27r) in terms of either
of two values of reference volume:

radiancube =  V  = (-13 = —3 V

	

2,7r 47r

co

(1)
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Fig. 4. Radiation power factor in terms of equivalent volume.

or

radiansphere = vs  (-13  4--n  V.
3 27r 3

(2)

The former was used in the writer's first paper. The latter is
particularly significant in radiation because it defines the
space in which the reactive power density exceeds the
radiation power density [10]. Also the latter is convenient
if the antenna is spherical [9] or its effective volume is
expressed as a sphere.

In either type of antenna, the radiation PF is found to
be proportional to volume and also to a shape factor. The
cylindrical volume  (V = Ab)  is here multiplied by a shape
factor  (ka  or  kb > I)  to give the effective volume  (V' =
kaAb  or  kbAb).  Then the general formula is

1  V'  2  V'
rad PF =  p — —_

67rvc 9 Vs

The effective volume may be stated as a sphere of radius
(a'), in which case

11, =  p _2 (27ra' \

3 9 k
It is noted in passing that a certain shape of self-resonant

coil radiates equally as both C and  L,  in which case the
total radiation PF is double either one [3].

There is one theoretical case of a small coil which has
the greatest radiation PF obtainable within a spherical
volume. Fig. 5 shows such a coil and its relation to the
radiansphere  (Vs)  [9], [10]. The effective volume of an
empty spherical coil has a shape factor 3/2. Filling with a
perfect magnetic core  (k = co)  multiplies the effective
volume by 3:

2 (3)(3/2)V V (27ra)3
==P. — —

9

This is indicated by the shaded sphere  (a).
This idealized case depicts the physical meaning of the

radiation PF that cannot be exceeded. Outside the sphere
occupied by the antenna, there is stored energy or reactive
power that conceptually fills the radiansphere [10], but
there is none inside the antenna sphere. The reactive power
density, which is dominant in the radiation within the radian-

X/2 ir
vs

RADIANSPHERE

Vs = rat:0

SPHERICAL
COIL
kb 3/2

FILLED WITH
km OF IRON

EFFECTIVE VOLUME _ 	 I 

COIL VOLUME - 1 + 2 /km

V 	 1 	 V
Pm = (2")

3 	 1 

<

X 1 + 2 -/km V, 1 + 2/km V, .

Fig. 5. Spherical coil with magnetic core.

sphere, is related to the real power density, which is domin-
ant in the radiation outside.

In a rigorous description of the electromagnetic field
from a small dipole of either kind, the radiation of power
in the far-field is accompanied by stored energy which is
mostly located in the near-field (within the radiansphere)
[4], [10]. The small spherical inductor in Fig. 5 is con-
ceptually filled with perfect magnetic material, so there is
no stored energy inside the sphere. This removes the
"avoidable" stored energy, leaving only the "unavoidable"
amount outside the inductor but mostly inside the radian-
sphere. This unavoidable stored energy is what imposes a
fundamental limitation on the obtainable radiation PF.

One of the fallacies in some studies has been the provision
of dielectric or magnetic material outside of the space
occupied by the antenna conductors, without including that
material in rating the size of the antenna. The fundamental
limitations are based on the size of all the material structure
which forms the antenna. Likewise, such material would
naturally be included in a practical evaluation of the size.
Fig. 5 shows the empty space outside the antenna but
inside the radiansphere (1<s) which space is filled with stored
energy and therefore reduces the radiation PF of the antenna.

•

VI. APPLICATION TO TYPICAL ANTENNAS

The radiation PF may be evaluated for any kind of small
antenna. From its value, we may state the effective volume
of the antenna, as formulated (4):

V ' = 67ip1/, = 3-pK, a'

This is a useful quantity which can be shown on a space
drawing. It gives a direct comparison of the bandwidth
capability of different structures. It will be shown for  C  and
L  antennas of elementary configurations. It will be drawn
as a dashed circle the size of the spherical effective volume.

Fig. 6 shows some examples of an electric dipole with
a linear axis of symmetry. A thin wire (a) and a thick conical
conductor (b) differ greatly in the occupied volume, but
much less in effective volume. The latter is influenced most
by length and less by the smaller transverse dimensions.

Fig. 6(c) shows a pair of separated discs [2], which is
found to approach the greatest effective volume for some
shapes within limited length and diameter. However, any

TYPE

V = Ab

ko > 1

k Ab

(X/217.)3

(DECREASED BY
DIELECTRIC CORE)

P =m 67r (X/2.s.) 3

(INCREASED GY
MAGNETIC CORE)

1
Pe fir

k
b

> 1

1
kbAb

(3)

a'  A
19/))113 (4)

2-7t 2

(5)

a

=
1/3'

27r
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Fig. 8. One-turn loop of wide strip.

BOX REMOVES
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Fig. 9. Radiation shield for use in measuring radiation power factor.

— SHIELD BOX
OF VOLUME
ABOUT ONE
RADIANSPHERE

SMALLER

ANTENNA

Fig. 6. Effective volume of axial electric dipole.

/ K

(a)  WIRE. (b) STRIP. (P) TURNS.

Fig. 7. Effective volume of square loop.

intermediate connecting wires would detract from this
rating. The full value of the radiation PF can be realized
by the use of a tuning inductor distributed along the axial
line between the discs. It is proportioned to conform to the
natural pattern of electric potential, thereby contributing no
extra amount to the stored electric energy. A coil of small
diameter may be used to avoid extra (cross-polarized)
radiation therefrom. The spherical effective volume may
extend beyond the length between the discs, as shown. This
occurs if the disc diameter exceeds the length (2a > b/4),
as in the example shown. This may be interpreted as a
"sphere of influence" extending beyond the antenna
structure.

In further reference to Fig. 6(c), there is a pair of end
electrodes which will give the greatest radiation PF within
a cylindrical boundary. At each end, a hollow cup is
connected with its open end toward the center. Its depth is
proportioned to maximize the radiation PF. No greater
value can be obtained by simple conductors subject to the
stated constraints.

Fig. 7 shows some examples of a loop inductor on a
square frame. A thin wire (a) and a wide strip (b) differ
rather little in effective volume, because it is influenced
most by the size of the square. A multiturn loop (c) has
nearly the same effective volume as one turn occupying the
same space. This is one of the principal conclusions pre-
sented in the writer's first paper [2]. It superseded some
incomplete evaluations based on the concept of "effective
height" of a number of turns, irrespective of their width
and spacing.

Referring again to Fig. 4, the shape factors are related
to the shape in opposite ways in the two kinds  (C  and  L).

With greater ratio of length/diameter (1)12a), one factor (k.
for  C)  is greater and the other  (kb  for  L)  is smaller. There-
fore the utilization of volume is greater for the C type made
of a long wire or for the  L  type made of a "short coil" or
loop. These are exemplified in Figs. 6 and 7. Each of these
has large and small dimensions, and the smaller dimensions
may be less significant in a practical allocation of space.

In the writer's experience, the concept of radiation PF
was first applied to the design of a very small loop antenna
for coaxial location in the nose cone of a small rocket. Fig.
8 shows the resulting one turn of wide strip. It superseded
some attempts to design a multiturn loop. It is resonated by
an integral capacitor made of a ceramic slab metallized on
both faces. It proved superior in performance, simplicity,
and ruggedness. It may have been the smallest antenna
then known to realize about 50 percent radiation efficiency,
the size being rated in fractions of the wavelength. Its
diameter and length were about 0.04 wavelength so its
radius was about 0.12 radianlength. It was measured by a
method to be described here.

For efficiency of radiation, a small antenna of one kind is
resonated by a reactor of the opposite kind. Then

radiation PF
radiation efficiency —   (6)

rad PF + loss PF

In a very small antenna, the radiation and loss power
factors may be so small that their ratio is difficult to measure.
In any case, how would they be separated in measurement?
Direct measurement of radiated power is laborious. Another
method was developed, using a "radiation shield" [10].

Fig. 9 shows the concept of the radiation shield. Its
purpose is to avoid radiation of power while leaving the
inherent dissipation in the resonant circuit of the small
antenna. The shield is a box with conductive walls for
preventing radiation. Its size and shape are noncritical,
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Fig. 10. Flush disc capacitor. Fig. 11. Flush cavity inductor with dielectric window.

but the theoretical ideal is a radiansphere as indicated. It
should be much larger than the antenna to be shielded, so
as to retain substantially the reactance and loss PF of the
antenna. Then the PF is measured with and without the
shield, for evaluating the power efficiency of the useful
radiation [10]. In the design shown in Fig. 8, the circuit was
included in an oscillator, so the effect of the shield on the
amplitude of oscillation could be interpreted in terms of
radiation efficiency.

VII. FLUSH ANTENNAS

A useful family of small antennas comprises those that
are recessed in a shield surface, such as a ground plane or the
skin of an aircraft. Some may be inherently flush designs,
while others may be suited for operation adjacent to a shield
surface, whether recessed or not. The antenna may be C
or  L  type, either one radiating in a polarization compatible
with the shield surface..

Fig. 10 shows a. flush disc capacitor. (It is sometimes
termed an "annular slot.") This capacitor in the flush
mounting may be compared with the same capacitor just
above the surface. The recessing somewhat reduces the
radiation PF. The remaining effective volume is that of a
hemisphere indicated by the dashed semicircle. Its size is
comparable with that of the disc. The cylindrical walls may
be regarded as a short length of waveguide beyond cutoff,
operating in the lowest TM mode ,(circular TM-01, as
shown, or rectangular TM-11). The capacitor may be
resonated by an integral inductor as shown. In any cavity,
there is a size and shape of disc that can yield the greatest
radiation PF. The primary factor is the size of the cavity.

The evaluation of a flush antenna includes the shield
surface. It is necessary first to evaluate the radiation PF by
some method of computation. Then it can be stated in
terms of a volume ratio. Here we consider the half-space
of radiation and show the hemisphere of  V'  which may
then be compared with the half-radiansphere, Vs. The
radii are retained (a' and )./20. An antenna located on the
surface (not recessed) could be considered with its image to
yield the complete sphere of  V'  to be compared with the
radiansphere K. Then of each may be shown above the
shield plane, as for the flush antenna.

The disc capacitor radiates in the same mode as a small
vertical electric dipole, by virtue of vertical electric flux from

STRIP pm = 0.04

Fig. 12. Flush strip inductor.

the disc. This is vertical polarization on the plane of the
shield, with omnidirective radiation. The other examples of
a flush antenna, to be shown here, radiate as a small
horizontal magnetic dipole, by virtue of magnetic flux
leaving the cavity on one side and returning on the other
side. This is vertical polarization but directive in a figure-
eight pattern. Omnidirective radiation can be provided by
quadrature excitation of two crossed modes in the same
cavity. The yadiation PF of either kind is reduced by
recessing, but the magnetic dipole suffers less reduction.

Fig. 11 shows an idealized caVity resonator which radiates
as an inductor. The cavity is covered by a thin window of
high-k dielectric which serves two purposes. It completes the
current loop indicated by the arrows  (I).  Also it provides,
in effect, series capacitance which resonates the current loop.
The cylindrical walls and the aperture excitation may be
regarded as the lowest (cutoff) TE mode (circular TE-11),
or rectangular TE-10 or TE-01, as shown). Each of these
modes has two crossed orientations, of which one is in-
dicated by the current loop. The continuous dielectric sheet
on a square (or circular) cavity resonates the two crossed
modes. Because each resonance is in the lowest mode, it
involves the smallest amount of stored energy relative to
radiated power, and therefore the greatest value of radiation
PF.

Fig. 12 shows some practical designs which yield nearly
the same performance by the use of conductive strips on
ordinary (low-k) dielectric windows. (High-k dielectric is
not required.) Here the radiating inductor (strip) and the
resonating series capacitor (gap) are apparent. The two

X /4

TE-10
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Fig. 14. Long coil on ferrite rod.

alternatives are shown, one mode or a pair of crossed modes.
Practical designs about A/4 square have been made with
radiation PF about 0.04. This is about the largest size that
follows the rules of a small antenna.

The required coupling with any of the resonant antennas
in Figs. 10-12 may be provided by another (smaller) reson-
ator located within the cavity. This enables the bandwidth
of matching shown by the intermediate graph in Fig. 3.
Each of these is suited for self-resonance, and requires some
depth of activity to hold down the extra amount of energy
storage in this nonradiating space.

Fig. 13 shows a flush inductor made of crossed coils on
a thin magnetic disc. At medium or low frequencies (MF,
LF, VLF) the available ferrite materials [12] can provide
a magnetic core which is a return path nearly free of extra
energy storage, even in the thin disc; also which adds very
little dissipation. The required depth of cavity is then only
sufficient to take the disc thickness with some margin.
Relative to the wavelength at the lower frequencies, the
antenna is too small to enable high efficiency, even at its
frequency of resonance, so it is useful only for reception.
A rotary coil or crossed coils can be used for a direction
finder or omnidirectional reception. The principal applica-
tion is on the skin of an aircraft.

Fig. 14 shows the ferrite-rod inductor which is the antenna
most commonly used in small broadcast receivers (MF,
around 1 MHz). The ferrite rod greatly increases the
effective volume of a thin coil, as indicated. The effective
volume is then determined primarily by the length, rather
than the diameter, of the coil. Like the ferrite disc, this can
be used close (parallel) to a shield surface or recessed in the
surface.

Here we may note that a long coil, with its small shape
factor (k, I), can have its effective volume greatly

03 	 1 

-Pm 0, 82 1/2 + 1/1m « 1

Fig. 15. Inductor in radome submerged in sea water.

increased by a ferrite core. On the other hand, a parallel-
plate capacitor, with its small shape factor (k a  —>1), can
only have its effective volume decreased by a dielectric
core. This is one respect in which the inductor offers more
opportunity in design. In another respect, the number of
turns can be used to set the impedance level, a freedom
that may be desired but is unavailable in a simple capacitor.

If a long coil as a magnetic dipole were filled with perfect
magnetic material, its effective volume would be comparable
with that of an equally long conductor as an electric dipole.
If the coil had many turns, they could theoretically be
distributed (crowded toward the ends) to give an effective
volume greater than that of a pair of discs far apart, Fig. 6(a).
If the coil is not too thin, this result can be approximated at
the lower frequencies with many turns on a ferrite core.

VIII. ANTENNAS FOR VLF

The greater the wavelength, the more relevant may be the
concept of a small antenna. Current activities go as low as
10 kHz with a wavelength of 30 km. Even the largest of
transmitter antennas is small in terms of this wavelength,
or its radianlength of 5 km. For underwater reception,
however, the radianlength or skin depth in salt water is
only a few meters, so a small antenna may occupy a sub-
stantial fraction of this size. The latter will be discussed
first, as another example of a small inductor.

For submarine reception of VLF signals in salt water,
an inductor in a hollow cavity (radome) is the preferred
type [8]. As compared with a capacitor, its efficiency is
greater because the conductivity of the water causes near-
field losses in response to electric field but not magnetic
field. Also there is no need for conductive contact with the
water.

Fig. 15 shows an idealized small antenna in a submarine
cavity [8], [9]. It is a spherical coil with a magnetic core,
as shown in Fig. 5. In the water, the radianlength is equal
to the skin depth (6). At 15 kHz, this is about 2 m. The
size of the cavity is much less, and the coil still less, so it is a
small antenna in this environment. The radiation PF
indicates two qualitieS, the desired coupling to the medium
and the undesired dissipation in 'the medium. The former
is proportional to the coil volume, and is increased by the
magnetic core. The latter is _decreased by increasing the

WITH


WITH
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Fig. 16. Large flat-top capacitor which is still small relative to wave-




length.

Fig. 17. Large VLF antenna (plan view).
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Fig. 18. Large VLF antenna (elevation view).

cavity radius. The coil is in the vertical plane for vertical
polarization. Crossed coils may be used for omnidirective
reception and direction finding.

For efficient transmission at the lower frequencies, one
of the early simple types is the one shown in Fig. 16 [7]. It
is a "flat-top" grid of wires forming a capacitor with ground
as the lower conductor. In the terms of small antennas, it
may be described in the manner indicated. The effective
height  (h)  is related to the radiation resistance. The capacit-
ance enables the statement of an effective area  (k aA)  as
noted. The effective volume  (k 021h) in half-space is compared
with 4 radiansphere to determine the radiation PF. It is
notable that the grid of many wires may provide an effective
area greater than that of the grid, in spite of the much smaller
area of conductor.

As an extreme example, we shall consider the later one
of the two largest antennas in the world. They are the Navy 


transmitters located at Cutler, Me., (NAA) and Northwest
Cape, Australia, (NWC). The latter was commissioned in
1967. It is taken as an example because it is the simpler.
Figs. 17 and 18 show the plan and elevation views of the
structure. It operates down to about 15 kHz, a wavelength
of 20 km.

The lowest "specification" frequency determines the
required size. At this frequency, the following statistics are
relevant :

frequency 15.5 kHz
wavelength A = 19.3 km
extreme diameter 2.7 km =
center-tower height 390 m
effective height 185 m = thA
capacitance 0.163 fiF
effective area 3.4 (km)2
effective volume  V ' =  0.63 (km)3

reactance
radiation resistance

Xe = 63 n
Re = 0.144 SI

pe = 2.3 milsradiation PF
loss PF < 2.3 mils
efficiency > 0.50
resonance bandwidth 134 Hz
radiated power 1 MW
input power 2 MW
reactive power 435 MVA
voltage 165 kV

2.63 kA.current

Particularly spectacular are the reactive power of 435
MVA in the air dielectric, and the real power of 2 MW
delivered to a resistance of about 0.3 a Less than half of
this resistance is budgeted to all losses, including the ground
connection and the tuning inductor. The small value of
radiation PF (2.3 mils) well qualifies this structure as a
"small antenna." The choice of a capacitor (rather than an
inductor) was influenced by the need for omnidirective
coverage.

The effective volume is diagramed in the form of a
cylinder bounded by the dashed lines. Fig. 17, the effective
area is a circle including more area than the grid of wires.
In Fig. 18, the effective height is reduced by two practical
considerations. The top level is lower than the top wires by
the effect of the downleads (48 wires around the central
tower). The bottom level is higher than the ground, by
the effect of the grounded towers and guy wires (each tower
having 3 at each of 4 or 5 levels). The resulting effective
height is about 4 the average height of the 13 towers. The
radiation PF is related to this effective volume by (3) adapted
to half-space above ground. (The effective volume is
compared with 4-radiansphere.)

IX. CONCLUSION

The principles of small antennas can be described in
simple terms, both mathematically and pictorially. They
are helpful in the understanding and design of practical
antennas in either type, capacitor or inductor. While the
two types have a common rating in terms of effective volume,
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there are differences that may give either an advantage in
size or other practical considerations. For any configuration,
the efficiency and/or bandwidth is ultimately limited by
size relative to the wavelength.
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Fundamental Relations in the Design of a VLF

Transmitting Antenna*

HAROLD A. WHEELERt

Summary—For a VLF flat-top antenna much smaller than the
radian sphere (a sphere whose radius is one radianlength), the effec-
tive height, effective area, and effective volume are defined. The
required power factor of radiation proportionately determines the
effective volume. For a specified power to be radiated, the effective
height inversely determines the current and the effective area in-
versely determines the voltage. For a limited electric gradient on the
overhead wires, the current requires a proportionate area of conduc-
tor surface. A corresponding total length of wire in the flat top is
adequate if disposed for uniform distribution of charge and if spread
out to realize the required effective area. These objectives are ob-
tained more readily by some configurations, such as long parallel
wireS or concentric circles of wire. This study has been made for the
U. S. Navy's high-power transmitter to be located in Maine, the first
to radiate 1 megawatt continuously at 15 kc.

ir HE antenna for a high-power VLF transmitter
is a large structure. It is important to know just
what size is needed to meet any particular re-

quirements. Therefore, concepts and formulas will be
given for the fundamental relations that govern the
design of such an antenna.

The principal objective is to radiate a specified
amount of power over a sufficient bandwidth of fre-

* Manuscript received by the PGAP, April 6, 1957; revised manu-
script received, September 21, 1957. Presented at VLF Symposium,
Boulder, Colo., January 23-25, 1957.

Wheeler Laboratories, Great Neck, N. Y. Consultant to De-
velopmental Engineering Corp., Leesburg, Va., and Continental
Electronics Manufacturing Co., Dallas. Tex. 


quency. Efficient radiation requires that the bandwidth
be provided largely by the radiation power factor,
to which is added the power factor of all losses in the
antenna circuit. For example, an efficiency of 0.50 re-
quires that one half the bandwidth be provided by the
radiation power factor.

The performance capabilities of the antenna are
limited by its size and such other factors as the current
for corona on the wires and the voltage of insulation.
These will be formulated.

Fig. 1 outlines the type of antenna, having a flat-top
web of wires suspended at a height above the ground.
The antenna is assumed to be much smaller than the
radian hemisphere (a hemisphere whose radius is one
radianlength), behaving as a pure capacitance with
negligible inductance. The relations are valid for single
or multiple tuning; in the latter case, all the tuning cir-
cuits are regarded as connected in parallel to form a
single circuit.

Some detrimental factors are included implicitly, such
as the reduction of the effective height by the proximity
of grounded supporting towers. Ground losses and
other losses are omitted because they are outside the
fundamental relations.

Since one of the principal limitations is imposed by
corona on the wires, this topic is presented first as back-.
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A

Fig. 1—Essential dimensions of flaf-top antenna.
C=capacitance.
h= effective height.

A =bc=effective area.
Ao=conductor area (of surfm:e of wires).

ground. In air as a dielectric or insulator, there is a
fairly definite value of alternating-voltage gradient
which is just sufficient to cause breakdown and sparking
in a uniform electric field. I n the vicinity of round wires
far.from other objects, a somewhat greater gradient is
permissible on the conductor surface, because the gradi-
ent decreases with increasing distance frotn the surface.
When the permissible gradient is exceeded on the sur-
face, the wire is surrounded by a corona discharge
rather than sparking:

An empirical forniula has been published for evaluat-
ing the corona gradient on a round wire:

Eb(1 -Vai/a)
in which

E.,= voltage gradient for corona on round wire (rms
kv/mm),

Eb = 2.05 kv/mm = voltage gradient for breakdown
in uniform field (rms),

= 0.90 mm =wire radius (mm) on which E.0=2Eb,
a=wire radius (mm).

The most favorable condition is a uniform distribu-
tion of charge, and hence a uniform gradient, all over
the conductor surface of the wires. To obtain a reason-
able value of gradient for such a design, Eb is mplti-
plied by several factors as follows:

I S. S. Attwood, "Electric and Magnetic Fields," John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., 3rd ed.; 1949. (See p. 91, Peek's formula
for extra gradient on round wire for sparkover.)

1.27 for wires of diameter 1 inch, by ( 1 ) above.
1/2 for water drops in wet weather (approximate,

based on some experience).
1/2 for doubtful factors, including departure from

Constant gradient.

The resulting value of gradient is
Ea = 0.65 kv/mm (rms).

An example will be carried along with the formulas,
based .on these specifications:

f =15 kc =frequency,
X = 20 km =wavelength,
p =0.002 =radiation power factor,
P =1 megw =radiated power,
V =200 kv =antenna voltage (rms),

Ea = 0.65 kv/mm =gradient on wires (rms), and
Re= 377 ohms =wave resistance in air.

For radiation efficiency of 0.50, the total power factor
would be 0.004; this fraction of the frequency gives a
bandwidth of 60 cycles between the points of half-power
response.

Several dimensions of the antenna are defined on an
idealized basis with reference to Fig..1.

The effective height (h) is the average height of the

charge on the antenna and downleads, realtive to the
average height of the opposite charge on the ground and

supporting towers.' This. is a statement of the accepted
meaning. It is shown as the actual height in Fig. 1, but
in practice the effective height is somewhat less. It de-
termines the radiation resistance.

The effective area (A ) is the area of an idealized paral-
lel-plate condenser, with plates separated by the effec-
tive height, which would have the same capacitance as
the antenna."

The capacitance (C) establishes the relation between
the preceding pair of dimensions, by the basic formula,

C = / h farads (2)

in which

C=capacitance (farads),
e0=electrivity (electric permittivity) of air (farads/

meter)
A =effective area (meter2),
h= effective height (meters)

This is the capacitance in a uniform field bounded by

the rectangular prism shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1.

The conductor area (Aa) is the area of the surface of

all conductors forming the antenna and downleads. It
is much smaller than the effective area. The conductor
area, if uniformly charged, is capable of holding an
amount of charge that is limited by corona. This charge

2 This parallel usage of "effective height" and "effective area," as
defined here, should not be confused with other usages of these same
terms.

J. T. Bolljahn and R. F. Reese, "Electrically small antennas and
the aircraft antenna problem," IRE TRANS., vol. AP-1, pp. 46-54;
October, 1953. (Equivalent area defined, same as effective area in
present paper; no reference to voltage limitation for radiction power.)
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is proportional to the antenna current, regardless of the
antenna voltage.

The first relation to be expressed is one which in-
fluences the frequency bandwidth and the radiation
efficiency, but is independent of the amount of power.

The effective volume (Ah) is proportional to the re-
quired value of the radiation power factor (p).4

3A3
Ah = 	

8r2
meter' (3)

= 0.608 km'

in which

Ah=effective volume (meter3),
p = radiation power factor =ratio of radiation re-

sistance/reactance, and
X = wavelength (meters).

The radiation power factor contributes to the total
power factor which proportionately determines the
frequency bandwidth. The radiation efficiency is the
ratio of radiation power factor over total power factor.

The next pair of relations are determined by the
amount of power to be radiated.

XV 37rP X  , /i5-

	

hI — 	 = meter-amperes (4)

	

2ir Re 411-17 10

0.503 km-ka.

X )2 	 3X2 	 

AV = (— -V37rPRe = —  -V1OP

• 27 2ir

= 604 km2kv

in which

I= antenna current (rms amperes),
V= antenna voltage (rms volts),
P = radiated power (watts), and

Re =377 ohms =wave resistance in air (ohms).

The former of these relations (meter-amperes) has
been used as a rating of the radiated power. The latter
(meter' volts) seems to be a new concept; it expresses
an inverse proportionality between effective area and
voltage.

The remaining relation involves the power and the
average electric gradient on the conductor surface.

X' 3X2

	

_4elt = 	 A/37rP.Re= 	 -V10P
472E. 2irEa

= 930,000 m'

4 H. A. Wheeler, "Fundamental limitations of small antennas,"
Peoc. IRE, vol. 35, pp. 1479-1484; December, 1947. (Antenna small-
er than the radian sphere.)

	, "VLF Antenna Notebook," Reps. 301 and 303 to Develop-
mental Eng. Corp., Leesburg, Va.; 1956.

in which

Ad= conductor area (meters')
Ed= average electric gradient on conductor surface

(rms volts/meter).

This expresses an inverse relationship between the con-
ductor area and the effective height.

These four relations will be applied here to determine
the dimensions for the stated example.

A = (AV)/ V =3.02 km',
(3) h=(Ah)/A= 0.200 km =200 m,

AQ= (Adh)/h= 4650 m2.

For wire of 1-inch diameter, the required length of
wire is 58 km. The wire must be distributed to give the
required effective area, which is usually comparable
with the actual area occupied by the flat-top pattern of
wires. One of the most critical problems is the pattern
of distribution of the wire to assure nearly constant
gradient on nearly all of the conductor surface. Econ-
omy of conductor area is dictated by its proportional-
ity to the wind loading or the ice-melting power, and
approximately to the ice loading. For a certain area, the
former is nearly independent of wire size and length,
while the latter is substantially greater for smaller
wires. The effective area is more dependent on the num-
ber of wires, so it is greater for a greater length of
smaller wire; this rule is applicable where icing is not
encountered.

Some other properties of this example are the follow-
ing:

R=0.160 ohm =radiation resistance,
X = =  80 ohms =reactance,

C=0.133 /If --capacitance,
I= V/X =2.5 ka =antenna current.

The pattern of wires forming the flat top and down-
leads presents an opportunity for much ingenuity in
design and approximate computation. Fig. 1 shows an
array of parallel wires, termed the "triatic" after the
nautical term for the supporting catenaries across the
array. This form offers an inherent tendency for uni -
form charge distribution, and also the simplest formulas
for approximate computation. The two separate struc-
tures are intended to be connected together for normal
operation, or either half operated independently at re-
duced power while the other half is out of service.

The relations given here are most useful for estimat-
ing the size of antenna needed for realizing a specified
performance. They are also useful for evaluating the
capabilities of an existing antenna. The emphasis has
been placed on the simplest concepts relating the an-
tenna structure with its operating requfrements.

This study has been made in connection with the de-
sign of the U. S. Navy's high-power transmitter to be
located in Maine:The computed example gives some
idea of the size of antenna required to radiate 1 mega-
watt at 15 kc.

meters' volts (5)

meters' (6)
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Fundamental Limitations of a Small VLF
Antenna for Submarines*

HAROLD A. WHEELER t

Summary—A submarine requires a small VLF antenna for recep-
tion while submerged. Since the propagation in sea water is nearly
vertical (downward from the surface), the only operative types are
horizontal dipoles, electric and magnetic. The electric dipole is
coupled by conduction and the magnetic dipole by induction in a
loop. The former has no resonance and nearly unlimited bandwidth,
but fails when not submerged. The latter, by resonance, is able to
present much greater interception area and available power. The
magnetic interception area is determined by the size of the radome
and by the radianlength or skin depth in sea water (2 meters at
15 kc). The radiation power factor, which is essential to bandwidth
and efficiency, is influenced also by the size of the inductor and by
the magnetic perixieability of an iron core. Simple formulas illustrate
these relations for the idealized spherical shape of radome, coil and
core. Qmnidirectivity in azimuth requires crossed coils in a two-
phase circuit.

T HE fundamental limitations of a small antenna
have been fairly well stated for a location above
ground, but seem to have been neglected for a

location under the surface of sea water. The latter is the
problem of the small antenna mounted on a submarine
for reception of VLF signals while submerged.

The propagation of a radio wave over a water surface
is well understood. For present purposes, it will be
summarized with reference to Fig. 1. Just above the

(e0p.0)
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Fig. 1—Wave refraction at water surface.

surface, the direction of propagation is tilted downward
and a fraction of the power is directed into the water.
The index of refraction, as determined by the conductiv-
ity of the water, is very great, so the direction of propa-
gation in the water is nearly vertical.

The propagation in the water is greatly attenuated
by the skin effect which prevails in conductors. The
skin depth or napier depth is defined as the depth at
which the fields are attenuated one napier (8.7 db)
below their value at the surface.

* Manuscript received by the PGAP, April 6, 1957; revised manu-
script received, September 21, 1957. Presented at VLF Symposium,
Boulder, Colo., January 23-25, 1957.

t Wheeler Laboratories, Great Neck, N. Y.

/  2= 4/  X  = 1 / X

wiloaoir Ka 27r 1/ 30 a
(1)

6= skin depth, napier depth, or radianlength in
water (meters).

=27rf = radian frequency (radians/second).

/4=0.4 ir 10-6= magnetivity (permeability) in air
or water (henries/meter).

a =conductivity in water (mhos/meter).
X =wavelength in air (meters).

X/27r =radianlength in air (meters).
R,=1207r = wave resistance in air (ohms).

The same distance (3) is also the radianlength in the
water, so the index of refraction is X/27r6 as diagrammed
in Fig. 1.

The conductivity of sea water is abodt 4 mhos/meter.
The lowest frequency in VLF service is about 15 kc, at
which the skin depth is 2.0 meters. The index of re-
fraction is 1600, so the direction of propagation in the
water is practically vertical. The attenuation with
depth is one napier per 2.0 meters, or 4.3 db/meter.

Vertical propagation downward in the water is ac-

complished by horizontal crossed electric and magnetic
fields. The orientation of these fields in azimuth is de-
termined by the direction of the wave over the surface.
There is practically no pickup by a submerged vertical
dipole of either kind, so there is no simple antenna for
omnidirective reception corresponding to the vertical
electric dipole above the surface. Omnidirective recep-
tion under the water is obtainable by a pair of crossed
horizontal dipoles coupled to the receiver in phase
quadrature. The further discussion is directed to a
single horizontal dipole, submerged to a depth greater
than the skin depth in the water.

The horizontal magnetic dipole is realized by a coil or
loop whose axis is horizontal. Fig. 2 shows a spherical
coil of radius a in the center of a spherical radome of
larger radius a'. The coil is filled with a core of mag-
netic ratio k. The radome is the boundary of insulating
material between the water outside and air inside. It is
assumed much smaller than the radian sphere of radius

in the water. Following the principles that are recog-
nized for small antennas in free space, we shall formu-
late the principal properties of the submerged coil an-
tenna.

The radiation power factor of the coil determines its
capabilities as an efficient radiator over a frequency
bandwidth. It is a measure of the power coupled to the
surrounding water, as compared with the reactive
power in the inductance.

27r
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Fig. 2—Coil in submerged radome.

a 3

P =   <<
a'(52 1/k + 1/2

in which
p =radiation power factor,
a =radius of sPherical coil,

a' =radius of spherical radome,
k =  magnetic ratio of core in coil.

As in the case of a coil in free space, this power factor is
proportional to the volume of the coil and is less for
greater radianlength. In this case it also is less for
greater size of radome. A greater magnetic ratio causes
lesser magnetic energy in the coil and thereby increases
the power factor.

The  interception area  of the coil is the usual concept
for formulating its ability to take some power from the
wave and make it available to a load. This area is here
defined with reference to the power density in the air
wave over the 'surface, so it can be compared with the
same rating for a coil in the air.

37,2d622d
Am — exp — —

2X3
(3)

in which
A m=interception  area of submerged magnetic dipole,

d =  depth of dipole from surface.
The first factor is the area before the attenuation by
depth, and the second factor is that attenuation.

The available power, as a basis for defining the inter-
ception area, is the power that the antenna could de-
liver to an ideal matched load, by tuning out the coil
reactance and matching the radiation resistance. As in
the case of a coil above the surface, the interception
area is determined by the environment of the coil and
is independent of the properties of the coil itself. This
area increases with the size of the radorne. The first
factor i• independent of the wavelength, since this di-
mension appears in both numerator (implicitly in 52)
and denominator.

A spherical coil as large as the radorne, with a perfect
magnetic core, is the ideal for fully utilizing the volume
of the enclosed air space to obtain the greatest power
factor of radiation. This would place a lower limit on
the size of radome required to realize a certain power
factor of radiation. If the radome is larger, the coil
may be smaller, may be of different shape, and may dis-
pense with the iron core„ For a submarine, it is more
important to reduce the size of the radome than to
economize in the weight of the coil and core.

The alternative kind of antenna is the horizontal
electric dipole, coupled with the water by conduction.
It is essentially a pair of electrodes having their outer
surfaces in contact with the water (directly,or through
thin dielectric walls of a radome). For cornparison in
the same spherical radome, the electric dipole is adapted
to a spherical space; its electrodes are spherical caps of
such size as to give nearly uniform field, inside the
sphere. •

Unlike the coil, the electric dipole has the negligible
reactance of short connecting wires. Its radiation re-
sistance is that of the water outside the radome, which
is of the order of 1 ohm. Therefore, the radiation power
factor is practically unity and there is no difficulty
coupling to a resonant circuit of any usual bandwidth.

The matched load for a spherical radome is a resist-
ance whose value is one half as great as that of the same
sphere filled with the same water. This is because the
external resistance of a sphere is one half as great as its
internal resistance if the mediums are the same. Such a
matched load is assumed for evaluating the available
power.

The interception area of the electric dipole is evalu-
ated on the same basis.

2d
exp — —

2X 5
in which

A, =  interception area of submerged electric dipole.

The first factor is dependent on the size of radome and
the wavelength but not on the conductivity of the water
(involved in the skin depth).

On the present assumption-Of a radome much smaller
than the radian sphere, the magnetic dipole or coil is
much .superior in its interception area.

Am/ A, = (5/ a')2 >> 1 (5)

This ratio of superiority is directly proportional to the
wavelength. As an example, take a radome of radius
a' =0.30 meter or 1 foot; in sea water at 15 kc, this
ratio of area or intercepted power is (2.0/0.30)2=44
(or 16.5 db).

In practice, the horizontal dipole may be rotated for
maximum pickup and for direction finding. Here the
coil has the advantage of convenience in rotation,

(2)

A, =
37,2a/ 3

(4)
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since the coil does not have to be very close to the wall
of the radome. -

Since the magnetic properties of air and water are
similar, and the magnetic field is horizontal in both, the
coil will operate nearly the same when above or below
the surface. On the other hand, the conduction proper-
ties are opposite, and the electric fields are respectively
vertical and horizontal, so the same electric dipole
cannot operate in both mediums.

It is concluded that the magnetic dipole or coil an-
tenna is the preferred kind for use on a submarine, and
has a great advantage if limited to the interior of a
small radome. Its radiation power factor and intercep-
tion area are defined and formulated as representing
its most significant ratings of performance.
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The Radiansphere Around a Small Antenna*
HAROLD A. WHEELERt, FELLOW, IRE

Summary—The "radiansphere" is the boundary between the
near field and the far field of a small antenna. Its radius is one
radianlength ()/27), at which distance the three terms of the field are
equal in magnitude. A "small"antenna is one somewhat smaller than
the radiansphere, but it has a "sphere of influence" occupying the
radiansphere. The power that theoretically can be intercepted by a
hypothetical isotropic antenna is that which flows through the radian-
sphere or its cross section, the "radiancircle."

From a small electric dipole, the far field of radiation is identified
as a retarded magnetic- field. Between two such dipoles, the far
mutual impedance is that of mutual inductance, expressed in terms
of space properties and the radiansphere.

A small coil wound on a perfect spherical magnetic core is con-
ceived as an ideal small antenna. Its radiation power factor is equal
to the ratio of its volume over that of the radiansphere. A fraction of
this ratio is obtainable in various forms of small antennas (C or L)
occupying a comparable amount of space.

A radiation shield, in the form of a conducting shell the size of the
radiansphere, enables separate measurement of radiation resistance
and loss resistance.

INTRODUCTION

T HE subject of small antennas deals With the
problems of effective radiation and interception

  by structures whose dimensions are much less
than one wavelength. This assumption of small size re-
duces to simplest terms the antenna properties and the-
resulting limitations in practical applications. The con-
cepts and rules to be presented are readily appreciated
and easily retained for future reference.

The scope of this paper is limited to some principles
and viewpoints that are elementary but have not pre-
viously been integrated and clearly presented. They
come from various sources and have been assembled by
the writer in the course of occasional studies and design
experience for widely diversified purposes over the past
15 years or so.

Several concepts appear to have been original with
the writer, although based on well-known principles,
The "radiansphere" is developed to describe the bound-
ary of the transition between near field and far field,
and is given significance as. the "sphere of influence."
The "radiancircle" is the interception area of the hypo-
thetical isotropic radiator. The "radiation power fac-
tor," previously introduced by the writer, is formulated
for an idealized spherical antenna much smaller than
the radiansphere. The "radiation shield," a spherical
conductor located at the radian sphere, is presented to
enable separate determination of radiation resistance

*Original manuscript received by the / RE, December 23, 1958:
revised manuscript received, April 14, 1959. This topic has been pre-
sented to meetings of graduate seminars in electrical engineering at
Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, Md.; December 2, 1954; and at
Polytech. Inst. of Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N. Y.: October 12, 1956.

t Wheeler l.abs., Great Neck, N. Y. 


and loss resistance, hence the radiation efficiency. The
mutual impedance between small dipoles is simple and
useful but seldom stated; here it is analyzed into the
three kinds of impedance components (C, R, L), and
is formulated directly in terms of the mean radiation
resistance of the sending and. receiving antennas.

After a list of symbols, the presentation will start
with a brief reference to each principal concept, stated
in the terminology to be used here.

SYMBOLS

(MRS units: meters, seconds, watts, volts, amperes,
ohms, henries, farads.)

1= length of small dipole (1<<X/27r)(1<<r)
r =radial distance (r>>l)
h =height above plane
a =radius of sphere (inductor)

A =area of small loop
.1 =interception area of antenna
V =volume (of sphere)
X = wavelength

X/hr =radianlength
= cycle frequency

2711= radian frequency
Z =impedance (complex)
R= resistance (radiation)
L= inductance
C=capacitance
I =current
17= voltage
E= electric field
II= magnetic field
Pi =power radiated from sending antenna

P2=power available from receiving antenna
R0=377 =wave resistance of square area of plane

wave in free space
Ao=magnetivity in free space
en =electrivity in free space

= magnetic ratio (in core of inductor)
n = number of turns (in coil of inductor)
p= RjcoL =  power factor (radiation)
g= power ratio of directivity

sub-a = inductor sphere
sub-r = radian sphere

sub-1, 2= sending, receiving (antennas)
sub-12 =mutual (between antennas)

*=subject to retardation by distance angle

Basic CONCEPTS

Rad ians phere

The radiansphere is a hypothetical sphere having a
radius of one radianlength from ale center of ;11) anIeBna

WL — 3 3
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much smaller than the sphere. Physically, it marks the
transition between the "near field" inside and the "far
field" outside. While sending, the radiation field com-
prises stored energy and radiating power, the former
predominating in the near field and the latter in the far
field. The radiansphere is a measure of the "sphere of
influence" of the antenna. It is a convenient reference
for all radial distances.

Radiancircle

The radiancircle is the projection of the radiansphere
and, conceived as such, is the interception area of the
hypothetical isotropic radiator (to be defined) [2].

Radianlength

The radianlength is 1/2r wavelength (denoted X/2r)
which appears in many formulas for antennas and
waves. Its principal significance is its role as the radius
of the radiansphere and radiancircle. Any length dimen-
sion (1) may be eppressed in terms of its ratio over the
radianlength (27r//X).

Wave Resistance

The wave resistance of free space (Ro = 120r =377
ohms) is the apparent resistance (VII or E/H) of a
square area of a plane wave in free space. It may be in-
cluded in any impedance formula to provide the re-
quired dimension (ohms) in a significant and convenient
form. For example, the reactance of an inductor usually
includes the factor coAo, for which may be substituted
Ro(2r/X) ; the latter more directly provides the same
dimensions, ohms per meter [5].

Small Antenna

A "small" antenna is one which is much smaller than
the radiansphere. Conversely, it is one operating at a
frequency so low that its sphere of influence is much
greater than its size. It is chiracterized by a small
power factor of radiation, meaning that its radiation re-
sistance is much less than the principal component of its
self-reactance. A small antenna is usually a simple elec-
tric or magnetic dipole. The near field depends on which
kind of dipole, while the far field is the same for either
kind. The electric dipole is a current element physically
realizable, while the magnetic dipole is a flux element
simulated by a current loop [5 ], [6].

Mutual Impedance

Fig. 1 shows the definition of the complex mutual im-
pedance (Z12) between two electric dipoles (as examples
of small antennas). It includes the attenuation of ampli-
tude and the retardation of angle with the distance
from sending antenna to receiving antenna [2 ], [3].

Efficiency

This is here defined as the maximum efficiency of
transmission from a first antenna to a second. It is equal
to the ratio of the power available from the second over
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Fig. 1—Definition of mutual impedance between

two small electric dipoles.

the power input to the first (P2/P1). For present pur-
poses, the associated connection circuits are assumed to
be free of dissipation. The second antenna delivers the
available power if its resistance is matched to a load re-
sistance while tuning out the reactance of both. If the
antennas are separated far enough to give low efficiency,
the efficiency may be expressed simply in terms of the
radiation resistance of both antennas and the magnitude
of mutual impedance therebetween (R1, R2, 1 Z121)[1],
[21, [4].

Isotrope

The isotropic radiator or isotrope is one which is con-
ceived to radiate the same in all directions over the
sphere in space. It is physically realizable in longitudinal
waves (such as sound) but not in transverse waves (such
as radio). In any case, it is a helpful concept as a ref-
erence for evaluating directivity [2 ], [4].

Directivity

The usual antennas concentrate their radiated power
in some part of the sphere in space. In the direction of
greatest concentration, the poWer ratio of directivity (g)
has its maximum value (greater than unity). Inversely,
we may say that effectively 1/g of the sphere is filled
with radiation. The doughnut pattern of a small dipole
fills 2/3 of the sphere, so g= 3/2 [2], [4].

Electric Dipole

The electric dipole is one that radiates by virtue of a
current flowing in a length of conductor and returning
through the capacitance in the surrounding space. By
reciprocity, when exposed to an electric field, it receives
an induced voltage proportional to its length. It is the
simplest type of radiator for theoretical analysis.

Magnetic Dipole

The magnetic dipole is one that radiates by virtue of
magnetic flux from the dipole returning through the
surrounding space. It is realized by current in a coil of
conductor having a certain total area of coaxial turns.
It is distinguished from the electric dipole in that the
current returns in the conductor and not in the space
capacitance. Its radiation may be computed by regard-
ing each small element of conductor as an electric
dipole. Some, but not all, of the general properties to be
stated for the electric dipole are valid also for the mag-
netic dipole.

receive

V2
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FAR COMPONENT OF MUTUAL IMPEDANCE
At radial distances much greater than the radian-

length, the dominant component of mutual impedance
is the one caused by the far field of radiation. Its magni-
tude may be computed from the mutual inductance
between current elements. In doing this, we consider
only the magnetic field, ignoring the electric field. The
only deficiency is the absence of the retardation caused
by the interaction of both fields.

Referring to Fig. 1, the mutual inductance between
the two short current elements is given by the Neumann
formula (Ramo-Whinnery), f9 ]

1712
/42 = Ago —4irr• (1)

From this is computed the mutual impedance, expressed
in terms of wave quantities:

Ro 11/2 1112 1112 „
= coLu = 	 — K0 — 6ur — • (2)

47r r(X/27) 2rX rX

The 47r in the denominator appears when formulating
a spherical problem in terms of rationalized (cylindrical)
units. It is notable that all length dimensions appear in
ratios, while the impedance dimension is provided by
Ro.

The phase angle of inductive reactance and the re-
tardation by distance are easily added to this formula,
as will be shown below in a complete formula.

In radial directions different from Fig. 1, the mag-
netic-field coupling is opposed in some degree by elec-
tric-field coupling to give the characteristic doughnut
pattern.

RADIATION RESISTANCE

Since the radiation resistance is determined by the
radiated power in the far field, it can be computed from
the simple formula for mutual impedance. We use also
the concept that the doughnut pattern fills only of
the sphere. The radiation field is

The radiated power, which determines the radiation re-
sistance (RI), is computed as the product of the
area of the distance sphere times the power density of
radiation outward through this sphere.

= RiI 1112 = —3-2 (4Tr2) I Es 12/Ro

2 Rot 27r/1 \  2

3 47 \ X ) 1112.

The radiation resistance is therefore

2 Ro 27r/1)2 (27r/1 y
= — — ( — = 20 — •

3 47r X X 


In this formula, the length of the dipole is expressed as
a fraction of the radianlength (27711/X).

Four such small dipoles may form the basis for com-
puting the radiation resistance of a small square loop
(of area Ai= 112).In a direction parallel to one pair of
sides, only the other pair radiate and they nearly cancel
each other. The residual far field is 27r/1/X of that of one
side because this is the angle of the difference of their
distance and retardation. The directive pattern is that
of a small magnetic dipole which, like the small electric
dipole, fills of the sphere in space. Therefore the radia-

. tion resistance of the loop is that of one side, multiplied
by the power ratio (27r/i/X)2.

= 2 Ro 2711‘ =

3 4-7r x 20(Lw2xL)4

A1 1 2
= 20

L(X/27r)  2
(6)

The strength of the equivalent magnetic dipole is pro-
portional to the area (A1). If there are several parallel
turns carrying the same current (II), the effective area
is the total area of all turns.

EFFICIENCY IN TERMS OF INTERCEPTION AREA

The avaifable-power efficiency (if small) is simply
formulated from the radiation quantities:

	

P2 1 Z12 1 2
(7)4R1R2

Substituting for these quantities in terms of length di-
mensions, and generalizing each R by changing from
to l/g:

P2 1r

Fl =  gIg2 \27rri

area of radian circle
 gigi=

area of distance sphere (8)

The last two forms were discovered by the writer [2];
the first form was published by Friis [4].

Fig. 2 illustrates this rule for the basic simple case of
two isotropes, while Fig. 3 does the same for the more
general case, exemplified by two small dipoles.

Since sending and receiving are reciprocal functions,
it is natural to identify the interception area of each one.
This is diagramed in Fig. 3, showing the area each pre-
sents to the other. Letting this area be A =  gr(X/2102=g
radiancircles, for each antenna, the efficiency becomes
[2], [4]:

P2 A1A2 A1A2

P1 (41114) 7r(1/4/ 2r) 2 r 2X2

(distance sphere)(radiancircle)

(sending area)(receiving area)
• (9)

lZnI

I E2 I =
V2 R0= 1 Z12/1 1 _ _ 11

I II I • • (3)
12 12 47r r(X/27r)




7r(X/27r) 2
= glg2

• 47rr2
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d1::z 	 e Fig. 4—Intermediate area of interception for two

antennas over plane ground.

2—Area of interception for two isotropas.

g x aro% of

CL7 =

3—Area of interception for two small dipoles.

13y the simple formulas, two isotropes at a distance of
one radiaidength have a coupling efficiency of This
is approximately valid, being in the transition between
hi:di and low efficiency. In general, this occurs at a
distance of v"gig2 radianlengths, by (8). At lesser dis-
tance.;, the interaction complicates the formula for
efficiency.

'Hie mutual impedance may be expressed in terms of
the values of radiation resistance by rearranging (7)
and (8).

	

Zi21 = 2-VR1R.20)27/5-1 = 	 .Vgic2RIR2. (10)
27rr

This is a corollary to the theorem of interception area
PI. It was independently discovered by Fluntoon at
NIKS during the war while studying- the problem of
proximity fuzes

The receiving antenna reradiates an amount of power
equal to the available power it delivers to the matched
load. If instead the antenna is tuned without itlding any
resistance, the received current is doubled. The second
antenna then reradiates four times its available power..
This rule is linnted to a small antenna.

A large fiat array widi a reflector can be designed to
intercept.all the power iilcident on its area. Its power
ratio of directivity, by comparison with the isotope, is
then

area -12r(area) area
g ==

7r(X/2702 radiancircle 


If the area is covered by many dipoles pitched -1- wave-
length in a rectangular array, the power ratio of direc-
tivity is seen to be  ir  times the number of dipoles.

Two antennas may be located above the ground at
heights so low that there is near-cancellation of direct
and reflected waves. Fig. 4 shows the geometry of such
a case. It is assumed that the path difference is less than
one radianlength  (101,<rX147r)  and that the ground is
a liat surface with a reflection coefficient of minus one
(which, is typical of imperfect conductors near grazing
incidence). I t can be shown. that

21/1//2
=-\,/gog2Ri.R2;

P2 /11 2

	

= gig2 (—r2- . (121

Taking the partial' distances as shown,

hi
ri = r   ;

Iii + /12

The intermediate height  (Ii)  is that of the direct line
over the point of reflection:

2141,2
h =   1/11 = 1-(1/h1 -1- 1/112).  (14)

hi -I- /12

This is taken as the radius of an intermediate circular
area. It is found that the transmission efficiency is the
product of two values, one computed by (9) from the
first antenna to the intermediate circle, and the other
from this circle to the second antenna. The proximity
of the ground has the effect of an intermediate aperture
as shown.

ALL COMPONENTS OF MFTFAI, IMPEDANCE

In Fig. 1, the complex mutual impedance of two small
dipoles has three terms at distances much greater than
the dimension of the dipoles but not necessarily greater
than the radianlength. These components are readily
derived from the formula for the transverse electric
field given in textbooks:

(11)

•r2 = r 	
hi +

(13 )

.j2711 _i27/0 j2irr1-(  2 X + (.X \- 1 exp .
Z12 = -Itr X X L \j274 riJ-7r X

(ohms) (length  (C) (R) (L)  (retard)
(sphere) angles) (distance angle)

(15)
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The coefficient in front of the brackets [ ] is equal to
—4-VRIR2, in terms of radiation resistance. In Ramo-
Whinnery [9] is found an expression which emphasizes
the significance of the three components (C, R, L); this
expression is revised as follows to give, the three com-
ponents the dimensions of impedance:

1112
Zi2 = - (1/jC4E0r RO  jawor) exp — j2irr/X. (16)

4irr2

This form is instructive and is also useful for evaluating
the equivalent circuit elements (C, R, L). The preceding
form (15) is the ultimate in dimensional simplicity.

Fig. 5 shows the network equivalent to two small
dipoles, giving a breakdown of the three components of
mutual impedance, and their variation with distance
(r). They are marked (*) to denote that they are subject
to retardation with distance.

•Fig. 6 shows the variation of the three components
with distance. At a distance of one radianlength, the
three components are equal in magnitude, so that first
and third cancel, leaving only the resistance. At lesser
distances, the capacitive coupling predominates; at
greater distances, the inductive coupling predominates,
as derived above for the far field.

In any other direction, these components are modi-
fied. The far component disappearS if either dipole is in
line with the radial distance.

SPHERICAL SMALL ANTENNA

In relation to a spherical wave and the radiansphere,
the ideal shape of a small antenna might be spherical.
There is one such antenna that is significant. It is a
"magnetic dipole" simulated by a spherical inductor
[10], [12].

Fig. 7 shows such an inductor. Its winding is pitched
uniformly in the axial direction. Its core may be filled
with magnetic material (km).

If the length of wire is much less than the resonant
length, the magnetic field inside is uniform, and outside
has the same pattern as that of a small Magnetic dipole.
(Such an inductor is mentioned by Maxwell but is
seldom found in the more recent literature; the writer
made use of this concept about 1941.)

The inductance of this sphere is

2r • 1 

L = — uoan2
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Its radiation resistance is

R = 27_r Ron2 prayy

3\ X )

Its inductive reactance is

2r •27ra
=Ron'coL—

+ 2/k.

1 


2/k.)

1

3X 1 + 2/k.

l/juj 1/jwe3.2* Urri
I X 13

R12* cx L-2 =—)2. jairr

'1°1'12* e4 (-JiTr)1

Z12

Fig. 5—Network equivalent to two small electric dipoles.

near field

2vr
1/2 1 2

\ L
far field

(logarithmic scalet)
\

Fig. 6—Variation of components of mutual impedance.

Therefore the radiation power factor is

p = R/cd, =
Cray 	 1

X ) 1 + 2/k„,

volume of inductor sphere 1

volume of radiansphere 1 71- 2/k„,

This relation reaches the ultimate simplicity for the
ideal case of a perfect magnetic core (km= 00) so that
there is no stored energy inside the coil. This limiting
case is represented in Fig. 8.

The radiansphere may be regarded as a hypothetical
inductor whose internal energy is the stored energy of
the magnetic field, and whose external energy is the
radiating power. The small antenna radiates by virtue
of its coefficient of coupling with the radiansphere; the
above ratio (20) is proportional to the square of this
coefficient of coupling.

PRACTICAL SMALL ANTENNAS

In a previous paper, the writer has treated the topic
of practical small antennas [5]. Special emphasis was
placed on the role of the volume occupied by the an-
tenna in determining its radiation power factor. A
cylindrical volume was taken as a basis for comparing
electric dipoles with magnetic dipoles (air-core coils).

Z1

12121 relative to value

at one radianlength

(20)
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Fig. 7—Spherical inductor.

Fig. 8—Spherical inductor in radiansphere.

Some of the most common forms of small antennas
are of such shape that the occupied volume is no longer
significant. This is true of an electric dipole made of a.
straight wii.e or rod or tower. It is also true of a magnetic
dipole made of a thin loop of wire. Either of these would
require a certain size of sphere to contain it. Since this
volume is only partially utilized, it is presumptive that
the antenna would have a radiation power factor much
less than the theoretical upper limit for this size of

•sphere.
The opposite extreme is a flat capacitor with air-

dielectric or a long inductor with air core. In these
cases, the radiation power factor approaches a lower
limit of 2/9 the value for an ideal sphere (with perfect
magnetie core) of the same volume.

It is interesting to compare two small antennas of op-
posite kinds occupying the same circular-cylindrical
space, namely the disk capacitor (C) and the solenoid
inductor (L), each having an air core. The shape chosen
is a cylinder of equal diameter and height. As compared
with an ideal sphere of the same volume (having no
energy stored inside), each kind has a power factor less
than the ideal by the following factors:

8 2
— — = 0.57
r 9

(

3ir

1 + _4 )1 0.32.

9

In this rating, the power factor of the capacitor is abOut

twice that of the inductor. However, the latter can be

increased by a factor of two or more by inserting an iron

core, while the former cannot be increased by any
known materials.

The comparison with air cores brings out a basic dif-
ference between the two kinds. The external (useful)
stored energy of the capacitor is about of the total,
while that of the inductor is about I. This is because the
inside and outside flux paths differ in impedance in a
ratio of about two to one; these paths are in parallel for
the capacitor and in series for the inductor. Decreasing
the effective length of internal flux path by inserting
some material has the effect of increasing the stored
energy in the Capacitor but decreasing it in the inductor.
The latter is advantageous.

If a small antenna is restricted in its maximum di-
mension but not in its occupied volume, the radiation
power factor is increased by utilizing as much as possible
of the volume of a sphere whose diameter is equal to
this dimension. The cylinder discussed above is a good
practical compromise. The practical limitations of
capacitor and inductor are only slightly different, so the
choice may be determined by other considerations (such
as wave polarization, loss power factor, associated cir-
cuits, construction, and environment).

A special case is a small antenna operating under-
ground or underwater. These mediums are dissipative
toward a electric field but not a magnetic field. There-
fore the loop antenna is much to be preferred for effi-
ciency of radiation in either of these environments [11].

RADIATION SHIELD

For purposes of measurement, it may be desired to
remove the radiation resistance of a small antenna while
retaining its other properties (loss resistance, capaci-
tance, inductance). This can be accomplished to a close
approximation by enclosing the antenna in a radiation
shield which ideally is a perfectly conducting spherical
shell whose inner surface is located at the radiansphere.
(See Fig. 8, for example.) This prevents the radiation
while causing little disturbance of the near field. In
practice, the size, shape, and material are not critical.
A cylinder with one or both ends open may suffice.

The writer devised this test for a very small loop
antenna operating at a frequency such that the radian-
sphere had a convenient size; the loop was in an oscil-
lating circuit so the radiation shield caused an increase
in the amplitude of oscillation. The increase in ampli-
tude was a measure of the radiation efficiency. In
general, the radiation shield enables the separate deter-
mination of loss resistance and radiation resistance.

CONCLUSION

The radiansphere around a small antenna is logically
regarded as the boundary between the near field of
stored energy and the far field of radiating power. There
is not a definite boundary but rather a transition, since
the terms associated with the near field predominate in-
side and those associated with the far field predominate
outside. The interception area defined for the hypo-

C:


L:
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thetical isotropic antenna is the area of the radiancircle,
a projection of the radiansphere, so the latter is logically
regarded as the sphere of influence of such an antenna.
An idealized small spherical antenna is found to have a
radiation power factor equal to the ratio of its volume
over that of the radiansphere. A radiation shield is de-
scribed whose ideal location is at the radiansphere. All
of these concepts are helpful in visualizing and remem-
bering the rules governing small antennas, especially
their near field and far field.
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Radio-Wave Propagation in the Earth's Crust"
Harold A. Wheeler

(February 26, 1960)

There is a reasonable basis for postulating the existence of a useful waveguide deep in
the earth's crust, of the order of 2 to 20 km below the surface. Its dielectric is basement
rock of very low conductivity. Its upper boundary is formed by the conductive layers near
the surface. Its lower boundary is formed by a high-temperature conductive layer far below
the surface, termed the "thermal ionosphere" by analogy to the well-known "radiation
ionosphere" far above the surface.

The electrical conductivity of the basement rock has not been explored. An example
based on reasonable estimates indicates that transmission at 1.5 kc/s might be possible for
a distance of the order of 1500 km.

This waveguide is located under land and sea over the entire surface of the earth. It
may be useful for radio transmission from the shore to a submarine on the floor of the ocean.
The sending antenna might be a long conductor in a drill hole deep in the basement rock;
the receiving antenna might be a vertical loop in the water.

In the earth's crust, there appears to be a deep
waveguide that has not yet been explored. This
waveguide extends under all the surface area, so
it suggests the possibility of wave propagation under
the ocean floor. This might enable communication
from land to a submarine located on or near the
ocean floor. If below a certain depth, it happens
that the excess radio noise from electric storms would
become weaker than thermal noise, and no other
source of appreciable radio noise is. recognized.

Thiswaveguide comprises basement rock as a
Aectric between upper and lower Clanductive

boundaries. The upper boundary is formed of the
well-known geological strata located between the
surface and the basement rock, with conductivity
provided by electrolytic solutions and semiconductive
minerals. The lower boundary is provided by high-
temperature conductivity in the basement rock.

In concept, the lower boundary is similar to the
usual ionosphere, being formed by gradually increas-
ing conductivity. In the usual ionosphere [Wait,
1957], caused by extraterrestrial radiation, the con-
ductivity increases with height. In the present
case, however, the conductivity increases with depth
and is caused by the increasing temperature in the
dielectric material. Therefore it may be designated
as the "inverted ionosphere" or "thermal iono-
sphere."

Figure 1 shows how this waveguide may be used
for communication from a shore sending station (S)
to an underwater receiving station (R). The latter
may be a submarine on the bottom of the ocean.
The sender launches a vertically polarized transverse-
electro-magnetic (TEM) wave by means of a vertical
wire projecting into the basement rock. The wave
is propagated in the deep waveguide between the
surface conductor and the thermal ionosphere.
Some power from the wave leaks out of the wave-

I Contribution from Wheeler Laboratories, Great Neck, N.Y., and Develop-
mental Engineering Corp., Leesburg, Va.

2 Paper presented at Conference 071 the Propagation of ELF Radio Waves,
-- ander, Colo., January 27, 1960. 
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FIG LIRE 1. Communication through the deep waveguide under

the ocean.

guide into the ocean just above, and is sampled by
an antenna at the receiver.

Figure 2 shows an arrangement for the sender
antenna. It is a long conductor (pipe) sunk into a
drill hole filled with oil insulation. The example
shown has conducting material down to a depth of
about 1 km. Through this layer of earth, there is
an outer pipe which forms the outer conductor of a
coaxial transmission line. This pipe is in contact
with a conducting surface such as water or radial
wires in the ground. Below this layer of earth, the
inner conductor extends further about 2 km into
the basement-rock dielectric. This extension radiates
into the waveguide in the usual manner.

wATER

CONDUCTOR I km

WAVEGUIDE
( TEM MODE)

2 km

L  -a

FIGURE 2. Sender antenna in the deep waveguide.
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FIG URE 3. Variation of conductivity with depth to f orm- the

deep waveguide.

Figure 3 shows how the temperature and the
resulting conductivity may vary with depth, espe-
cially in the basement rock at depths exceeding a
few kilometers. This diagram will be used to explain
the expected behavior of the deep waveguide. At
depths of about 2 to 20 km, the basement rock is
indicated to have such low conductivity that it is
a dielectric suitable for wave propagation. Above
and below this dielectric, the conductivity is high
enough to serve the function of boundaries for the
waveguide.

The upper boundary is fairly well defined, in a
depth of the order of 1 km (perhaps down to several
kilometers). Its conductivity, in the most common
materials, ranges from a maximum of 4 mhos/m in
sea water down to about 10-4 in rather dry noncon-
ductive minerals.

The dielectric layer, shown between depths of
about 2 and 20 km, may have very low conductivity,
of the order of 10-6 to 10-11 mho/m. The lowest
conductivity is observed in fused quartz, but prob-
ably is not found in nature. The present plan is
useful if the conductivity is around 10-8 or lower.
The dielectric constant is about 6.

The lower boundary has some unusual properties.
(These are also characteristic of the ionosphere at
frequencies below VLF.) The gradual increase of
conductivity [Van Hippel, 1954] provides an effective
boundary for each kind of field, that for the electric
field being closer than that for the magnetic field.
In each case, there •is a sort of skin depth in the
boundary [Wheeler, 1952]. Both of these boundaries
make comparable contributions to the total dissipa-
tion factor of the waveguide, whith determines the
exponential attenuation rate.

X

0

0_

The location of each boundary depends on the
frequency, the conductivity, and the rate of chanve
of conductivity with depth. In the example to
outlined, these boundaries occur at temperatures
the range of 300 to 600 °C.

As an example of tbe behavior that might be
expected in this waveguide, the following numerical
values are suggested.

Frequency
Dielectric constant
Wavelength (in dielectric)
Effective boundaries of E field (depths)
Effective boundaries of jIT field (depths)
Skin depth for 13field (lower boundary)
Skin depth for M field (lower boundary)
Length of radiator (in waveguide)
Reactance of radiator

Effective length of radiator
Radiation resistance (in waveguide)
Other resistance
Radiation efficiency
Average power factor of E and iVI fields, about
Napier distance (for wave attenuation)
Decibel distance (for wave attenuation)
100—db distance

If these values are to be experienced, communica-
tion ranges of the order of 1500 km will be possible
under the surface of the earth.

The assumptions for this example are based on
prelimMary estimates of the best conditions that are
at all likely to be realized. The high-temperature
conductivity needed for the lower boundary is typical
of quartz and other similar minerals. The extremely
low Conductivity at lower temperatures is unlikel—
but need not be quite so low to provide a dielect
that could give the indicated performance.

As for the properties of the basement rock, it is
very doubtful how low its conductivity may be.
Its seismic properties are explored but not its
electrical conductivity. Its principal chemical com-
ponents are known, but apparently not its small
content of "impurities" that may determine the
conductivity. It seems that core samples have been
made to only a small depth (less than 1 km) in the
basement rock, presumably because there has been
little prospect of valuable mineral products at a
reasonable cost. It is notable that some tests show
a trend toward lower conductivity (below 10-6) in
the transition from the surface layers into the base-
ment rock. A continuation of this trend may enable
such perlonnance as is indicated in the example.

Returning to the waveguide properties, the TEM
mode (with vertical polarization) is the one that has
the greatest probability of enabling long-range
communication. It is the only propagating mode
at frequencies below about 2 kc/s (including the
above example).

This preliminary study has indicated that the
deep waveguide is probably a definite physical
phenomenon. The properties of its dielectric and
boundaries are not known quantitatively, so it is
uncertain to what distances this waveguide may be
useful for communication or related purposes. Some
rather optimistic assumptions as to these propertioa

1.5 kc/s
6
80 km
1-18 km
1-27 km
1.5 km
4 km
2 km
1600

ohms
1 km
0.4 ohms
20 ohms
0.02
0.1
130 km
15 km
1500 kin
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lead one to speculate on distances of the order of

1500 km. While the deep waveguide extends under

entire surface of land and sea, it is most needed
radio transmission to a submarine on the ocean

floor, because this location is shielded from the usual
radio waves above the surface.

This concept occurred to the writer recently
during discussions with Lester H. Carr and his
associates in Developmental Engineering Corpora-
tion, notably L. E. Rawls, G. F. Leidorf, and their
geological consultant, P. Parker. The opportunity 


of working with this group is acknowledged: with
appreciation.
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If the ion-electron gas is in diffusive equilibrium on the top-
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6300 A Arc with outer-zone radiation on November 28, 1959,
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Gartlein, .1. Geophys. Research 65, No. 9, 2759-2766 (Sept.
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During a severe geomagnetic storm on November 28, 1959,
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with optical emissions from the atmosphere beneath. Very
intense narrow zones of radiation were detected over a visible
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was harder toward low latitudes. On three subsequent passes
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k arc, whose brightness diminished as the radiation zones

:came less intense. The correlation is discussed.

Seasonal variations in the twilight enhancement of [01] 5577,
L. R. Megill, P. M. Jamnick, and J. E. Cruz, J. Atmospheric
and Terrest. Phys. 18, No. 4, 309-314 (Aug. 1960).
Measurements of the twilight enhancement of [011 5577 were
obtained during the period September 1957 to December
1958 at Rapid City, S.]). All these measurements were
normalized to the intensity at sunset or sunrise at a height
of 100 km. The results obtained indicate that there was a
seasonal dependence of the twilight enhancement of [OI]
5577 emission. The enhancement occurred most frequently
in the autumn and winter months, the maximum occurring
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during the spring and summer months.

Some magnetoionic phenomena of the Arctic E-region,
J. W. Wright, J. Atmospheric and Terrest. Phys. 18, No. 4,
276-2S9 (Aug. 1960).
Several unusual phenomena of .E-region ionogram echoes
obtained at Thule, Greenland (mag. dip 85.5°) are described.
They are explained as the effects of electron collisions on the
propagation of radio waves at high-magnetic latitudes. The
third magnetoionic component (Z-ccho) is explained in this
way and several of its distinguishing features arc explained
and illustrated. New phenomena demonstrate the existence
of an E-pause (valley above h,„„„ E), and permit the measure-
ment of electron densities and collision frequencies therein.

Widely separated clocks with microsecond synchronization
and independent distribution systems, T. L. Davis and R. H.
Doherty, IRE Wescon Cone. Record 4, pl. 5, 3-17 (1960).
In a majority of timing applications, a problem exists in
setting two or more clocks to agree with one another.
Present teelmiques using WWV or other high frequency
broadcasts allow clocks to be synchronized within one
millisecond. This paper offers an improvement in synchroni-

, tion of three orders of magnitude.

I Microsecond synchronization is obtained by use of the
Loran-C navigation system as the link between a master
clock at Boulder, Colorado, and any slaved clock anywhere
in the Loran-C service area.
The timing system also includes a unique method for distribu-
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The National Bureau of Standards

announces a three-week course in

Radio Propagation -

July 31 to August 18, 1961

Central Radio Propagation Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado

This course is designed to provide a discussion of the fundamentals of radio propagation, the latest advances
in the state of the art, and the application of this knowledge to the design and development of communication
systems. Tropospheric Propagation and Ionspheric Propagation will be considered in two separate sections
which may be taken individually or in succession. Details of this course may be obtained from the Educational
Director at the address given below.

The course will consider communication via the entire range of useable radio frequencies and will extend
into the modes of propagation which are being explored for the future. In both sections the continuing emphasis
will be on those elements of propagation wlnch affect system design and frequency allocation.

In addition to the subject matter mentioned above the two sections will include discussion of the following:

Tropospheric Propagation (July 31-August 4, 1961)

The effect of atmospheric turbulence, and of both normal and unusual atmospheric strati3cation,
upon the refraction and attenuation of radio waves . . . Climatology of the atmospheric radio refractive
index and its measurement by refractometers or weather data . . . Diffraction and reflection from irreg-
ular terrain and absorption by trees and buildings . . . The phase stability of microwave signals and its
effect upon systems of tracking, guidance, and geodetic measurement . . . Mechanisms of tropospheric
propagation . . Variability of transmission loss and the theoretical basis for transmission loss predic-
tion . . . Modulation studies and techniques . . . Methods for predicting the probability of satisfactory
point-to-point communication, broadcast coverage, and communication via satellites.

Ionospheric Propagation (August 7-18, 1961)

'rheory of radio wave propagation via the ionosphere, from the very lowest frequencies to micro-
waves . . . The distorting effects of ionospheric irregularities and dispersion on broad-band radio
signals . . A description of the ionosphere — its spatial and temporal variations and their predictabil-

ity . . . Transmission loss and its variability as a function of frequency and other system parameters . . .
Special problems of earth-space communication . . . Statistical character and average power of atmos-
pheric, cosmic, and artificial radio noise . . . Characterization of the propagation medium as a time-
variant communication channel . . . Consideration of perturbations of amplitude and phase, multipath
propagation, and noise as factors affecting modulation techniques, and the capacity and reliability of
systems . . . Prediction of performance of ionospheric radio systems for communication, detection and
positioning, navigation and timing.

Prerequisites: Tuition:
A bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering, Tropospheric Propagation—SI 00
Physics, or other suitable academic or practical Ionospheric Propagation—$200
experience. Entire course—$300

Registrations will be limited and early application should be made to ensure consideration. Further
details of the course and registration forms will be available March 1, 1961, from: Edmund Ii. Brown, Educa-
tional Director, Boulder Laboratories, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado.
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VLF Propagation Under the Ionosphere in the Lowest
Mode of Horizontal Polarization

Harold A. Wheeler


Contribution From the Wheeler Laboratories, Great Neck, N.Y.

In the lower part of the VIII  band, around 4 kc/s, it appears that the lowest rate of
attenuation is obtainable by horizontal polarization in the TE-01 mode. This offers a
substantial advantage relative to vertical polarization in the usual TM-01 mode and the
simple TM-00 or TEM mode. Some types of antennas are found to be suitable for the
TE-0 I mode, namely, a horizontal wire above ground or a vertical loop, either one located
in a plane perpendicular to the direction of transmission. A theoretical study is summarized,
leading to the conclusion that this mode offers some unique features and is suitable for
transmission to distances of the order of 4,000 km.

1. Introduction

The practical utilization of the VLF band has
been limited to vertical polarization, and the same
is true ormost theoretical studies. It now appears
that there is a part of the frequency spectrum which
would be best utilized by the use of horizontal
polarization.

Practical util ization of the VLF band (3 to 30 kc/s)
hos been limited to the upper part (10 to 30 kc/s) where

nittedly the most efficient transmission under the
woosphere appears to be obtained by vertical
polarization. The prospects for the lower part
(3 to 10 kc/s) have been dimmed by the observation of
maximum attenuation ofnoise (at 3 to 4 kc/s) but
it has not been sufficiently emphasized that this
handicap applies only to vertical polarization.'

The appreciation of this fact about 4 years ago
encouraged the writer to consider the alternative of
horizontal polarization for utilization of frequencies
in the lower part of the VLF band (say around 4
kc/s). The resulting theoretical studies indicate
the utility of this part of the spectrum is best utilized
by horizontal polarization.

It is found that a single mode of HP, the TE-01
mode, promises the lowest rate of attenuation or all
modes, in a limited range of the spectrum. The
principal advantage is the more effective reflection
from the ionosphere. Another advantage is the use
of a single mode as distinguished from a mixture of
the two principal modes of vertical polarization, the
usual TM-01 and the simple Tm—ooor TEM.

The use of a different mode naturally introduces
opportunities and problems that are challenging.
These will be presented and summarized in support
of the thesis. The essential characteristics of
different types of antennas will be compared. An
example (computed for 4 kc/s) indicates that useful
transmission is possible to distances of the order of

00 km. 


2. Theory of Propagation

Propagation with horizontal polarization under
the ionosphere has some major differences from
vertical polarization, in regard to its behavior and
limitations. Therefore it is essential to have a
clear view of these distinctions.

In order to present the subject in proper pre-
spective, it will be necessary to compare the hori-
zontally polarized mode with its closest competitors,
the lowest two of the vertically polarized modes.
These different modes are designated as follows:

Vertical polarization, TM-00 or TEM mode.
Vertical polarization, TM-01 mode.
Horizontal polarization, TE-01 mode.

These designations follow the pattern of mode num-
bers in a rectangular waveguide. The first digit (0)
denotes uniform field across the width, which re-
sults -from the absence of side walls. The second
digit (0 or 1) denotes the number of "half-wave"
cycles of field variation in the height of the wave-
guide. There is a recognizable correlation between
these designations and the same or similar ones in
use by other writers.

Figure 1 shows the field pattern of the subject
mode, TE-01, characterized by horizontal polariza-
tion or the electric field (E) . The upper and lower
boundaries of the waveguide. are the ionosphere and
the ground (land or water), separated by the effective
height (h). The magnetic field (H) has a vertical
component and also has a component in the direc-
tion of propagation, which are related to the concept
of two component waves with oblique propagation.
Each "half-wave" cycle of the field pattern is asso-
ciated with a half-wavelength in the guide ()Xg).

The principal discussion of the waveguide behavior
will be based on magnetic-dipole (loop) antennas
at the sending and receiving ends (S and R) . The
vertical loop is the one kind of antenna which is
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IONOSPHERE

TE -01 MODE ( HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION )

FIGURE 1. Wave propagation in TE-0.1 mode under ionosphere.

adapted to all three modes. Its operation in "ver-
tical polarization" is well known, in that the trans-
verse magnetic field (TM) is horizontal. Its
operation in horizontal polarization is unusual, in
that the horizontal longitudinal component of
magnetic field is the principal component near the
boundaries (ionosphere and ground). Therefore
the loop axis is along the line of propagation, a
direction which gives no radiation in free space.
Here it does couple with, the waveguide mode.
This may be explained by its substantial radiation
in the oblique directions of propagation of the pair
of component waves in the guide.

Figure 1 shows how vertical loops in coaxial rela-
tion may be used on the ground for sending and
receiving (S and R). On aircraft at a substantial
altitude, the horizontal component of magnetic field
decreases while the vertical component increases
(respectively reaching zero and maixmum at )g1,) .
Therefore a horizontal loop on an aircraft may serve
as a receiving antenna (R').

By comparison with figure 1, the vertically polar-
ized modes have different patterns with only hori-
zontal magnetic Geld. The TM-00 or TEM mode
has uniform vertical electric field terminating on the
boundaries. The TM-01 mode has a vertical com-
ponent of electric field of maximum value but oppo-
site polarity at the upper and lower boundaries.
Also it has a horizontal component in the direction of
propac''mtion, which is not usually utilized.

Forthis study, the following ionosphere conditions
are assumed; they are believed to be typical of the
actual range of conditions:

Effective height of ionosphere: h =7 5 km.
Cutoff wavelength of 01 modes: X0=21i=150 km.
Cutoff frequency: j",=2 kc/s.

These conditions are based on the concept that the
boundaries behave as fairly good conductors.

This concept fails for the TM-01 mode under
usual VLF operating conditions (10 to 30 kc/s); this
will be taken into account in drawing conclusions.
Under the extreme conditions of low conductivity
and high frequency, the upper boundary behaves
more like a magnetic wall (open-circuit instead of
short-cirouit), the phase of reflection. being reversed.
This concept would lead to a mode designated TM-




0f and a nominal cutoff frequency of 1 kc/s. How-
ever, the latter is not realized, because this concep+
not applicable near cutoff.

As mentioned above, the waveguide behavior can
be explained in terms of a pair of oblique waves
reflected from the boundaries. Figure 2 shows this
familiar concept as applied to the present subject,
particularly the TE-01 and TM-01 modes. The
sending antenna, with its images in the boundaries,
forms a pair of waves that are incident on the
boundaries at an elevation angle (i/i) from parallel
(grazing incidence). These waves undergo reflection
at the boundaries. At the ionosphere, the reflection
coefficient (p) is less than unity and this deficiency
causes a loss in propagation out to the transmission
radius (r). Corresponding loss in the ground reflec-
tion (not shown) is much less and will be ignored.
The propagation loss may be computed from the
reflection loss multiplied by the number of reflections.

The ionosphere may be described in terms of its
conductivity (a) and some resulting derived factors,
as follows:

(

1 2

Dissipation factor: p=-'=r=2 --2—
coe 2-ira

Skin depth: 6= 	

27ra 4ir /=  h..)
X N 30o-A=1.

in which

(r=conductivity, uniform above a certain level
of altitude (mhos/meter).

co=?Arf=radian frequency (radians/second).
6= 8.85 X 10 - '2= electrivity (electric permittiv-

ity) in free space, including ionosphere
(farads/meter).

X=free-space wavelength corresponding to the
operating frequency (meters).

.Re=377=free-space wave resistance across a

square area of wave front (ohms)

(5=skin depth on surface of conductor (meters).

p, 8 )
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In these formulas, the ionosphere is taken to have

"mire conductivity," free of electricity; hence they

valid only if the displacement currents are much
less than the conduction currents at any frequency
under consideration.

It is noted that the ionosphere has a gradual
transition of conductivity, rather than the definite
boundary here assumed. This factor will be dis-
cussed further on.

Figure 2 shows incidentally the relations between
the radiation patterns of a ground antenna (S) and
its coupling with the waveguide mode. These pat-
terns are cross sections of the familiar "doughnut"
pattern in various orientations. Each of these
patterns is obtainable by a well-known simple
antenna, such as a vertical wire, a raised horizontal
wire, or a vertical loop with proper orientation.

The HP pattern is that of a vertical (axial) loop
or a raised horizontal (transverse) wire. It shows
zero radiation in the direction from S to R. How-
ever, it shows substantial (less than maximum)
radiation in the oblique direction of propagation of
a component wave in the guide. Therefore it gives
substantial coupling between the antenna and the
TE-01 mode of horizontal polarization.

The elevation angle (4,) of oblique propagation in
the waveguide is defined as follows:

sin 1//=A/A,; cos 1,G=A/A„; tan 4,=) ,/X, (3)

in which X, is the so-called "guide wavelength."
As previously mentioned, the attenuation in
Jpigation may be computed from the reflection

toss, as determined by the elevation angle and the
conductivity. This concept fails for the TM-00
mode, in which the elevation angle is zero, so it is
not adequate for comparison of the three modes
under consideration.

We return to the familiar viewpoint of waveguide
modes, between conductive boundaries giving nearly
complete reflection. The resulting attenuation can
be computed from simple formulas, to be given.
The relative attenuation in the three modes is
graphed in figure 3. The simplest mode (TM-00) is
taken as a reference, because it propagates over the
entire frequency range.

The following formulas give the attenuation in
each of the three modes for the present configura-
tion, in the limiting case of nearly complete reflection
at the walls [Marcuvitz, 1951],

1 27r5 2orr.
TM-00 (VP) : a0=Lin: (4)

Here the height (h) is replaced by wavelength at
cutoff (-1-A,) for the other two modes, although this
mode has no cutoff.

TIVI-01 (VP) : a„ =
2ir X, X X
1 278 271-7'

(5)

a,/a0=2/cos (6) 
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FIGURE 3. Relative attenuation of propagation in modes

TM-00, TM-01, and TE-01.

TE-01 (HP): ah
_ 1 27-5 2ri' X,
— 2ir X, X, X, (7)

a9/a0=2 sin20cos str=2 sin 4. tang/ (8)

ah/a,-=(X/X,)2-=s1112 4/. (9) 2

In these formulas a is the attenuation (napiers) for
the radial distance (r) .

it is noted that this attenuation is only the com-
ponent caused by dissipation in the upper boundary.
This is added to the basic attenuation caused by
radial divergence of the wave from sender to re-
ceiver. From the mode viewpoint in the present
situation, this is a cylindrical wave guided between
parallel plane conductors.

Referring to figure 3, the horizontal scale is the
wavelength ratio (A/A,) which is inversely proportional
to frequency; this is chosen to present the entire
range of propagation on a finite scale. Also it shows
clearly the limiting conditions far from cutoff.

The two modes associated with oblique propaga-
tion have attenuation increasing toward the cutoff
frequency. This may be explained by .the increas-
ing number of reflections in covering the distance.

The dissipation is caused by magnetic field at the
upper boundary. Far from cutoff, the HP mode has
the maximum concentration of magnetic field mid-
way between the boundaries, so the dissipation is
much the least of the three modes. This is analogous
to the familiar TE-01 mode in circular waveguide.
As in that case, the TE-01 mode between parallel
planes has the least attenuation of all modes, far

2 'Phis equation (9) is in agreement with a formula of J. R. Wait [1960].
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from cutoff. The marginal condition is For a stable transmission over a long range from
one point to another, it is preferable to utilize only
waveguide mode. Figure :3 shows the two mod
with vertical polarization, and furthermore shows
that they are equal in attenuation at some frequency
near 4 kc/s. Diurnal variation of the ionosphere
height will cause a variation of several cycles in their
relative yhase at the receiver. Therefore we have
the possibility of slow periodic fading and occasional
deep fading, in contrast to stable transmission.

On the other hand, there is only one mode with
horizontal polarization and maximum amplitude.
In the range of 3 to 5 kc/s, we may consider the utili-
zation of this TE-01 mode to the exclusion of others.
It has comparable atten uati On, perhaps the lowest,
and there would be no opportunity for ladling.
Therefore it may be the most useful mode for this
frequency range. This concept is the subject of this
paper. It will be considered further with reference
to the practical problems of

The evaluation of attenuation in terms of skin
depth (a) is based on the concept of a wall of imi-
form high conductivity with a definite plane bound-
ary. The gradual boundary of the ionosphere is
better approximated by an exponential profde of
conductivity, under study by the writer during the
past 4 years [Wheeler, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962] and
more intensively by others [Wait and Walters, 1963].
There is a difference in behavior that can be de-
scribed simply for horizontal polarization but not so
simply for vertical polarization. The reasons for
this will be given briefly.

In the usual "skin effect," the "hard" boundary
a good conductor acts as the boundary for both
and M fields. It causes appreciable loss associated
with the M field but no appreciable loss associated
with the  E  field. On the other band, the "soft"
boundary of the ionosphere may cause its effective
level to appear at cfifferent heights, lower for the  E
field than for the M field [Wheeler, 1959, 1960, 19611.
This contributes a loss also associated with the  E
field, which is comparable with that of the M field.
In the actual profile of the ionosphere, the.lower level
of the E-field boundary is usually in a region of more
gradual variation, so the E-field loss is likely to be
the greater of the two components.

With vertical polarization, both  E  and M fields
are maximum at a conductive boundary, so both are
subject to the losses of a "soft" boundary. With hori-
zontal polarization, however, the  Al  field is maximum
and the  E  field is minim Urn at a conductive bound-
ary, so only the M-field losses are appreciable. This
enables a simple description of the boundary reflec-
tion for horizontal polarization [Wait and Walters,
1963].

In the TE-01 mode, the boundary losses can be
computed by making the following substitution in
formula (7). The effective skin depth appears to be

(11)

in which h1 is the "napier height" in the exponential
profile, that is, the change of height in which the;

ah/a0=1 :IV-400=V  ,2  =0.625;
i f17+1

f If 0=AIX=1.60. (10)

For the ionosphere, these relations are complicated
by the fact that it may not, behave as a "pure con-
ductor," especially as it affects the TM-01 mode.
The conduction current may be comparable with the
displacement current. Therefore there is some dif-
ficulty in e valuating the apparent con ductivity in
the simple model here assumed.

In practical conditions, the curves in figure 3 fall
short of representing the relative attenuation in the
several modes. This happens from the failure of
two assumptions: first, that the reflecting boundary
is a good conductor; and second, that it has a step
transition between the conductor and the wave
medium. The former is to be discussed here; the
latter at a point further on.

Continuing on the assumption of a step boundary,
the relation shown between TM-00 and TE—oi.
modes is qualitatively valid for the usual conduc-
tivity of the ionosphere, at frequencies not too far
from cutoff. On the other hand, the curve for the
TM-01 mode (a,) fails entirely for reasons associated
with the angle of minimum reflection (Brevc;ster
angle). Far from cutoff (beyond the Brewster an-
gle), at small angles approaching grazing incidence,
the ionosphere behaves more like a magnetic wall
(open-circuit) than an electric wall (short-circuit) for
reasons not to be elaborated here. As a result, the
waveguide propagation behaves more like the TM-
0% mode. The ionosphere becomes a much better
reflector, so the attenuation becomes the least of all
modes, approaching the attenuation of the TE-01
r»ode. The transition to this phenomenon is quali-
tatively indicated by the dashed line (a,' ).

The location of the dashed line in figure 3 is indefi-
nite because the relative attenuation varies with
conditions. There is an experimental basis for speci-
fying its intersection with unity, or the attenuation
crossover of the TM-01 and. TM-00 modes. It hap-
pens that VP measurements or atmospheric noise
show a definite minimum at a certain frequency
[C.C.I.R., 1957; Jean et al., 1961; Maxwell et al.,
1963] and it may be inferred that one of these modes
is predominant on either side of this frequency. The
frequency of minimum noise is centered at 3 to 4 kc/s,
presumably nearer the higher value for conditions of
lower ionosphere (height near 70 km). Therefore
4 kc/s is here taken as a typical value of the crossover
frequency, and the dashed line in figure 3 is so drawn.

From these considerations, figure 3 shows that the
HP mode may have the least attenuation of all modes
in the frequency range of about 3 to 5 kc/s. At least,
it is competitive with the two VP modes. This in
itself is interesting and may not have been stated in
earlier publications. However, there are other fac-
tors that give it a unique advantage, as will be
explained.
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conductivity increases in tll_e ratio of e, the base of
rqtural logarithms. (This rule was developed by

writer in 1960.) In other words,

conductivity at hd-Ah
=exp (12)conductivity at h

In the usual skin effect, the skin depth is pro-
portional to the X power of wavelength ( .-‘/).
On the other hand, in the exponential profile,
the apparent skin depth 1S invariant with. wave-
length. This implies that the reflection takes place
at different levels of conductivity, proportional to
wavelength, so the usual variation with wavalength
is compensated.

Referring to figure 3, if the skin depth is constant,
the attenuation in the reference mode TM-00
varies inversely with wavelength or directly with
frequency. Either side of the crossover of the two
VP modes, one or the other has decreasing attenu-
ation. This is consistent with the concept that
the VP noise spectrum is subject to maximum
attenuation at the crossover.

In figure 3, the extra E-field loss in VP is ignored.
It is expected that the relative attenuation of the
HP mode will be found to be much less, perhaps
down to the amount indicated by the curves.
If so, this will yield a great advantage for HP over
VP in the frequency range shown around 4 kc/s.
The attenuation rate for the VP modes has been
reviewed recently [Maxwell et al., 19631 and the
resulting values in the frequency range are much

iater than would be expected for HP [Wait and
alters, 1963].
Here we should be reminded that the VLF sending

station has to compete with a high level of atmos-
pheric noise from lightning. There is a need for
tests of the HP noise spectrum, since only the VP
spectrum has been reported. Horizontal lightning
strokes are presumably more frequent tlian vertical,
and have a height advantage over an HP antenna.
near the ground. They are not expected to have
any minimum of spectral density, since the crossover
phenomenon is avoided in HP. These factors
suggest that HP may be subject to a handicap in
the noise level to be surmounted by radiation of
power from the sending antenna.

It has been assumed that higher modes have much
greater attenuation, and therefore are relatively too
weak to be useful or to cause appreciable cancellation.
The justification is very simple. We may compare
the ."01" mode with the "ON" mode of higher order
(N>1). First we note that the cutoff wavelength
is 1/N as great, so the angle of elevation (v,)becomes
about N times as great; this causes about N times the
loss in one reflection. (The reflection loss approaches
zero at grazing incidence.) Second, this means about
ATtimes the number of reflections for the same dis-
tance. We conclude that the rate of attenuation
in the "OAT" mode is about N2 times as great as that
in the "01" mode. This comparison applies simi-
larly to the TM and TE modes in the present dis-

- -ussion.

With vertical polarization, the imperfect conduc-
tivity of the ground contributes appreciable attenua-
tion, greater at higher frequency. This effect is
severe in case of dry ground, especially mountains
or ice cap. On the other hand, with horizontal
polarization, this component of attenuation is less in
general; in particular it is less at higher frequency
and is negligible in comparison with the ionosphere
compon en t.

For any particular mode in a waveguide, there is a
coupling factor associated with any type of antenna.
This coupling may be evaluated as complete (1)
or partial but useful (<1) or nominally zero (0).
In these terms, table 1 gives the rating of various
types of antennas with respect to the three modes of
interest.

TA BLE 1. Mode coupling of various types of antennas

Mode coupling

Antenna (at ground)
vP v PHP

TM-00'1' M.-01TE-01

Omnidirective:





Vertical wire 
 1 < I 0
Horizontal wire, crossed pair 
 0 <1 <I
Vertical loop, crossed pair 
 1 1 <1

Directive:





Oblique wire, end direction 
 <1 0 0
Horizontal wire, end direction 
 0 <1 0
Horizontal wire, side direction 
 0 0 <1
Vertical loop, planar direction 
 I 1 0
Vertical loop, axial direction 
 0 0 <1

NOTES:
(2)(3) Rotary phase; can use diversity with opposite rotation.
(4) Designed to cancel TM-01 mode in one direction at one frequency.

(4)(5)(6)(8) Selection of single mode, effective in only one direction.

and (2) Sending-receiving combination for selection of `.1`51-01 mode,
both omnidirective.

and (7) Sending-receiving combination for selection of TM-01 mode,
one omnidireetive and the other directive; can use
(7) for direction finding.

(1) and (7) Sending-receiving combination for both VP modes, the usual
combination; can use (7) for direction finding.

Figure 4 gives some curves of the variation of' mode
coupling with wavelength or frequency. As in
figure 3, these are referred to the TM-00 mode, and
the same horizontal scale is used. These are based
on the vertical loop antenna, being the only type
that couples with all three modes.

The following formulas give the mode coupling
ratios on the assumption that the antenna is a small
horizontal magnetic dipole (vertical loop) located on
or near the lower boundary (ground).

Tm-01 (VP) /cc_ J  2  

TM-00 (VP) " At cos ip (13)

TE-01. (HP) 9
: len=sin - sin ik tan IP (14)Tm-oo oTP) cos

in which k is the mode-coupling voltage or current
ratio referred to the TM-00 (TEM) mode.

This ratio may be evaluated for a receiving loop,
by comparing the values of induced voltage from
plane waves of' two modes, carrying equal values of
power. In general, the mode coupling depends
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x/xc =  Sin 4,

FIGURE 4. Relative mode coupling between loop and modes

TM-00, TM-01, and TE-01.

on the factors shown in figure 2, namely, the eleva-
tion imgle (p) and the antenna radiation pattern.
For VP, the vertical loop has a pattern invariant
with angle, so the coupling (/c) includes only the
waveguide effect (in terms of cos 4i). For HP, the
pattern contributes an extra factor (sin ip), which is
of particular interest in the present discussion.

The mode coupling ratios are simply related with
the attenuation ratios, as will be seen by comparing
(6) and (8) with (13) and (14). This results from the
fact that they both depend on the magnetic field
adjacent to the boundaries.

In figure 4, the mode coupling ratio (kh) between
the two VP modes is nearly constant, except near
cutoff, and is not far from unity. On the other hand,
the HP mode coupling  (1c5) varies more than pro-
portional to wavelength. This is because the cou-
pling increases with the elevation angle as previ-
ously mentioned with reference to figure 2.

In the range of 3 to 5 kc/s, of particular significance
in figure 3, the coupling of the HP mode is somewhat
less than that of the VP modes. However, this
slight deficiency is present only at each end of the
circuit; over a long distance, it is easily offset by a
slightly lower rate of attenuation, or by other ad-

b

vantaues such as stability against fading.
Referring to figure 4, the mode couplino.bof the

loop may be compared with that of a straig.ht wire.
A vertical wire couples only with the VP modes;
the couplino. with TM-01 decreases toward zero at
cutoff. A Ibiorizontal wire couples with TM-01 and
TE-01 modes, not with TM-00; its coupling with
TM-01 or TR ni 1_las the same variation as kh in
figure 4.

Referring to table 1, there are tabulated the mode-
coupling ratings of eight types of antennas that may 


be MterestMg with respect either to omnidirective
coverage or to unique properties in one directior
The table is self-explanatory, so the discussion w
be limited to some relations of particular interest.

The vertical wire is the only antenna that couples
with only VP, not HP in any direction. The
horizontal wire or the vertical loop couples with
both VP and HP; the loop couples with all three
modes. These two types have directive properties
that enable the selection of either VP or HP, to the
exclusion of the other, in some direction.

It is concluded that the single-mode feature of
HP can be assured only in a point-to-point circuit,
having one or both antennas of type (6) or (8).
Each of these couples only HP in one direction.

3. Antennas

The utilization of any particular mode of prop-
agation requires the selection of types of antennas
which are suited for caup1Mg with the mode. In
the present discussion, the use of horizontal polari-
zation instead of the usual vertical polarization
requires coupling with the TE-01 mode instead of
the usual TM-01 or TM-00 modes. The intro-
duction to the mode in figure 1 shows the common
loop antenna used in different orientations relative
to the direction of transmission from sander (S) to
receiver (I? or R').

Figure 5 shows the horizontal wire (a) and the
vertical loop (b), which are alternative types for
utilizing the single-mode feature of HP propagatio-
in a direction perpendicular to the vertical pla
of the antenna. Each will be described, for the
case of a "small" antenna, having effective length  (1)
and effective height (I') less than }6 wavelength.
The simple structures to be shown are typical of
sending antennas of rather large size for radiation
of high power.

2

( a)
N.

I I

2C 2C

FIGURE  5. Alternative sending antennas on the ground.

Horizontal electric d ipole (horizontal wire).
Alternative sending antennas on the ground.
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Fiot'nre5(a) shows a horizontal wire which behaves
ahorizontal electric dipole of a certain effective

41gth (1)and effective height (19 . It has a balanced
coupling with the circuit, so the effective capacitance
(C) is that of the two halves in series. It is tuned
to resonance by an inductor (L) .

Figure 5(b) shows a vertical loop which behaves
as a horizontal magnetic dipole of a certain effective
area (1X1'). it has a balanced coupling with the
circuit, so the effective inductance (L) is that of the
two halves in series. It is tuned to resonance by
a capacitor (C).

In figure 5(a) or 5(b), the HP mode coupling is
determined by the effective area (1X1'). The top
wire may be horizontal (solid lines) or sloping
(dashed lines). The latter offers a particular
advantage for the horizontal wire (a) because tbe
current is greater near the center; as a result, the
center has to be raised only half as much as the ends
are lowered, so the average height can be decreased.
in either case, the sloping form enables the use of a
single tower.

For omnidirective coverage, either type can be
utilized in a crossed pair having quadrature relative
phase of coupling with the circuit. The sloping form
enables the use of a single tower for both antennas
of the pair.

As in any capacitive antenna, the use of grounded
metal supporting structures causes a reduction of
effective height of the horizontal wire (a). In an
inductive antenna, such as the loop (b), a thin
—ertical tower has no appreciable effect; the use of a

ick metal tower or grounded guy wires may cause
reduction of effective height, but less than the effect
on a capacitive antenna.

As in "small" sending antennas in general, the
radiation of high power requires a higher voltage on
the capacitive type (a) and a higher current on the
inductive type (b). This essential difference and
other practical considerations influence the choice
between these two types [Wheeler, 1958a].

A receiving antenna may be much smaller, for two
reasons. First, there is no requirement for handling
high power. Second, a rather small size is sufficient
to receive atmospheric noise at a level higher than
circuit noise. There is more freedom of design in
tbe smaller size.

A small electric dipole has two practical limitations.
First, the reactance becomes so high as to impose
difficulties in circuit design, and there is no way of
transforming the reactance to a lower value in the
antenna. Second, there is no core material available
for enabling a further reduction in size while retaining
the same efficiency.

A small magnetic dipole or loop offers advantages
in both of these respects. First, while the reactance
of one turn is low, it may be transformed to a con-
venient value by using a number of turns. Second,
a ferrite core enables a further reduction in size while
retaining the same efficiency. These and other
practical considerations lead to the use of a small loop
for reception, especially for submarine reception

bile submerged [Wheeler, 1958b1.

The radiation resistance of an antenna under the
ionosphere is essentially different from that in free
space. It is seldom formulated, because there is no
practical difference in the usual VLF band (10 to 30
kc/s), such that the ionosphere is more than two
wavelengths from the antenna.

At lower frequencies, nearer to cutoff in the wave-
guide between ionosphere and ground, there is a
need for restating the radiation resistance. The
ionosphere has more effect on the resistance.
Furthermore, the power radiated in each mode can
be separately identified with a value of radiation
resistance. This enables an evaluation of the
efficiency of radiation into the mode to be utilized.

The resistance representing radiation into the
TE-01 mode, in either of the types shown in figure 5,
is given by the following formula, derived from
familiar waveguide principles,

R= r Re (2r/y 0'y X, 1 R, (271-1)2 (2rl'y X, X,
X X

= 1 R (2r1y (2rl'y  1  
2rX, )X, sin ak (15)

The variation with frequency becomes very simple.
There is a minimum value for the condition,

flf 11/=77-/4; sin 21,G =1. (16)

In the waveguide modes under the ionosphere,
its effective height is involved directly (h) or in-
directly in terms of the resulting cutoff wavelength
(Xe). This cylindrical wave is an essential distinc-
tion from the spherical wave in free space, especially
in the usual cases where one mode predominates
over the others.

The efficiency of radiation into this mode is the
ratio of 1? over the total resistance. The latter
includes not only the heat losses in the antenna and
ground and the rest of the tuned circuit, but also
the radiation into any other propagating modes.
High efficiency of radiation into one mode requires
the exclusion of coupling with any other propagating
modes.

The antennas of figure 5 couple not only with the
TE-01 mode of HP propagation, but also with one
or both of the VP modes (in other directions).
Therefore a high efficiency of radiation in the TE-01
mode is impossible. In practice, however, the heat
losses are usually sufficient to preclude high efficiency,
so the extra radiation resistance of other modes is a
minor handicap.

4. Transmission Efficiency

The transmission circuit from sender to receiver
should be evaluated with reference to all significant
factors. Some of these are elusive but generally
recognized so they need not be elaborated here. A
few that are particularly relevant or unusual will
be described with reference to a computed example.
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Table 2 outlines a set of conditions and various
factors resulting therefrom. It is based on a point-
to-point transmission circuit relying on horizontal
polarization in the TE-01 mode under the iono-
sphere. The natural conditions are given values
that are typical to the extent of present knowledge
based directly or indirectly on experimental evidence.
The operating conditions are selected to bring out
the capabilities of horizontal polarization. The
table is self-explanatory, as a basis for some
comments.

The ,frequency (4 kc/s) is approximately that at
which horizontal polarization appears to offer the
greatest advantage over vertical polarization. It
is double the cutoff frequency (2 kc/s) based on the
ionosphere height.

The attenuation by radial divergence of a cylin-
drical wave is given by the power ratio,

X/271-

27r

No attempt is made to refine this ratio in respect
to the guide wavelength and any directivity that
may be utilized.

The least is known about the height interval of
transition from dielectric to conductor in the iono-
sphere serving as the upper boundary of a waveguide.
This is expressed in terms of the "napier height"
related to the most recent publication of Wait and
et al. [1963]. The value assumed (2 km) is said
by him to be typical of daytime ionosphere, in a
discussion directed to horizontal and vertical polar-
ization at frequencies in the VLF band. The
reflection coefficient is computed from lffs formula,
and is related to the effective skin depth as discussed.
herein. This leads to the attenuation caused by
loss in reflection at the ionosphere.

TABLE 2. Transmission circuit using horizontal polarization

Waveguide mode  TE-01
Frequency  f=4  kc/s
Wavelength  X =75 km
Cutoff frequency  f, - 2 kc/s
Cutoff wavelength  X =150 km
Ionosphere height  h=185=  75 km
Napier height  hi =2 km
Effective skin depth  a =v111 =6.3 km
Effective conductivity  a  =1.6 14,—mhohn
Effective dissipation factor  p =7.2
Mode coupling factor  kh =0.76
Elevation angle 

Ionosphere reflection coefficient  es  =0.50= —4.6 db
Distance per ionosphere reflection  2/i/sin if,=300 km
D istance  T =4000 km

Attenuation:

Radial divergence  30 db
Ionosphere reflection  60±8 (day/night)

.. Mode coupling (both ends)  3

038 tlb

The diurnal variation of attenuation is even more
uncertain. The value given is estimated on the
basis of some experimental evidence for vertical
polarization [Maxwell et al., 1963] and modified for
the expected improvement in stability for horizontal
polarization.

The loss in mode coupling at both ends of the
circuit is evaluated for the TE-01 mode relative to 


the TM-00. It becomes a minor factor in this
example.

The three kinds of attenuation included in
outline emphasize the peculiarities of this :mode.
It is notable that the major factor is the attenuation
caused by incomplete reflection from the ionosphere,
even though this is much less for horizontal polariza-
tion. These components of attenuation add up to
about 100 db for a distance of 4,000 km. This is
typical or the greatest distance over which the TE-
01 mode may be useful.

An implicit factor in reaching this conclusion is the
noise level from lightning. This is an unlmown for
horizontal polarization, but the receiving antenna
responds also to waves of vertical polarization arriv-
ing from other directions. The rate of attenuation
in both polarizations discriminates against noise
sources at great distances, so the noise leva far from the
equator is much lower than usually experienced in
the active VLF range of 10 to 30 kc/s.

5. Conclusion

It appears that there is a part or the frequency
spectrum that may be best utilized in the TE-01
wavegaide mode under the ionosphere, characterized
by horizontal polarization. Some of the advantages
and other peculiarities of this mode may be sum-
marized as follows.

In a frequency range near 4 kc/s, this mode
promises the lowest rate of attenuation of all modes
under the ionosphere, as in the familiar TE-0i mc
in circular waveguide. In comparison with I
closest competitors, the TM-00 and TM-01 modes
characterized by vertical polarization, it is expected
to offer about half the rate of attenuation. Its
cutoff frequency is near 2 kc/s, and its advantage
appears at somewhat higher frequencies.

The mechanism of reflection at the ionosphere
is simpler for horizontal polarization, involving
mainly the magnetic field rather than both electric
and magnetic fields. It is expected that there will
be less variation or attenuation with changing con-
ditions (diurnal cycles, disturbances, etc.). This
advantage is particularly noticeable in the theory
and operation of the "soft" boundary prevalent
below the ionosphere, as distinguished from the
"hard" boundary previously assumed as a simple
mod el.

There are some antenna configurations suited
for coupling with the TE-01 mode. The coupling is
somewhat less than that available for vertical polar-
ization, but this small handicap is negligible in
comparison with the gain by the lower rate of
attenuation.

In a point-to-point transmission circuit, there
are simple types or antennas that select HP modes
to the exclusion of VP modes. Since the TE—Ol
mode has much the lowest attenuation of all TIP
modes, this feature can be used to assure single-mode
propagation. This is the most stable condition in a
waveguide because there is no possibility of fading,
caused by interference between two modes. C

(17)
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or both of the antennas should be a horizontal wire
',Cove the ground or a vertical loop, in a plane
Jrpendicular to the direction of the transmission

path. The former is particularly suited for the
sending end, the latter for the receiving end.

The loss on reflection from the ground is the
least for horizontal polarization, being much less
than the loss on reflection from the ionosphere.
Therefore there is no appreciable handicap in trans-
mission over ground of low conductivity, such as
mountains or ice cap.

The noise level for HP has not been thoroughly
measured and reported. In the subject froguency
range, the moderately high attenuation reduces the
contribution from noise sources at a long distance.
This is particularly true of VP noise, to which any
receiving antenna is likely to be responsive in some
directions.

It happens that there is no simple antenna, for
location just above the ground, which will select HP
to the exclusion of VP in all directions. Therefore
we cannot secure omnidirective coverage in both
transmission and reception with the full advantage of
HP. This is not an appreciable handicap at any
frequency for which the HP mode has much time
lowest rate of attenuation. This factor does pre-
clude the use of HP for accurate direction finding,
because a loop antenna would be confused by a mix-
ture of HP and VP. Perhaps this last property
could be used intentionally to confuse the direction
finding attempts of an enemy.

The use of frequencies near 4 kc/s, in contrast
the lowest frequencies now in use (14-20 kc/s),

would reduce the attenuation rate in sea water to
about one-half. This is an obvious advantage in
communication to a submerged submarine, but must
be weighed in the context of the other significant
factors.

A computed example indicates that the subject
mode should be useful for communication over a
distance of the order of 4,000 km.

It is submitted that this mode offers the most
effective utilization of a certain part of the frequency
spectrum, in transmission under the ionosphere.
Therefore further theoretical and experimental
studies are recommended.
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(Paper 68D1-323)

The present understanding of mode propagation
under the ionosphere is attributed to J. R. Wait, ztnd
has been relied on as the background for this presen-
tation. It is an application of the waveguide princi-
ples that are familiar in the field of microwaves, as
most intensively developed at the M.I.T. Radiation
Laboratory during World War H.

To the National Bureau of Standards, and partic-
ularly to the Staff at Boulder, Colo., we are all
most deeply indebted for their studies of radio noise.
Here we have relied on the more specialized tests of
the noise spectrum, reported by A. D. Watt, E. L.

r,axwell, A. G. Jean, and their associates.
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